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Abstract 

This dissertation is a study of how Hong Kong and Japanese cinema 

constructed an imaginary of cosmopolitanism in films for a global market through co-

production during the Cold War. Co-production examined in the dissertation is not 

limited to co-produced films. In the mid-1950s to the late 1960s, Hong Kong and 

Japanese cinema had frequent contact, which included co-organizing a film festival, 

exchanging film talents, and adapting films. Neutral terms like collaboration and 

cooperation describing the interchange between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema 

often disguised their competition in an uneven power relationship. Focusing on the 

two major studios in Hong Kong, i.e., Shaw Brothers and Cathay Organization, this 

dissertation examines their relationship with Japanese cinema by analyzing the 

complex negotiations inherent throughout the collaboration. 

 The dissertation conceptualizes the tension between Hong Kong and Japanese 

cinema as a spatial struggle, in which the materiality of space played a critical role. 

Japanese cinema’s attempts to maintain its hegemony and dominance in Asia and 

Hong Kong cinema’s endeavors to improve its position in the hierarchy of regional 

and global film industries contributed to the production of space. The space of 

production such as the cinematic space in films, in turn, influenced the dynamic 

between the two cinemas. Each chapter examines different forces within the 

production of space with common concern on the space of production that the two 

cinemas competed to construct a worldview beneficial to its own respective 

positioning in the region and the world. The forces at work are the role of technology 
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at the Southeast Asian Film Festival, the embodiment of Hong Kong star in the co-

produced films, and the border-crossing of Japanese talent to work in Hong Kong. 

The dissertation argues that through co-production with Japanese cinema, Hong 

Kong’s film industry imbued its stars and films with a fantasy of cosmopolitanism for 

a global market, without challenging the patriarchal family ideology of Chinese 

society. The spatial struggle with Hong Kong cinema demonstrates that Japanese 

cinema attempted to define itself as a leader in Asia while confronting the West 

during the Cold War.  
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Chapter 1  

Politicizing Collaboration 

This dissertation studies how Hong Kong and Japanese cinema constructed an 

imaginary of cosmopolitanism in films for the global market through co-production 

during the Cold War. The mid-1950s to the late 1960s marked a frequent 

collaboration between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema. Co-production examined in 

the dissertation is not limited to co-produced films but extends to a range of Hong 

Kong-Japanese cinematic interchanges. Co-organizing the Southeast Asian Film 

Festival (AFF), location shooting, co-produced films, recruiting Japanese filmmakers 

to work in Hong Kong, and film adaptations took place between the Big Six of 

Japanese cinema and the two leading Hong Kong studios. The six largest companies 

in postwar Japan were Daiei, Nikkatsu, Shintōhō, Shōchiku, Toei, and Tōhō. 1 The 

two major studios in Hong Kong were Cathay Organization and the Shaw Brothers 

Studio (Shaw Brothers hereafter). 2 Among the six Japanese studios, Daiei, Nikkatsu, 

and Tōhō had a closer connection with Hong Kong cinema. For example, Daiei, 

which initiated AFF in 1954, co-produced a film with Shaw Brothers right after the 

first Festival. Tōhō and Cathay Organization had frequent contact in the early 1960s, 

                                                 
1 William D Hoover, Historical Dictionary of Postwar Japan (Lanham, Maryland: Scarecrow Press, 

2011), 77. 
2 The Shaw Brothers Studio here refers to Shaw and Sons Ltd from 1950 to 1957, and Shaw Brothers 

(HK) Ltd from 1958. The dissertation uses Shaw Brothers in general, except for the part on the 

historical background of the studio. 

As Japanese cinema addressed Motion Picture & General Investment Co Ltd (MP&GI) as Cathay 

Organization in its publicity materials, the dissertation uses Cathay Organization for the concern of 

consistency. 
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co-producing five films in total. When Shaw Brothers employed Japanese filmmakers 

in the late 1960s, most of them were from Nikkatsu.  

Three interrelated phases briefly divide these exchanges between Hong Kong 

and Japanese cinema. The first phase of contact concerned the interconnectedness of 

their distribution networks since the early 1950s. AFF played a critical role in 

facilitating the business deals between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema. The Hong 

Kong film industry distributed the dubbed Mandarin or Cantonese versions of 

Japanese films to the Chinese diasporic markets in Southeast Asia. While Japanese 

cinema benefited from having its films distributed to Southeast Asia via the Hong 

Kong film industry, Hong Kong cinema saved on costs by filling the supply of its 

market with dubbed Japanese films instead of its own productions.  

The second phase regarded co-production since the mid-1950s. A crucial 

factor that initiated the co-production projects was the network built through AFF. 

After the first AFF, the president of Daiei went to Hong Kong to negotiate with Shaw 

Brothers about co-producing a film based on a Chinese folktale, i.e., Yōkihi 

(Mizoguchi Kenji, 1955). The Legend of the White Serpent (Toyoda Shirō, 1956), a 

film based on Chinese folklore which was co-produced by Shaw Brothers and Tōhō, 

also came about through connection made through AFF. Moreover, it was at AFF that 

producers from Tōhō met Lucilla You Min, which later convinced them to negotiate 

with Cathay Organization about co-production possibilities starring the Hong Kong 

actress. The negotiation resulted in the Hong Kong Trilogy: A Night in Hong Kong 

(Chiba Yasuki, 1961), Star of Hong Kong (Chiba Yasuki, 1962), and Honolulu, 
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Tokyo, Hong Kong (Chiba Yasuki, 1963); as well as two episodes of the Shachō 

series: Three Gentlemen from Tokyo (Sugie Toshio, 1962), and Three Gentlemen 

Return from Hong Kong (Sugie Toshio, 1962). As co-produced films distributed to 

each other’s markets, the second phase was closely related to the first phase 

concerning distribution networks.  

The mass recruitment of Japanese filmmakers by Shaw Brothers in the mid-

1960s characterized the third phase. Shaw Brothers asked the director of Shintōhō, 

whom Run Run Shaw met at AFF, to loan out Nishimoto Tadashi, a Japanese 

cinematographer, to produce its first in-house color feature Love with an Alien 

(Wakasugi Mitsuo et al. 1958). After Shintōhō closed down its business in the early 

1960s, Shaw Brothers officially employed Nishimoto for its subsequent color-film 

productions. Through Nishimoto’s network, Shaw Brothers contracted six Japanese 

directors from Nikkatsu, who produced over 30 films for Shaw Brothers in the late 

1960s. Although the third phase did not involve officially co-produced films between 

studios, the flow of talent could be seen as a form of co-production.  

I. Politicizing Collaboration by Investigating the Uneven Dynamic Negotiation 

between Japanese and Hong Kong Cinemas 

The Japanese film industry described such international collaboration as 

gassaku or teikei. Gassaku means to produce a work that requires a joint effort, while 

teikei means to cooperate with another for business. 3 These two kanji do not imply a 

                                                 
3 Sanseidō daijirin (dai san han) http://www.sanseido.biz/ 

http://www.weblio.jp/redirect?dictCode=SSDJJ&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sanseido.biz%2F
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hierarchy as their Chinese counterparts do. Teikei in Chinese, tixie, implies one 

leading the other. Gassaku in Chinese, hezou, implies an equal partnership. All four 

phrases can be translated into English roughly as collaboration and cooperation. I 

entered each of the four phrases in search engines as the very first step of researching 

the collaboration and cooperation between Japanese and Hong Kong cinemas. At first 

glance, the search engine results for Japanese materials of the research period referred 

to collaborations with the film industries in the West more often as gassaku and 

collaborations with Hong Kong cinema as teikei. On the other hand, results for the 

material produced by the Hong Kong film industry always used hezou but never used 

the phrase with hierarchical implications, tixie. Of course, this observation 

demonstrates nothing about the uneven power relationships between Japanese and 

Hong Kong cinemas in the collaboration. It merely demonstrates different usages 

between the two languages and biased sampling results yielded by the search engines. 

However, the observation prompts a preliminary question of the research: was the 

collaboration between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema during the Cold War only an 

equal partnership with respect to business? 

Collaboration is political, though it is portrayed as neutral. This dissertation 

attempts to politicize collaboration by investigating the dynamics and tensions in the 

process of the collaboration between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema. Collaboration 

with other countries has never been neutral in history. The collaboration was 

condemned as unpatriotic behavior and even a betrayal of one’s country during the 

war. In the postwar era, states used diplomatic and economic pressure rather than 

military force to acquire support from other weaker states to assert hegemony across 
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the world. Collaboration in such a climate “was reconstituted as the modus operandi 

of leaders obliged to work with superpowers to secure their nations’ economic 

advantage and their own political survival.” 4 In short, collaboration has always been 

a relationship between the oppressor and the oppressed. 5 It is critical to note that the 

collaboration between the oppressor and the oppressed never positions the two parties 

in a static dominant-subordinate hierarchy. One the one hand, collaboration plays a 

role in maintaining the oppressor’s dominant status. Yet it also empowers the 

oppressed to change the discourses of the oppressor. It is this uneven dynamic 

negotiation that reconstitutes hegemony in an ongoing process. 6 

This dissertation pursues the uneven dynamic negotiation between Japanese 

and Hong Kong cinema during their process of collaboration. How did Japanese 

cinema, here the oppressor, attempt to maintain its dominant status through 

collaboration, in this case, with Hong Kong cinema? How did Hong Kong cinema, 

the oppressed, change the discourse of Japanese cinema and empower itself through 

the collaboration? For the dissertation’s further discussion on the politics between the 

two cinema, this section first elucidates the ideology of Japan for maintaining its 

hegemony in Asia against the backdrop of WWII and the Cold War. It then delineates 

the context of Hong Kong cinema in the Cold War for a further examination of the 

collaboration with its previous imperializer, Japan. 

                                                 
4 Timothy Brook, “Collaboration in the Postwar,” The Asia-Pacific Journal: Japan Focus, 2008, 

http://apjjf.org/-Timothy-Brook/2802/article.html. 
5 Kitamura Hiroshi, “Burūsu. rī to 'teikoku' amerika - 'koraborēshon' no poritikusu nitsuite” (Bruce Lee 

and ‘Imperial’ America – about the politics of ‘collaboration’), Gendai shisō 41.3, 2013, 96-109. 
6 Ibid., 97. 
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 The Hegemony of Japan and Japanese Cinema in Wartime and during the Cold 

War  

 Previous studies agree about the legacy of Japanese imperialism in the 

postwar era. 7 Japanese cinema “collaborated with Hong Kong and other Asian 

regions largely to continue the idea of ‘movies of the Greater East Asia.’” 8 The 

discussion points out that the concept of the Greater East Asian Film Sphere lingered. 

It was a term first coined by Japanese film critics and film personnel around 1941, 

and the concept was an ideological offspring of the Greater East Asian Co-Prosperity 

Sphere. 9 Following the ideology of the Greater East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere, the 

purpose of the Greater East Asian Films was to eliminate the Western influences in 

Asia and to replace Western culture with a Japanese one. These films also aimed to 

emphasize the commonality among Asian nations, though Japan was depicted as still 

being superior, and set this commonality against the West. The rhetoric of “liberating 

Asia from the West” or “Asia for the Asians” drew from the ideology of Pan-

Asianism, which built on the awareness of Asia as a cohesive whole. The growing 

military power of Japan turned Pan-Asianism into an ideology for consolidating Asia 

under Japan’s leadership against the West in wartime. In other words, the ideology of 

                                                 
7 Kinnia Shuk-ting Yau, Japanese and Hong Kong Film Industries: Understanding the Origins of East 

Asian Film Networks (London and New York: Routledge, 2010). 

Kwai-cheung Lo, “Erasing China in Japan’s ‘Hong Kong Films,’” in The Oxford Handbook of 

Japanese Cinema, ed. Daisuke Miyao (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 209–25. 

Michael Baskett, The Attractive Empire: Transnational Film Culture in Imperial Japan (Honolulu: 

University of Hawaii Press, 2008). 
8 Yau, Japanese and Hong Kong Film Industries, 61-62. 
9 Baskett, The Attractive Empire, 33-34. 
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Pan-Asianism was not the purpose of the war but the cause. 10 Pan-Asianism was not 

only leveraged for legitimizing the war but also as an integral part of prolonging the 

war. 11 

This dissertation will examine how these concepts continued during the 

collaboration process, but it does not consider the Japanese empire during wartime 

being identical as its legacy in the Cold War. “Empire and the Cold War must not be 

seen as stable or even sequential categories that remain unchanged over time; instead, 

they must be seen as fluid systems that could and did simultaneously accommodate 

multiple and conflicting ideologies.” 12 In the early 1950s, Cold War politics divided 

the world between communist and capitalist states, as well as by East and West. 

Ideology was embedded in such dichotomies. The West connoted “advanced” and 

capitalism implied a “free” economy. When the United States planned to construct a 

“free Asia” bloc to contain the expanding threat of communism, they identified Japan 

as “the key to the balance of power in Asia.” 13 Therefore, the United States 

attempted to turn Japan “from seeking autonomous imperialism to accepting 

subordinate imperialism” 14 in the formation of the Cold War structure. Instead of 

encouraging de-imperialization and democratization, the United States tried to 

                                                 
10 Maura Masataka, “Dai tōa sensō” wa naze okita no ka - han ajia shugi no seiji keizai shi (Why did 

the Greater East Asia War happen? The political and economic history of Pan-Asianism) (Nagoya: 

Nagoya University Press, 2010). 
11 Eri Hotta, Pan-Asianism and Japan’s War 1931–1945 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007). 
12 Michael Baskett, “Japan’s Film Festival Diplomacy in Cold War Asia,” The Velvet Light Trap 73 

(2014): 11. 
13 Sangjoon Lee, “The Emergence of the Asian Film Festival: Cold War Asia and Japan’s Reentrance 

to the Regional Film Industry in the 1950s,” in The Oxford Handbook of Japanese Cinema, ed. 

Daisuke Miyao (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 226–44. 
14 Jon Halliday, A Political History of Japanese Capitalism (New York: Pantheon Books, 1975), 162. 
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include Japan into the American orbit by influencing Japanese minds with American 

idealism to further its hegemonic interests. 15 

Although Japan emerged as a leading economic figure in the postwar years, 

the loss of the markets of its former colonies led to Japan’s urge to recuperate 

economic alliances with Southeast Asian nations. Japan’s cooperation with the 

United States against communism was not only for market expansion but also due to 

the fear of the rise of communism in China that could threaten its hegemonic position 

in Asia. To maintain its hegemony in Asia, Japan positioned itself as the leader of 

Asia mediating between the West and other Asian nations. 16 The unique role in 

between Asia and the West afforded Japan a special status within the hierarchy of 

nations comprising Asia, but the role did not challenge the Eurocentric mapping of 

the world. 17 In other words, the position manifested Japan’s subordinate imperialism 

in the Cold War: a leader in Asia but remaining under Western hegemony. The 

influences of this subordinate imperialism further led to Japan’s postwar national 

subjectivity of what Harry Harootunian called “America’s Japan.” 18 Japan tried to 

incorporate American expectations to fulfill a narrative about itself. With regard to 

                                                 
15 Saeki Chizuru, U.S. Cultural Propaganda in Cold War Japan: Promoting Democracy 1948-1960 

(Lewiston, New York: The Edwin Mellen Press, 2007). 
16 Koichi Iwabuchi, Recentering Globalization: Popular Culture and Japanese Transnationalism 

(Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2002). 
17 Leo Ching, “Japan in Asia,” in A Companion to Japanese History, ed. William M. Tsutui (Malden: 

Blackwell Publishing, 2007), 407–23. 
18 Harry Harootunian, “America’s Japan/ Japan’s Japan,” in Japan in the World, ed. Masao Miyoshi 

and Harry Harootunian (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1993), 196–221. 
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the United States, Japan had an inferiority complex. On the other hand, Japan 

intended to provide a model for other Asian nations. 19 

The dialogical relationship between “Oriental Orientalism” and “self-

Orientalism,” which also built on the ideology of subordinate imperialism, further 

explains “America’s Japan.” Japanese cinema during the Cold War exemplified this. 

The strategies of the Japanese film industry to enter Western markets after 

Rashomon’s success demonstrated Japan’s self-Orientalism. 20 Japanese cinema was 

aware of the Western gaze and consciously represented an essential otherness against 

the West. For example, a story being set in ancient Japan about samurai, as well as 

showcasing Japanese palaces and costumes in Gate of Hell (Kinugasa Teinosuke, 

1953) were some of the strategies to meet Western expectations about what Japan 

was. “The Japanese film industry was ‘interpellated’ to identify with the subject 

position of ‘America’s Japan.’” 21 On the other hand, Japan constructed Oriental 

Orientalism against the “inferior Asia.” Oriental Orientalism had its precedent, the 

concept of tōyō. Japan’s Orient discusses how the concept of tōyō had been 

constructed since the Meiji Restoration to encompass shina (China) and other Asian 

countries under Japan’s hegemony. 22 Tōyō in its earliest form simply meant the body 

of water around Java, as opposed to the waters to the west along the Indian coast 

being called seiyō. 23 The meaning of tōyō changed as Japan had a growing awareness 

                                                 
19 Ibid. 
20 Yoshiharu Tezuka, Japanese Cinema Goes Global: Filmworkers’ Journeys (Hong Kong: Hong 

Kong University Press, 2012). 
21 Ibid., 59. 
22 Stefan Tanaka, Japan’s Orient: Rendering Pasts into History (Berkeley: University of California 

Press, 1996). 
23 Ibid., 4. 
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of Europe. Tōyō later connoted the Oriental civilization that signified the Eastern 

culture and values opposite to cultures of the West. 24 It is in this sense that Japan 

included shina in its ideological space represented by tōyō. In short, the concept of 

tōyō was a cultural typology of Japan to contain other nations within its ideological 

space. 

Japan’s idea of leadership in Asia extended to the postwar years. The Cold 

War politics that encouraged Japan’s subordinate imperialism and truncated 

decolonization and de-imperialization processes enhanced the extension. As the 

Japanese empire came to an end after WWII, Japan believed that decolonization and 

de-imperialization were not its concerns but problems of other nations. 25 The lack of 

decolonization and de-imperialization processes in the breakup of the Japanese 

empire after WWII prevented Japan from confronting its imperializer position. 26 

However, leading Asia within the Western sphere of influence was unlike striving 

against the West during wartime. The Japanese hegemonic notion of Pan-Asianism 

during the war may have changed, but the concept of Asia has often been revived and 

reiterated in various forms. 27 How did the concept of Asia revive and reiterate in 

different forms during the Cold War, specifically through collaboration? Chapter 2 

and Chapter 3 examine how forms such as film festival and the star body reiterated 

the concept of Asia in the Cold War. The chapters also elucidate how the ideology 

behind the cinematic collaboration can be traced back to the Japanese imperialist era. 

                                                 
24 Ibid., 5. 
25 Kuan-hsing Chen, Asia as Method: Toward Deimperialization (Durham and London: Duke 

University Press, 2010). 
26 Leo Ching, Becoming “Japanese”: Colonial Taiwan and the Politics of Identity Formation 

(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2001). 
27 Lo, “Erasing China in Japan’s ‘Hong Kong Films,’”211. 
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The technological excellence of the Japanese film industry underlined and supported 

the drive towards Oriental Orientalism in its relation to the collaboration with other 

Asian film industries. Chapter 2 examines the critical role of technology in the 

collaboration between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema. Chapter 3 develops the 

discussion on Oriental Orientalism by examining how a star body in the co-produced 

films manifested the concept of tōyō.  

Two Major Studios in Hong Kong and the Market and Technological Conditions of 

the Hong Kong and Japanese Film Industries 

The collaboration between the dominant and the dominated never positions 

the two parties in a static hierarchy. How did Hong Kong cinema empower itself 

through the collaboration with Japanese cinema? What did Japanese cinema gain 

from the collaboration? In other words, why did the two cinemas collaborate in the 

first place? The section provides a brief background of the two major studios in Hong 

Kong, i.e., Shaw Brothers and Cathay Organization, and delineates the market and 

technological conditions in the Cold War that prompted the two cinemas to 

collaborate with each other. 

The idea of Greater East Asian Film Sphere in wartime was not only for 

ideological purposes but also for economic ones. The Japanese film industry was 

concerned with exporting Japanese films to the Southeast Asian markets through the 
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construction of the Film Sphere. 28 However, the defeat in WWII ended Japan’s 

colonization and imperialization of Southeast Asian countries, and in turn, the 

Japanese film industry lost its export markets in these countries. Re-entering these 

markets directly in the postwar years was difficult for the Japanese film industry due 

to the war sentiments. On the other hand, the two major studios of Hong Kong 

cinema had extensive distribution and exhibition network not only in Hong Kong but 

also in Southeast Asia during the period.  

Even before WWII, the Shaw Brothers Studio was keen on establishing its 

own distribution and exhibition network. It started out as the Unique Film Company 

in Shanghai in 1925. The four brothers of the Shaw family, namely Runje, Runde, 

Runme, and Run Run, founded and ran the company. Runme and Run Run moved to 

Singapore in 1928 to establish a distribution and exhibition circuit in Southeast Asia. 

The two brothers formed close partnerships with diasporic Chinese people in business 

to build a regionwide circuit in Singapore-Malaya. They distributed films produced 

by Unique under the name of Shaw Brothers Ltd. In 1934, Unique moved to Hong 

Kong to expand its Cantonese film productions. Runde reorganized the production of 

Unique (HK) and renamed it Nanyang Studio in 1937. Shaw Brothers Ltd. in 

Singapore continued to distribute films of Nanyang Studio to Southeast Asian 

markets. During the occupation, Japanese troops seized Nanyang Studio, and 

production stopped. Many of the properties of Shaw Brothers in Hong Kong and 

Singapore-Malaya were also destroyed. After WWII, Runde resumed the ownership 

                                                 
28 Anonymous, “Dai Tōa sensō to hōga nanshin no sho mondai” (The Greater East Asia War and the 

problems of Japanese movies going South), Eiga hyōron, 1942 January, 30-35.  
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of Nanyang Studio in 1946. Nanyang was renamed as Shaw and Sons Ltd. in 1950 

and shifted its production focus from Cantonese to Mandarin films. By the 1950s, the 

Shaw Brothers Studio developed a massive distribution network importing films from 

Hong Kong, Europe, and the United States, and had an exhibition circuit of about 130 

theaters throughout East and Southeast Asia. 29  

In the 1950s, the great rival to the Shaw Brothers Studio was Cathay 

Organization. Loke Wan Tho came from a wealthy family running theaters in 

Singapore and Malaya. After building the first cinema complex in Kuala Lumpur, 

Loke’s mother purchased a site in Singapore and put up the Cathay Building, which 

became the icon of Cathay Organization, in 1939. Loke established International 

Theater Ltd. in Singapore in 1948 and built over 40 theaters in Southeast Asia in the 

space of a few short years. He later formed International Film Distribution Agency 

(Singapore) in 1951 and set up a Hong Kong branch in 1953 to ensure the supply of 

films to his theaters.  International Film distributed films from Hong Kong, the 

United States, Italy, etc. in Southeast Asia. It gained an increased market share 

through its circuit of theaters. 30 The extensive distribution and exhibition networks of 

the Shaw Brothers Studio and Cathay Organization in Hong Kong and Southeast Asia 

were attractive to the Japanese film industry which attempted to expand its markets. 

                                                 
29 For the history of Shaw Brothers, see for example, Stephanie Po-yin Chung, “The Industrial 

Evolution of a Fraternal Enterprise: The Shaw Brothers and the Shaw Organization,” in The Shaw 

Screen: A Preliminary Study, ed. Ain-ling Wong (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Film Archive, 2003), 1–17. 

Poshek Fu, “Introduction: The Shaw Brothers Diasporic Cinema,” in China Forever: The Shaw 

Brothers and Diasporic Cinema, ed. Poshek Fu (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 

2008), 1–25. 
30 For the history of Cathay Organization, see Stephanie Po-yin Chung, “A Southeast Asian Tycoon 

and His Movie Dream: Loke Wan Tho and MP&GI,” in Cathay Story, ed. Ain-ling Wong (Hong 

Kong: Hong Kong Film Archive, 2009), 10–19. 
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Chapter 2 on the Southeast Asian Festival will discuss in details about Japanese 

cinema’s intentions, both economic and ideological, through collaborating with Hong 

Kong cinema. 

Regarding production, in the 1950s, both the Shaw Brothers Studio and 

Cathay Organization were eager to improve the technology that could raise the 

quantity and quality of films. As early as 1953, International Film made the first step 

in production. It started supporting independent production companies in the forms of 

loans and had the distribution rights of the films. In 1956, International Film 

(Singapore) merged with Yung Hwa studio in Hong Kong to form MP&GI (Motion 

Picture & General Investment Co Ltd). The films produced by International Film 

brought competition in the market. After MP&GI was established in Hong Kong, the 

competition between the Shaw Brothers Studio and Cathay Organization had become 

more vigorous. Run Run Shaw decided to come to Hong Kong to take charge of 

production and established Shaw Brothers (HK) Ltd in 1958, while Shaw and Sons’ 

business concentrated on distribution and exhibition. 

To maintain a competitive edge, the technology, including machines and 

technological skills, that could improve the quality of films was significant. The 

Shaw Brothers Studio and Cathay Organization had aspired to master the techniques 

of color film technology since the early 1950s. Producing films in color of high 

quality was a way to achieve international recognition and to enter the global market 

in the decade. Gate of Hell (1953), filmed in Eastmancolor, won the Academy Award 

for Best Color. It was the first Japanese color film being released outside Japan. The 
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color filming technology of the Japanese film industry was recognized to be mature 

in the early 50s. On the other hand, the studios in Hong Kong did not have the 

adequate equipment and facilities to support color filming during the period. For 

example, color filming required special lighting equipment, and the Shaw Brothers 

Studio deliberately imported the machines from the West. 31 Having only the lighting 

equipment was not enough. As commented by a director of Cathay Organization, the 

electricity in many Hong Kong studios was not reliable for color filming, and that 

was one of the reasons for going to Japan for filming. 32 As Hong Kong cinema 

believed producing black and white movies as undeveloped, to catch up with the 

international standards by producing color films was the production plan of the Shaw 

Brothers Studio in 1953. 33 The techniques and machines of color filming that 

facilitated the fame of Japanese cinema in the international film festivals and its entry 

to the markets in the West was the technology that Hong Kong cinema wanted.  

The Political Context between Hong Kong and Japan in the Cold War 

When Shaw Brothers resumed production and Cathay Organization started its 

business in Hong Kong in the postwar years, Hong Kong was not under any active 

decolonization nor de-imperialization movements. The occupation of Hong Kong 

ended when Japan surrendered in WWII, and Hong Kong remained the colony of the 

United Kingdom after WWII. Britain maintained Hong Kong in a non-

                                                 
31 Runde Shaw, “Xiang diba yishu di gaofeng zai maijin yibu xindi jihua – shezhi caisepian” (Moving 

one step forward to the summit of the eighth art New plan- producing color films), Screen Voice 9, 

March 1953, 2. 
32 Evan Yang, “Zai riben paishe yishiman caisepian” (Filming color film in Japan), International 

Screen 3, 1955 December, 41. 
33 Shaw, “Xiang diba yishu di gaofeng zai maijin yibu xindi jihua,” 2.  
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confrontational role in the Cold War, positioning Hong Kong as a “reluctant Cold 

Warrior.” 34 Hong Kong was vulnerable because it could be under attack by 

communist China, contingent upon the outcome of tensions between China and the 

anti-communist United States. Britain had to maintain a ready-to-fight stance against 

China, but it did not want to provoke China. To engage the United States in defense 

of Hong Kong, Britain demonstrated itself to be a close ally of the United States, 

while not supporting aggressive policies toward China. 35 The United States found 

Hong Kong had a role in the containment of communist China in terms of gathering 

intelligence, enforcing export controls against China, and producing anti-communist 

materials in Southeast Asia. 36 A non-confrontational role of Hong Kong would also 

benefit the United States. As a result, Hong Kong was maintained not to engage in 

overt de-imperialization.  

The collaboration between Japanese and Hong Kong cinemas was in the 

context of no apparent de-imperialization between Japan and Hong Kong. 

Additionally, the non-confrontational role of Hong Kong led to the insufficient efforts 

of “De-Cold War,” a term coined by Kuan-hsing Chen. 37 The context of 

collaboration had to consider De-Cold War because colonization, imperialization, and 

the Cold War were the same historical process, and hence decolonization, de-

imperialization, and De-Cold War were three movements that had to proceed in 

                                                 
34 Chi-kwan Mark, Hong Kong and the Cold War: Anglo-American Relations 1949-1957 (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 2004). 
35 Ibid. 
36 Ibid. 
37 Chen, Asia as Method. 
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concert. 38 Decolonization refers to “the attempt of the previously colonized to 

reflectively work out a historical relation with the former colonizer,” and de-

imperialization refers to “critically examining the larger historical impact of 

imperialism.” 39 The end of the Cold War seemed to be a prerequisite of De-Cold 

War. However, the efforts of De-Cold War did not need to wait until the end of the 

Cold War. Nations could put efforts to resist the impulses of the Cold War during the 

period. 40 

The discourse during the Cold War associated the West with being advanced 

and, in turn, other nations had to catch up with the West. Without the efforts of De-

Cold War, Hong Kong cinema regarded Hollywood as the benchmark of production 

and the Western standard as an international canon for expanding its markets. Its 

ultimate goal was to therefore to reach the Western standard. For example, the mode 

of production of Hong Kong cinema was modeled after Hollywood studio system. 

Shaw Brothers adopted the Fordist model and ran the studio like an assembly line. 

Cathay Organization also ran under the studio system having division of labor, and 

production plans to save time and costs. Both studios believed that adapting 

Hollywood’s rational mode of production following the principles of mass 

production, standardization, and variation would maximize their profits. In addition 

to the mode of production, they also aspired to high technological standards of the 

West. Soon after the end of WWII, Run Run Shaw went to Europe to study new 

                                                 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid., 3-4. 
40 Ibid. 
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technologies. 41 Similarly, the general manager of Cathay Organization, Robert 

Chung, studied color film production in Hollywood before joining the company in 

1956. 42  

Given Japanese cinema’s recognition in Western film festivals in the 1950s, 

together with the film industry’s claim of its technological superiority, Hong Kong’s 

film industry aspired to become like Japanese cinema. It considered the collaboration 

with Japanese cinema as a means to pave its way towards the international standard 

regarding rationalized filmmaking modes, technology, and the style of films 

produced. However, although Hong Kong’s film industry admired much about 

Japanese cinema, the collaboration was full of competition. Hong Kong cinema 

attempted to mobilize its subordinate position and considered itself to have an equal 

status with Japanese cinema. Run Run Shaw said to the Japanese media in 1961 that 

both Japan and Hong Kong were leaders in Asian cinema and that the Hong Kong 

film industry would seek collaboration with its Japanese counterpart for the 

development of Asian cinema. 43 Also, Cathay Organization emphasized A Night in 

Hong Kong as a 50/50 co-production with Tōhō to promote its equal status with 

Japanese cinema. In addition to analyzing Japanese cinema’s attempts to maintain its 

hegemony, the chapters will investigate how Hong Kong’s film industry changed the 

dominant discourses of Japanese cinema and empowered itself to be an equal member 

of world-class film industries. 

                                                 
41 Chung, “The Industrial Evolution of a Fraternal Enterprise,” 6. 
42 Poshek Fu, “Modernity, Cold War, and Hong Kong Mandarin Cinema,” in Cathay Story, ed. Ain-

ling Wong (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Film Archive, 2009), 28. 
43 “Toei and Shaw Reached Co-operation Agreement,” Rengo jiji 4366, August 28, 1961. 
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II. Previous Studies on the Relationship between Japanese and Hong Kong 

Cinema 

The relationship between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema during the Cold 

War has not been widely pursued. An anthology, Japanese and Hong Kong Film 

Industries, delineates the history of the relationship between the two cinemas from 

the 1930s to the 1970s. 44 A chapter on the Hong Kong-Japanese collaboration from 

the mid-1950s to the early 1970s provides detailed historical information about the 

co-produced films and the Japanese filmmakers who worked in Hong Kong during 

the period. Other scholarly writings about the relationship between the two cinemas 

during the Cold War mostly contribute a part of the whole research. While the 

research period covers from the postwar era to the present, Japanese Cinema Goes 

Global considers the cinematic interchange with Hong Kong cinema as part of the 

experiences of the Japanese filmmakers to shape their national sense of self in the 

postwar years. 45 To understand regional film industries and locate transnational 

Japanese-Chinese co-production projects from the Cold War to the millennium, a 

chapter of Co-producing Asia examines various genres of Hong Kong-Japan co-

productions in the 1960s to ’70s. 46 Other relevant articles usually emphasize the 

textual analysis of Hong Kong-Japanese co-produced films in the Cold War while 
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46 Stephanie DeBoer, Coproducing Asia: Locating Japanese-Chinese Regional Film and Media 

(Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press, 2014). 
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touching on their relationship as a context. Hong Kong Trilogy receives the most 

scholarly attention. 47  

No matter the research focus, the scholarly writings agree uneven negotiations 

were at play in the collaboration between Japanese and Hong Kong cinemas. Some 

emphasize the inequitable and non-reciprocal relationship in which Japanese cinema 

dominated. In the first phase of distribution, Shaw Brothers were only in a position to 

offer the Japanese film industry with a good market for export and distribution. 48 The 

Japanese film industry did not acknowledge Shaw Brothers’ production standards to 

be up on its level and so only considered it as a relay in its Southeast Asian 

distribution network. Shaw Brothers wanted to keep a good relationship with the 

Japanese film industry and to fill gaps in its exhibition schedules with dubbed 

Japanese films. It bought a large number of Japanese films to show in their theaters, 

while the Japanese film industry never reciprocated. 49 In the second phase of co-

production, the Japanese film industry took a leading role because there was “a gap 

between Hong Kong and Japan regarding filmmaking level.” 50  For example, barely 

any Chinese actors and filmmakers participated in Yōkihi and The Legend of the 

White Serpent.  

                                                 
47 Kitamura Hiroshi, “Tōhō. kyasei no 'honkon sanbusaku' to amerika no kage” (Hong Kong Trilogy of 
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306 (2006): 23-28. 
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This dissertation agrees with the uneven power relationship as discussed in 

the previous studies. However, it disagrees with the studies that incline to position 

Japan-Hong Kong collaboration in a static relationship, in which Japanese cinema 

was always in a dominant position over Hong Kong cinema. Even though Japanese 

cinema developed filming technology and gained international reputation earlier than 

Hong Kong cinema, it does not necessarily mean that Japanese cinema could 

maintain its dominant position with no power struggle involved. The tendency of a 

static relationship would also perpetuate the notion of Hong Kong cinema occupying 

a subordinate position. For example, the discussions examine a one-way influence. In 

an interview with Inoue Umetsugu, a Japanese director who worked for Shaw 

Brothers in the 1960s, he was asked, “what do you think is the influence of your films 

on Hong Kong cinema?” 51 The word “influence” has a loaded meaning that involves 

power and infers a hidden hierarchy: It implied that Japanese cinema had a higher 

status and power to affect Hong Kong cinema. Following the logic, the discussions 

then assume that Hong Kong cinema learned from the Japanese film industry. For 

example, Shaw Brothers’ venture into the international film festival circuit followed 

in the steps of the Japanese film industry. 52 The aim of co-producing Yōkihi and The 

Legend of the White Serpent was to learn from the Japanese studios about how to gain 

international recognition by a self-Orientalist formula like Gate of Hell. 53 When 

Shaw Brothers later arranged location shooting in Japan and employed Japanese 
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filmmakers, it “wanted to pick up Japanese filming know-how.” 54 These discussions 

on a one-way influence and learning from Japanese cinema have not shed light on the 

power struggle between the two cinemas. 

Another problem with the static relationship is reducing the history of Hong 

Kong-Japanese collaboration to a linear narrative: Hong Kong cinema learned from 

the Japanese film industry, surpassed its master, and hence their collaboration 

declined. The histories of the development of cinemas have tended to follow two 

trajectories. 55 One is the progressive version that sees the development of cinema 

with a focus on technology: since its invention, cinema has developed from a simple 

to a more advanced form of technology through mastering filming techniques such as 

sound, color, and wide-screen. 56 Another version follows a development, 

achievement, and decline pattern, and assumes one particular era being the “golden 

age.” 57 The narrative of the collaboration between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema 

combined the two versions to describe the history of their relationship: a pattern of 

development, achievement, and decline in which technology is critical. As Japanese 

cinema mastered filming technology earlier than Hong Kong cinema, Japanese 

cinema was in the stage of achievement while Hong Kong cinema was still 

developing. It is then logical to assume Hong Kong’s film industry learned the skills 

from Japanese cinema in the decade from the mid-1950s. This was then the golden 

age of their collaboration. However, when Hong Kong cinema reached the stage of 
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achievement in the late 1960s by learning from the Japanese film industry, Japanese 

cinema was in decline. As a result, Hong Kong cinema’s achievement and Japanese 

cinema’s decline led to the end of the golden age of their collaboration. This linear 

narrative portrays a beautiful story of Hong Kong cinema’s success: a student 

transcending its master. However, whatever Hong Kong cinema mastered and 

achieved would easily be attributed to the result of learning the necessary knowledge 

and expertise from Japanese cinema. 

It is undeniable that Hong Kong’s film industry aspired to reach the same 

level of Japanese cinema, and that the collaboration facilitated Hong Kong cinema’s 

learning process. However, the discussions that follow the static relationship overlook 

Hong Kong cinema’s attempts to mobilize its position and assume its powerlessness 

to negotiate with the Japanese film industry during the period of collaboration. 

Recent scholarship sheds light on Hong Kong cinema’s attempts to mobilize its 

position through collaboration with Japanese cinema. Co-producing Asia resists the 

binary division between the dominant and the subordinated and analyzes how the co-

production practices dynamize the positioning of Hong Kong and Japanese cinema in 

the region. 58 With a focus on martial arts films, one chapter in the book characterizes 

Japan as a modernizing source for Hong Kong cinema and examines Hong Kong-

Japanese connections with regards to how Hong Kong changed the style of its films 

for global audiences. 59 Discussion about Inoue and his films directed for Shaw 
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Brothers also provides insights on how Hong Kong productions were not mere copies 

of their Japanese counterparts. 60  

III. Aims and Conceptual Framework 

 This dissertation speaks to the current scholarship about the relationship 

between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema. It aims to address the problems of a static 

relationship and further the discussion on the ongoing and uneven dynamic 

negotiation between the two cinemas in the collaboration. To study the tensions, this 

dissertation conceptualizes the relationship between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema 

during the Cold War as a spatial struggle. Adopting a spatial approach to explore the 

relationship between the two cinemas shifts the focus from periods to places; in a 

broader sense, from history and genealogy to geography. 61 First, it aims to spatialize 

history: reconfiguring history by organizing principles other than time, i.e., space, to 

decenter the dominant position of Japanese cinema and mobilize the position of Hong 

Kong cinema. Second, it aims to historicize space: analyzing the regional as a social, 

cultural and political space where mediation between nationalism and 

transnationalism of the two cinemas took place.  

The concept of space that the dissertation wants to bring into view draws from 

Henri Lefebvre’s materiality of space. The significance of conceptualizing space as 
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material lies in mobilizing the relationship between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema 

because the relationship is both a product and a means of production, as well as an 

ongoing process of construction. The materiality of space emphasizes space as a set 

of relations between the production of space and the space of production. 62 Space is a 

material product constituted by social, economic, political, and cultural forces. “They 

are products of an activity which involves the economic and technical realms but 

which extends well beyond them, for these are also political products and strategic 

spaces.” 63 At the same time, space is a means of production that enables and 

conditions social practices. “Though a product is to be used, to be consumed, it is also 

a means of production; networks of exchange and flows of raw materials and energy 

fashion space and are determined by it.” 64 In other words, the relationship produced 

during the collaboration between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema was also a means 

of production that enacted and constrained the political and cultural relations between 

the two.  

Moreover, the interplay between the production of space and the space of 

production is a continuing process. Space is always under construction because it is 

“a product of relations-between, relations which are necessarily embedded material 

practices which have to be carried out.” 65 Space as the product of interrelations under 

the process of making allows negotiations between two parties. Doreen Massey 

describes this space as “coexisting heterogeneity,” which means distinct trajectories 
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coexist in space. 66 This coexisting heterogeneity recognizes the multiplicity of 

perspectives about the world. As these perspectives can be incompatible and 

incommensurable, they coexist distinctly. Therefore, the world is a space of 

contesting meanings rather than unity.  

Recognizing the heterogeneity and simultaneity allows us to analyze Japanese 

and Hong Kong cinema as two coeval and diversifying forces that contested in the 

space where they interrelated. Coexisting heterogeneity in the spatial perspective is 

critical for resisting a binary view of the developed and the undeveloped in the 

relationship between the two cinemas. Only employing a perspective of chronological 

approach facilitates the binary division. Time can conceptualize the sense of a nation. 

In this sense, nations can be considered as “time zones” rather than territories, 

separated from others by chronology rather than geography. 67 As a result, “the 

relationship between ‘our nation’ and others may be understood as a relationship 

between a more advanced form of social system and more primitive forms.” 68 

Differentiating our national cinema from other also derives from this perspective of 

chronology. Japanese cinema perceived itself to be more developed than Hong Kong 

cinema. It mastered technical skills and gained international achievements earlier than 

Hong Kong’s film industry. A chronological order will perpetuate the binary division 

between the developed and the undeveloped in the collaboration between the two 

cinemas. By bringing space into perspective, this dissertation reconfigures the history 
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of Japan-Hong Kong cinematic interchange and provides a narrative other than the 

linear pattern of development, achievement, and decline. 

Another significance of conceptualizing space as material lies in historicizing 

the regional space. Analyzing the interplay between the production of space and the 

space of production in turns conceptualizes the regional space where the two cinemas 

interrelated as material. Discussions on the regional relationship between Japanese 

and Hong Kong cinema often conceive the region as a mere metaphor of geography: 

an empty intermediary space between the local and the global. The local is material 

while the regional and the global are not. For example, a proposal of conceptualizing 

East Asian cinemas renders the regional intangible. The edited volume attempts to 

understand East Asian cinemas as a concept in the process to recognize the tensions 

between the local/nation and the regional/global. 69 It argues cinema remains to be a 

powerful means of cultural imagination because the regional and the global obtain 

tangible form and substance from the local realities and experiences, where the 

material origins remain. 70 However, the regional is not empty, and the material 

origins do not remain in the local only. The regional is “a geographic reality and a 

constructed discursivity that is both spatialized in its transnational deterritorialization 

and yet reterritorialized in specific configuration bounded by historically invented 

geography.” 71 Leo Ching argues that regionalization is a constituent of globalization 

and “regions are important sites where the contending forces of global integration and 
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local autonomy converge.” 72 Although he has not referred to Lefebvre, their ideas 

about the regional are compatible. The regional is a “reality” because it is both a field 

of action and a basis for action. As Lefebvre precisely points out, space is a social 

relationship. 73 The regional is also a “constructed discursivity” because it is 

constructed through the space of production in addition to the production of space. 

Regional space as the product of interrelation provides us with methods to investigate 

the tensions between forces of the global and those of the local. Based on this point of 

view, the Cold War was not a context of the relationship between Japanese and Hong 

Kong cinemas in the region. Instead, Cold War politics were the social, economic, 

political, and cultural forces of the global that were enacted in the region.  

In addition to mobilizing the relationship between Japanese and Hong Kong 

cinemas and materializing the regional space, the dialectics of materiality of space 

provides a framework for analyzing cinema’s role in our conception of the world. 

Space has imagined elements in addition to practices. The dialectics of space further 

argues the relations between the real and the imagined, in which cinema plays a 

critical role. The dialectic relationship exists between three realms of what Lefebvre 

coins “the perceived-conceived-lived triad (in spatial terms: spatial practice, 

representations of space, representational space),” and hence he states that the 

relationship between space is trialectic. 74 First, spatial practice (the perceived realm) 

is the society’s space which is generated by practices of society. 75 In other words, it 

is the actual space where we exist physically – the real. Second, representations of 
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space (the conceived realm) are the mental space. It is the space of scientists, urban 

planners, and social engineers. 76 This realm is an instrumental space of knowledge, 

which influences how we map the world. In short, a space of the mental construct – 

the imagined. Third, representational space (the lived realm) is “space as directly 

lived through its associated images and symbols, and hence the space of ‘inhabitants’ 

and ‘users.’” 77 Cinema fills the representational space with images. It is a bit 

confusing at first glance that representational space, which is related to images, is the 

lived realm. “Lived” seems concrete and physical. However, considering the 

dialectics between the perceived and the conceived, the lived has the tension between 

the real and the imagined. We live in the real-and-imagined space. Film analysis is 

essential to reveal the workings of the transition from the representational space to 

representations of space. In other words, how cinema contributes to our 

understanding of the world, our practices in the world, and hence the world in which 

we are living.  

IV. Cosmopolitan Fantasy 

 The Japanese film industry re-entered the world after WWII. Concurrently, 

Hong Kong cinema intended to expand into the global market. How did Japanese and 

Hong Kong cinema compete to construct a worldview that favored their interests in 

the collaboration? Our understanding of the world is not only through physical travel 
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but also through imaginative and virtual travel. 78 Imaginative travel means the 

transportation of audiences elsewhere through the images of places and people. 

Virtual travel means the transcendence of geographical and social distance through 

information technology. These three forms of travel transform the conditions of 

visuality and, in the process, create the conditions for “a cosmopolitan mode of 

being-in-the-world”: one that views the world as the primary area of identification 

rather than locality or nation. 79 Cinema, as imaginative travel, plays a critical role in 

providing “a cosmopolitan mode of being-in-the-world,” in other words, it provides a 

new way of seeing the world and in turn our place in the world.  

To be cosmopolitan means to be a citizen of the world, which originated from 

the Greek kosmopolites (literally “world citizen” and was first attributable to 

Diogenes’ idea (c.412–323). 80 The idea of all human beings belonging to a single 

community flourished as calls grew for unity among ancient Greek city-states. 81 In 

the ancient era, cosmopolitanism was a political project that spoke to cosmopolitan 

democracy. This political idea of cosmopolitanism also manifested in the modern era. 

For example, Kant’s political philosophy built on the normative principles of 

cosmopolitanism that the notion of a citizen’s rights extended beyond the national 

community. 82 In addition to a political project, the culturally oriented 

cosmopolitanism of the Enlightenment movement, which was based on science, 
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literature, and travel, represented a broadening of the mind to the world. 83 Today’s 

cosmopolitanism confronts the same concerns about the development of global 

political institutions and the orientation of an individual to engage other cultures. 84 In 

sum, cosmopolitanism is both a disposition of an individual and political institutions 

that correspond to the enlarged sense of community:  

“Cosmopolitanism is both a disposition – one characterized by self- 

awareness, by a penetrating sensitivity to the world beyond one’s immediate 

milieu, and by an enlarged sense of moral and political responsibility to 

individuals and groups outside one’s local or national community – and, it is 

very important to add, a set of economic structures and political institutions 

that correspond to this enlarged sense of community.” 85 

In addition to these classical ideas of cosmopolitanism, cosmopolitanism has a 

colloquial sense. A colloquial sense of cosmopolitanism refers to choices of lifestyle 

that are attached to cultural forms such as fashion, music, dance, and travel. Scholars 

criticize that cosmopolitanism in this colloquial sense has become more a project of 

capitalism than democracy. 86 Cosmopolitanism has become a property of class and 

an elite privilege. Extending beyond one’s milieu is reserved for those with sufficient 

financial and social capital because a cosmopolitan lifestyle is “the product of 
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deliberate activities associated with literacy, the freedom to travel, and the luxury of 

expanding the boundaries of one’s own self by expanding its experiences.” 87 

Cosmopolitan is “a way of being that consciously draws from, internalizes, and 

displays a luxurious cultural capital.” 88 Only members of a specific class can enjoy a 

cosmopolitan lifestyle and share tastes in various cultural forms like fashion and 

music across national boundaries. Cosmopolitanism is attractive as a fantasy for 

consumption. 

The worldliness of cosmopolitanism could resolve Hong Kong cinema’s 

dilemma when positioning itself for its markets during the Cold War. The rise of 

nationalism in Southeast Asia, as well as tensions between communist China and 

Taiwan, also known then as “free China”, made the national sense of a Chinese 

identity sensitive. To avoid national identification, being a world citizen that could go 

beyond one’s national community would be the best strategy for Hong Kong cinema 

to promote its studios and films. Although Britain retained Hong Kong’s non-

confrontational role, Hong Kong’s film industry had to confront the rising 

nationalism of the post-colonial nations in Southeast Asia, which had been its major 

markets. After WWII, many former European colonies in Southeast Asia became 

independent. The struggle of Southeast Asian countries to create a national identity 

out of a colonial past threatened to exclude diasporic Chinese populations from being 
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part of their socially constructed communities. 89 Representing a national sense of 

Chinese in films would have a negative impact on its markets in Southeast Asia due 

to the rise of nationalism. Also, the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 

1949 divided the Hong Kong film industry into left and right wings and the PRC 

limited its import of films to only leftist studios. The politics between communist 

China and Taiwan politicized the very notion of a national Chinese identity, making it 

a sensitive issue. The leftist studios such as Changcheng, Fenghuang, and Xinlian 

aligned themselves with communist China. Meanwhile, Shaw Brothers and Cathay 

Organization aligned with more capitalist policies and supported Hong Kong and 

Kowloon Free Filmmakers General Association for a pro-Taiwan “free film industry” 

and gained access to markets in Taiwan. 90 As the concept of the nation was a source 

of sensitive politics, Shaw Brothers promoted an apolitical cultural nationalism to 

appeal to Chinese diasporic audiences. Costume drama epics were set at an 

unspecified time in the past and within an unspecified place in China to project 

images that evoked an imagined land that was China. 91 To further detach from a 

national sense of China and appeal to young people who increasingly constituted the 

demography in the 1960s, both Shaw Brothers and Cathay Organization promoted the 

fantasy of being a world citizen by drawing from the colloquial sense of 
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cosmopolitanism. The promise of a cosmopolitan identity was attached to lifestyles, 

tastes, and class. Although the economic realities in the 1960s constrained local 

people’s mobility to travel overseas, cinema as imaginative travel projected a 

cosmopolitan fantasy. Characters in the co-produced films studied abroad in Japan, 

stars traveled to Japan for filming, and international police in films crossed borders to 

catch criminals just like James Bond in the West. These all demonstrated borderless 

travel. Although cosmopolitanism involves an orientation to engage cultural 

differences, Hong Kong cinema represented a value that was still rooted in Chinese 

culture. This dissertation examines how Hong Kong cinema adopted its films and 

style to have to be cosmopolitan through the collaboration and competition with 

Japanese cinema, while still maintaining its distinctiveness as Pan-Chinese studios. 

Cosmopolitanism is, ideally, an individual’s disposition to engage with other 

cultures and political institutions that corresponds to the enlarged sense of community 

beyond national boundaries. It apparently contradicts with Japan’s hegemonic idea to 

maintain its dominance in Asia. However, cosmopolitanism has its inherent tensions 

with the ideals. For example, it privileges a certain group. Cosmopolitanism is not so 

different from nationalism in the sense that they both work to bind people together 

into a collectivity. Cosmopolitanism begins from membership in morally and 

emotionally significant communities, for example families and ethnic groups, and 

espouses notions of openness to the world. 92 Binding people beyond one’s family 

and ethnic group involves a sense of belonging to a community of fellow-

cosmopolitans. Sociologist Craig Calhoun criticizes the elite perspective of 
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cosmopolitanism because belonging to the global cosmopolitan community is always 

dependent on social foundations such as class position and privileged citizenship. 93 

David Miller further criticizes this idea of extending one’s membership from family 

to the world as being the source of global inequality. One feels more inclined to show 

consideration for people closer to themselves.  A proximity of relations confers 

membership, which can legitimately serve as a source of special obligations. Special 

obligations become the premise for individuals to act with egalitarianism towards 

others. 94  

Cosmopolitanism does not promise a change from cultural particularity to 

universalism. Instead, the idea of privileging a specific group inherent in 

cosmopolitanism, to the extreme, can be imperialist. Japanese imperial nationalism 

during wartime actively modulated into a violent institutional cosmopolitanism: The 

Greater East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere. 95 The Japanese empire’s rhetoric was 

based on multiethnicity and pluralism. Members of the empire could identity with 

Japan because they could participate in the Japanese State which was inclusive of all 

ethnic groups within its realm. It was this idea that served as a foundation for the 

Greater East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere. 96 Japanese political philosophers during 

WWII justified Japanese imperialism as a project of cosmopolitanism instead of 
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subjugation. 97 For example, Miki Kiyoshi (1897-1945) promoted cooperativism 

founded on the principle of cultural heterogeneity. He conceptualized Japan as 

“nothingness”, which meant a negation of a Japanese cultural essence, so that Japan 

could mediate between the different cultures of its Asian colonies and liberate them. 

The Greater East Asian Sphere was to furnish the world with a new model based on 

cultural heterogeneity. 98 As discussed in Section I, although Japanese imperialist 

ideas lingered, the Japanese empire during WWII was different from its legacy during 

the Cold War. This dissertation examines how Japan’s cosmopolitan ideas of 

privileging its ethnicity were reiterated differently in the collaboration and 

competition with Hong Kong cinema. 

The relationship between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema is essential to 

understand both cinemas. The two competed to fill the representational space with 

images so as to construct a worldview beneficial to its respective positioning in the 

region and the globe. The spatial struggle emphasizes that Japanese cinema and Hong 

Kong cinema were not two national cinemas defined by fixed national boundaries. 

Instead, the notion of “Japanese cinema” and “Hong Kong cinema” were perpetually 

unfinished processes. National cinemas are not “things-in-themselves,” but “part of a 

complex dynamic in which they do things to and for the nation.”  99 More 

importantly, no matter what they “do” for a nation, national cinemas cannot be 
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defined or act in isolation. 100 Through pursuing the collaboration and competition 

between Japanese and Hong Kong cinemas, this dissertation argues that the spatial 

struggle with Japanese cinema during the Cold War contributes significantly to the 

construction process of Hong Kong cinema as international and cosmopolitan when it 

strived to de-imperialize the dominant forces of Japanese cinema. On the other hand, 

the spatial struggle with Hong Kong cinema demonstrates Japanese cinema’s 

attempts to define itself as a leader in Asia while confronting the West during the 

Cold War.  

V. Chapter Overview  

Chapter 2, Southeast Asian Film Festival: The Site of the Cold War Cultural 

Struggle, attempts to contribute to the current scholarship about Southeast Asian Film 

Festival (AFF) by adding the participant, Hong Kong cinema, in this case. AFF, 

which commenced in 1954, was an annual event of Federation of Motion Picture 

Producers in Southeast Asia. The president of Japanese film studio Daiei met 

Southeast Asian film industry representatives and initiated AFF. Although AFF was 

established in the milieu of the Cold War struggle of ideological warfare, attempts to 

study AFF from the lens of cultural Cold War only appeared recently. The 

discussions usually focus on the initiator, i.e., Japanese cinema. 

The chapter examines the tensions at AFF between Hong Kong and Japanese 

cinema and further investigates the co-produced film between the two cinemas 
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facilitated by AFF, i.e., Yōkihi. It conceptualizes AFF and the co-production as a site 

of cultural struggle. By site, it means a socially produced and continuously 

constituted space. The chapter will examine the uneven power relationships between 

the participating nations and considers institutional methodology under Cold War 

politics as social forces. It analyzes how film discourses, the publicity of AFF, and 

journalistic accounts produced the site of cultural struggle. 

Japanese cinema’s attempts to maintain its hegemony in Asia and Hong Kong 

cinema’s pursuit of becoming an equal member of world-class film industries 

constituted the struggle. The idea of consolidating Asia under Japan’s leadership, 

legitimized by technological superiority, extended from wartime to AFF. Through co-

producing Yōkihi, Japanese cinema intended to represent Asia by its technological 

capacity for gaining Western recognition. While Hong Kong cinema aspired to 

become an international player, it promoted an apolitical view of film but with a hint 

of nationalism in which the nation was indefinite. In the process of collaborating and 

competing with Japanese cinema, Hong Kong cinema adopted not only technical 

skills but also the “technologizing-centric” idea: technology was key to defining its 

production standards and catching up with the West in the Cold War. 

Chapter 3, Lucilla You Min and her Embodiment of a Neo-cosmopolitan 

Fantasy, discusses the tensions between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema that 

demonstrated through the construction of a star image. Lucilla You Min (aka Yu 

Ming) was a famous actress of Hong Kong cinema from the mid-1950s to the early 

1960s. She was the protagonist of the Hong Kong Trilogy co-produced by Tōhō and 
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Cathay Organization. The Trilogy consists of three films, namely A Night in Hong 

Kong (1961), A Star of Hong Kong (1962) and Honolulu, Tokyo, Hong Kong (1963). 

Yu was not only the publicity focus of Cathay but also that of Tōhō. It was 

uncommon for Japanese cinema to advertise a foreign actress. Therefore, Chapter 3 

aims to explore the star image of Yu. 

The chapter argues that the construction of Yu’s star image was fraught with 

memories of the war, and cultural and corporate competition. It conceptualizes a star 

body as a space of meaning construction and analyzes Yu’s star body as an 

articulation of the desires of Japanese and Hong Kong cinema, as well as a site of 

negotiation between the two cinemas. It seeks to give materiality to a star image by 

the concept of the production of space, in which a body plays a critical role. Japanese 

and Hong Kong cinema employed different rhetoric on Yu’s body: race and gender, 

as well as the place where her body was situated. The on/off-screen concealment and 

disclosure of her body enabled Yu to embody multiple meanings and demonstrated 

the competition between the two cinemas. 

The chapter argues that Japanese cinema constructed Yu’s embodiment of the 

imaginary of tōyō, which encompassed Asia vis-à-vis the West. Although Tōhō 

intended to publicize Yu as the second Ri Kōran, a songstress in the wartime, 

memories of the war prompted a different rhetoric. However, the imperialist idea of 

Orientalism remained when Japanese cinema conceived Lucilla Yu as a figure 

defined by Japan. Due to the Cold War discourse that promoted a desire for Western 

recognition, Japanese cinema emphasized Yu’s hybrid identity that had both Asian 
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and Western qualities. The imaginary of tōyō provided Japan with a fantasy of 

maintaining its hegemony in Asia while confronting with the West. On the other 

hand, Hong Kong cinema mobilized its subordinate position by promoting its studio 

as world-class through the cosmopolitan image of Yu. It protected Yu’s sacred image 

and further disassociated her from Ri. Through the collaboration and the co-produced 

films, Hong Kong cinema constructed an imaginary of cosmopolitan embodied by 

Yu, who had flexibility and adaptability to travel around the world. 

Chapter 4, Reassessing the Geography of Mukokuseki – Nikkatsu Action and 

Shaw Brothers’ Bond Films, uses the perspective of mukokuseki to direct attention to 

the geography of Japanese and Hong Kong cinema in the region. Mukokuseki means 

someone or something lacking any nationality. Mukokuseki characterized Nikkatsu 

Action cinema, the label applied to the action films produced by Japanese studio 

Nikkatsu in the mid-1950s to the early 1960s. Border-crossing of characters in 

cinematic space and mixing elements of multiple cultural origins contributed to the 

mukokusekiness of Nikkatsu Action. In the late 1960s, Hong Kong studio Shaw 

Brothers recruited Nikkatsu Action directors for its own action films. Why did Shaw 

Brothers employ Japanese filmmakers, and Nikkatsu Action directors in particular? 

Why did Shaw Brother promote its action films as having a Bond-style? 

The chapter investigates the unequal power relations between Japanese and 

Hong Kong cinema concerning gaining access to a “global form” of filmmaking. The 

global form of filmmaking included not only a rational mode of production but also 

the style of the films. The chapter first traces the recruitment of Japanese directors as 
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a flow of human resources using media capital as a relational concept. The attempts 

of establishing oneself as a dominant geographic center in Asia were subject to the 

competition of each other. Therefore, a discussion of the border-crossing Japanese 

directors can demonstrate the competition between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema. 

This chapter examines how Shaw Brothers accumulated human resources, absorbed 

Japanese expertise in rational production, and promoted its international image.  

The chapter argues that Shaw Brothers’ adaptations of Nikkatsu Action were 

not mere copies. By analyzing cinematic space, the chapter elucidates how Shaw 

Brothers adopted Nikkatsu Action directors’ cinematic practices of mixing cultural 

origins to give its action films an international façade for the global market. Shaw 

Brothers’ Bond films were an amalgam of the James Bond series and orphan 

narratives in postwar Hong Kong cinema. Shaw Brothers’ Bond films demonstrated a 

different attitude towards mukokuseki from Nikkatsu Action. The mukokuseki 

protagonists embodied an imaginary of cosmopolitan by their mobility and 

adaptability to appeal to young audiences. However, mukokuseki in Shaw Brothers’ 

Bond films was rooted in Chinese culture and patriarchal society to serve its Chinese 

diasporic markets. 

Chapter 5, At Home in the World, revisits Inoue’s original Japanese works 

and his Hong Kong remakes to examine how Hong Kong cinema imbued its films 

with a cosmopolitan style through adapting certain elements of Japanese cinema. 

Among the 17 films that Inoue directed for Shaw Brothers, were remakes of his 

Japanese works. The storylines of some of the films, for example, Hong Kong 
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Nocturne (1967) and King Drummer (1967), follow closely to the original works. 

After the box office success of Hong Kong Nocturne, Inoue directed more song-and-

dance films that explored the theme of youth for Shaw Brothers. 

The chapter argues that Inoue’s Hong Kong remakes provided an imaginary 

of cosmopolitan catering to young audiences while having little incongruence with 

Shaw Brothers’ conservatism that promoted a patriarchal family ideology. Focusing 

on Inoue’s youthful musicals, the chapter analyzes how Inoue served as a bridge for 

Shaw Brothers to manufacture a global outlook for its films to capitalize on the 

worldwide trend of popular youth culture. It also analyzes how the films portrayed 

Japan as a locus of aspirations for a cosmopolitanism that provided a fantasy away 

from home and a pathway to the wider world.  

However, consumption-based cosmopolitanism and class-defined identities 

overshadowed these young cosmopolitans’ potential of negotiating with the parental 

culture. A textual analysis demonstrates that Inoue’s youth musicals only had an 

appearance of cosmopolitanism rather than actually engaging with different cultures. 

What the films actually provided was a consumption-based cosmopolitanism that 

easily served the self-image of young audiences, which was made possible by 

economic and cultural capital. A comparison shows that class was a more prominent 

subject matter in Hong Kong remakes than in the original Japanese films. Also, the 

myth of integration of backstage musicals brought the worldly ambitious protagonists 

back to a patriarchal family.  
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Chapter 2  

Southeast Asian Film Festival: The Site of the Cold War Cultural 

Struggle 

Southeast Asian Film Festival (AFF hereafter) commenced in 1954 and was 

renamed as the Asian Film Festival in 1957. It was an annual event of the Federation 

of Motion Picture Producers in Southeast Asia (FPA hereafter). Nagata Masaichi, the 

president of Daiei Studios, initiated the formation of FPA. He visited Southeast Asian 

countries and met representatives of film industries to obtain consensus about 

establishing a federation. FPA inaugurated in November 1953. Participating countries 

included Japan, Philippines, Indonesia, Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand and Free 

China (Taiwan). Official objectives of FPA were 1) improving the artistic standard of 

the Southeast Asian film industries, 2) ensuring the interchange of film culture and 3) 

fostering friendly relations among Asian countries through motion pictures. 101 AFF 

aimed to manifest the purposes of FPA.  

Film festivals have been political since their inception. They were set up with 

political motives and divided between allies. Scholars agree that some of the earliest 

established film festivals such as the Venice, Cannes, and Berlin Film Festivals 
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closely aligned themselves with political ambitions. 102 For example, Venice Film 

Festival, founded in 1932, was used by Italian Fascists for legitimizing Italian dictator 

Mussolini’s fascist state. The inception of the Cannes Film Festival in the 1940s 

could be read as an anti-Fascist response to the intention of Venice Film Festival. In 

the early 1950s, the Berlin Film Festival was conceived as an American initiative to 

bolster pro-Western, pro-democratic cultural ideals in Berlin – a city divided by Cold 

War tensions, with West Berlin an important symbol of West Germany’s democratic 

renewal and East Berlin under Communist control. But Berlin was just one of several 

film festivals in the postwar era that “faced the escalation of the Cold War across film 

as a cultural battlefield.” 103 Cindy Hing-yuk Wong has discussed how the uneasy 

relationship between the United States and the Soviet Union affected the major film 

festivals and shaped the formation of new film festivals in the West. 

Although AFF was established in the milieu of this cultural battlefield during 

the Cold War, few significant anthologies on film festivals have discussed AFF. 104 

However, recent scholarly writings illuminate our understanding of how Cold War 

politics played out at AFF. The articles usually focus on the initiator, i.e., Japanese 
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cinema. Sangjoon Lee argues that FPA and AFF resulted from United States-driven 

Cold War politics to construct a “free Asia” bloc led by Japan. 105 He discusses the 

Japanese film industry’s re-entry into Southeast Asian markets through its 

involvement in FPA, against the backdrop of the reordering of the regional pecking 

order under American hegemony. 106 His latest journal article reveals the existence of 

the Asia Foundation of the United States, which supported Nagata’s proposal of FPA 

and AFF as part of its plan to construct an alliance of anti-communist film producers 

in Asia. 107 Michael Baskett discusses AFF as a site where post-colonial and Cold 

War impulses interacted. 108 Even though, Japan was at the technological forefront of 

the film industries of “free Asia,” its history of colonization in the region dampened 

the allure of its cinema’s assistance. 109  

The participating side of AFF has received less attention than the initiator. A 

few pieces of scholarly writing discuss Hong Kong cinema’s achievements through 

AFF. Kinnia Shuk-ting Yau provides a solid argument for the significance of AFF in 

the formation of the Asian cinema network that allowed Shaw Brothers to connect 

with Japanese studios via co-productions. 110 She aims to “explore how the Shaws 

established its close ties with Japan’s Big Five, and, in the process, replaced them as 
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the leading studio in Asia.” 111 Tezuka Yoshiharu also notes the co-produced films 

between Shaw Brothers and the Japanese film industry made possible by AFF in his 

research about Japanese cinema’s global expansion. 112  By the mid-1960s, even with 

the declining participation of Japanese films at AFF, Hong Kong studios’ close 

collaboration with Japanese studios and its adoption of Japan’s advanced 

technologies were paying off as Hong Kong films were walking away with 

significant awards at the festival. This has led to discussions which conclude that 

Hong Kong had usurped Japan as the region’s dominant cinema. 

Emphasizing either the initiator or the participants cannot provide a 

comprehensive picture of AFF’s significance. This chapter attempts to contribute to 

the current scholarship about AFF by adding the participant, Hong Kong cinema, in 

this case, to emphasize the dynamics with the initiator, Japanese cinema. Also, the 

discussions about the Hong Kong film industry’s established Asian cinema network 

overlook the tensions between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema at AFF. For 

example, how did Hong Kong cinema cope with Japanese cinema’s early dominance? 

How did it employ Japanese film discourses for its own benefit?  

To explore the tensions between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema, the chapter 

conceptualizes AFF as a site of cultural struggle. The conceptual framework adopts 
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Stringer’s geographical approach to film festivals. 113 Despite a direct reference to 

Lefebvre, Stringer’s geographical approach to film festivals is compatible with 

Lefebvre’s materiality of space. Stringer argues that a geographical approach 

provides a means to apprehend the spatial characteristics of a film festival. 114 By 

spatial characteristics, Stringer means the social practices that produce the space of 

the film festival and the festival, which is embedded in a historically specific social 

relationship, has its specificities. In other words, the geographical approach offers a 

means of assessing a film festival’s relevance to social practices. 115 The approach is 

predicated upon the concept of a socially produced and continuously constituted 

space. It is in this sense that Stringer agrees with Lefebvre’s materiality of space that 

emphasizes space as a set of relations between the production of space and the space 

of production. 116 The space of a film festival is, therefore, a material product 

constituted by social, economic, political and cultural forces. At the same time, the 

space of a film festival is a means of production that enables and conditions social 

practices enacted in the festival. 

Moreover, the approach can “identify geographically meaningful patterns 

among festival locations.” 117 Stringer aims to analyze the core-periphery relationship 

in the international film festival circuit, i.e., the large-scale international film festivals 

at the dominant center and the low-tier small film festivals in the subordinate 
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peripheries. 118 His research focus is the inequality among various festival locations 

around the globe. This chapter’s research subject is only a single film festival. 

However, the geographical approach applies to examine the uneven power 

relationships among the participating nations of AFF. AFF, unlike other national film 

festivals being hosted by a single country, adopted a peripatetic system in which 

participating nations of FPA took it in turns to organize the festival. In other words, 

the space of AFF was “a unique cultural arena that acts as a contact zone for the 

working-through of unevenly differentiated power relationships” among the 

participating nations. 119  

How did Japanese cinema attempt to maintain its dominance in Asia through 

initiating and organizing AFF? How did Hong Kong cinema improve its own position 

in the hierarchy through AFF? This chapter considers the institutional methodology 

of Japanese and Hong Kong cinema as social practices that constituted AFF as a site 

of cultural struggle. The institutional methodology includes film discourses promoted 

by the respective industries, the publicity of AFF, and journalistic accounts. 

Furthermore, Cold War politics exerted influences on the methodology of Japanese 

and Hong Kong cinema. Section I argues that Japanese cinema attempted to maintain 

its hegemony in Asia through AFF. It analyzes how the idea of the Greater East Asian 

Film Sphere (the Film Sphere hereafter), to which technology was crucial, extended 

to AFF from the perspective of Pan-Asianism. The section also discusses how Cold 

War politics varied the idea of the Film Sphere and why technology became the 
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dominant theme of AFF. Section II argues that Hong Kong cinema mobilized its 

peripheral position in Asia by striving to become an international player. It examines 

how Hong Kong cinema adopted an apolitical view of film but with a hint of 

nationalism in which the nation was indefinite. The section also discusses the 

significance of technology in Hong Kong cinema for justifying its participation in 

AFF. Section III investigates the co-production projects enabled by AFF. Like AFF, 

these co-produced films were also sites of cultural struggle between Japanese and 

Hong Kong cinema, but more intensified. The co-production was not an annual 

gathering like AFF but a process that involved negotiation from the beginning of the 

plan to the finished film. Using Princess Yōkihi as an example, the section analyzes 

how Japanese cinema intended to represent Asia to gain recognition in the West and 

how Hong Kong cinema continued to pave its way for international audiences. It 

argues that what Hong Kong cinema adopted was not only technical skills but also 

the “technologizing-centric” idea. Hong Kong cinema believed that technology was 

key to improving its production standards and catching up with the West. 

I. AFF: A Variation of the Greater East Asian Film Sphere in the Cold War 

The section argues that Japanese cinema attempted to maintain its hegemony 

in Asia during the Cold War using AFF. AFF was an extension of the Film Sphere 

concept of consolidating Asia under Japan’s leadership, legitimized by Japanese 

cinema’s technological superiority. Pan-Asianism and technology are the keys to 

examining the continuation and variation of the idea from the Film Sphere to AFF. 
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Cold War politics also had profound influences on the discourse of Pan-Asianism and 

the role of technology in Japanese cinema. 

Not Aesthetics, But Technology 

Although the objective of AFF was to elevate the artistic standard of Asia’s 

film industries, Japanese cinema’s high production and technical standards were a 

dominant theme in coverage of AFF in the Japanese media. The implication of this 

kind of coverage was that the Japanese film industry was superior to that of other 

Asian countries. The topics covered in film periodicals included not only scientific 

advances in machinery and color film technology but also technological knowledge 

and skills. Regarding scientific invention, the film trades reported on the Eiga Kikai 

Tenjikai (motion picture equipment exhibition), which was held together with AFF. 

The exhibition was first organized in 1950 and suspended. It took the opportunity of 

the first AFF to resume in 1954. 120 It was then held triennially until 1960. At the first 

AFF, Nagata ushered about 30 film industry professionals from various countries to 

the exhibition, which displayed machines of “the highest standard of modern Japan.” 

121 As well as highlighting the advanced machines in the media coverage, there was 

an emphasis on Japanese cinema’s sophisticated color film technology. Gate of Hell, 

Daiei Studios’ first Eastmancolor film, which won the Grand Prix of the Cannes 
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International Film Festival only a week before the first AFF, was regarded as 

evidence of Japanese cinema’s exceptional technological capacity. 122  

Moreover, technology was the critical evaluation criterion of the submitted 

films as made public by the film periodicals. For Tsumura Hideo, the chairman of the 

jury of the first AFF, production technique was one of the leading perspectives of 

judging the submissions. 123 He criticized the poor editing skills and the amateur 

technology employed to produce many of the nominated films. 124 Although Tsumura 

did not directly praise Japanese cinema, other journalistic accounts referred to an 

international jury member’s acknowledgment of Japanese cinema’s high 

technological level. 125 It was made explicitly clear that technique was the 

examination criterion when the Japanese delegates of the fifth AFF commented that 

the festival was a competition on film technology. 126 Journalistic accounts also 

presented technological improvement and aesthetic enhancement as equivalence. The 

interchangeability between technology and aesthetics was conspicuous in the report 

about the Japanese delegates being impressed by the technological improvement of 

different countries and hence delighted about AFF’s achievement of aesthetic 

enhancement. 127 Japanese cinema’s superb technological capacity was tantamount to 

its artistic proficiency. In short, the Japanese media articulated AFF’s purpose of 
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elevating the artistic standard of Southeast Asian film industries as improving their 

technological level guided by Japanese cinema, which had already reached an 

internationally acclaimed benchmark. 

Contradictory Japanese Film Discourses during and after WWII 

Technological preeminence legitimatized Japanese cinema to take charge of 

FPA and AFF. Japanese cinema’s attempts to secure its leadership in Asia through 

taking control of a regional organization justified by its technological superiority had 

its precedent in wartime, i.e., the idea of the Film Sphere. In other words, the idea of 

the Film Sphere extended to the postwar years and manifested in AFF.  

In the early 1940s, Japanese film industry personnel and critics discussed the 

production of what were called the Greater East Asian Films. 128 The aim of these 

films followed closely to that of the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, which 

was proclaimed by the Japanese government in August 1940, to call on all Asians 

against Western imperialism. 129 The goal was to bring Asian nations together to 

produce films that could present the spirit of Asians to strive against Western 

influences. The idea called for “a quarantine of the Asian film market against 

‘corrosive Western influences’ through the establishment of a New (Order in East) 
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Asia.” 130 This assumingly separate sphere, known as the Greater East Asian Film 

Sphere, was an imperial space of occupied nations under the control of Japan. To 

fulfill the objectives of the Film Sphere, film executives and critics had discussions in 

a variety of formats such as conferences, symposiums, and editorial columns in film 

periodicals. Nagata, the mastermind of FPA and AFF, actively participated in these 

discussions in WWII. It is worth mentioning a few more names in the industry to 

address the tendency of extending the Film Sphere’s ideas to AFF. The committee 

members who drafted the blueprint for FPA and AFF included those who advocated 

film as a tool in the cultural war in the symposiums on the construction of the Greater 

East Asian Films. The members included not only Nagata but also Mori Iwao 

(production manager of Tōhō), Ikeda Yoshinobu (Director of Japan Motion Picture 

Union) and Kinjin Eiichi (President of kyōiku eiga haikyūsha (educational film 

distribution company)). 131 As early as March 1942, Nagata, Mori, Ikeda and other 

film executives discussed the possibility of establishing an organization of Greater 

East Asian Films for political purposes. 132 The proposed organization aimed to 

coordinate filmmakers in Japanese-occupied Asian nations to produce films for 

assimilating the colonized. 133 Probably due to the lack of implementation, until 

February 1945, Nagata and Kinjin were still urging an establishment of a film 
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organization for enhancing Japan’s national strength. 134 Nagata and Kinjin agreed 

that film could influence people’s minds and lamented that the use of film as a 

weapon of the cultural war came late. 135 They requested an organization executing 

this role of film. 136  

While the discourse of the Film Sphere was about film as a weapon of the 

cultural war, the same group of film industry personnel advocated film as a medium 

of peace to be the rationale of AFF after WWII. Nagata, Ikeda and other FPA 

committee members repeatedly referred to the speech of Ramon Magsaysay, the 

president of the Philippines, to emphasize that both Japan and the Philippines reached 

a consensus about the role of film. “Although everyone gathers here (AFF) has 

different state affairs, as well as different stances on political and economic matters, 

the national borders can be crossed by film, as a form of culture, to have a better 

understanding of each country and to enhance peace.” 137 To further disassociate film 

from any politics, the committee members bluntly claimed that film should be 

apolitical, again quoting the perspective of the victimized countries. 138 The rhetoric 

of an apolitical medium concealed the reality that the use of film as a medium for 

cultural exchange at AFF could be as political as film for the cultural war.  
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From the Film Sphere to AFF: Consolidating Asia under Japan’s Leadership 

“Film as a weapon of the cultural war” in wartime and “film as a medium for 

peace” in the postwar years had contradictory meanings. The former implied the 

superiority of one culture while the latter required a premise of an equal status 

between cultures. However, equality between cultures could never be attained at 

AFF. The apparent change of film discourses disguised that AFF followed the Film 

Sphere’s ideology of consolidating Asia as an imperial space which Japan should be 

managing, as the dominant technological power in Asia. To elucidate the 

continuation, the following traces this idea rooted in the Film Sphere to Pan-Asianism 

in which technology played a critical role.  

The ideology of Pan-Asianism culminated in the Greater East Asia Co-

Prosperity Sphere. 139 Pan-Asianism emphasized a self-awareness of Asia as a 

cohesive whole, regardless of geography, linguistics, race, or culture. 140 It also 

assumed that Asia was weak and it had to quest for advancement to be comparable 

with the West. 141 Technology was the key to its improvement, as summarized by the 

catchphrase, “Japanese spirit, Western techniques,” used during the country’s 

modernization during the Meiji Restoration. 142 The pursuits of Japanese spirit and 

Western techniques were full of contradictions. Japan vacillated between insisting on 
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being not Asian and claiming itself the epitome of Asianness. 143 To attain an equal 

status with the West, Japan had to distance itself from the rest of Asia. In an editorial 

published in Jiji Shinpō in 1885, entitled “Datsu-A-Ron” (Leaving Asia), author and 

scholar Fukuzawa Yukichi urged Japan to leave Asia and join the civilized West. 144 

On the other hand, Japan had to differentiate itself from the West by its Asianness. 

The scholar Okakura Tenshin suggested “Asia is one,” 145 meaning “an Asia 

comprised of Indian ideals, Chinese ethnics, and Japanese destiny,” 146 as a 

counterpart to Western civilization. The growing military power of Japan in the 

1930s led to a distorted interpretation of Fukuzawa and Okakura’s ideas. Japanese 

nationalistic thinkers understood Japan’s relations with other Asian nations as 

“similar but superior”, or “in and above Asia”. 147 Pan-Asianism was, therefore, 

turned into an ideological inclination appealing for consolidating Asia under Japan’s 

leadership against the West. In other words, the ideology of Pan-Asianism validated 

Japan’s colonial interests in Asia and led to its proclamation of the Greater East Asia 

Co-Prosperity Sphere. In short, the ideology of Pan-Asianism in wartime promoted 

the belief of Japan being “in and above Asia”, justified by the technological 

superiority it had been pursuing since the beginning of the Meiji Restoration.  

The ideology of Pan-Asianism in the 1930s inevitably also exerted an 

influence on the film industry. Before the Film Sphere appeared as a terminology, 
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film critics had increasingly evaluated films, filmmakers, and studios in their 

collective effort to imagine and construct “Asian cinema” since the late 1930s. 148 

The war facilitated a new geographic reimagining of Asian cinema, informed by 

filmmakers and critics’ travel to colonized territories. 149 The construction of an 

Asian cinema was built on a shared cultural basis with a racial consciousness. 150  In 

other words, the concept of Asia as a whole and Japan being superior to other Asian 

nations constructed the Asian cinema. This imagination and construction of Asian 

cinema culminated in the Film Sphere, which was “an imperial space to be managed 

by the Japanese by virtue of their technological and spiritual superiority.” 151 

Examples proved that the idea of consolidating Asia under Japan’s leadership 

extended from the Film Sphere to AFF. Baskett discussed the striking similarities 

between the proposal for a Greater East Asian Filmmakers’ Convention during 

wartime and FPA. 152 This section emphasizes that FPA and AFF’s assumption of 

Asia as a whole and Japan’s leadership demonstrated the continuation. Both the 

proposal and FPA were suggested by Nagata, in 1944 153 and 1953 respectively. The 

proposed Convention was for Asian filmmakers throughout the empire to screen their 

films and gather support from each other. 154 Japan and other cities in the territories of 

Greater East Asia would take it in turn to hold an annual film festival, which would 
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accommodate workshops, exhibitions, and roundtable discussions. 155 The annual 

film festival predicted the format of AFF. More importantly, AFF adopted the 

rationale of the Convention in terms of promoting Pan-Asian cooperation among 

Asian film-producing nations. AFF asserted itself as the first film festival connecting 

Asian film industries for aesthetic improvement, cultural exchange, and fostering 

friendship. 156 It always employed a rhetoric of Asianness in its publicity. The role of 

AFF was to show the world Asian culture. 157 The jury encouraged participating 

nations of AFF to produce films with an authentic representation of Asian sentiments 

and religion. 158 While claiming Asians had similar customs and morality, Nagata 

stated that AFF’s achievement was uniting the different ethnicities of Asia through 

culture. 159 The publicity of AFF promoted a common Asian culture to lay the 

foundation for the possibility of Japan’s cultural consolidating of Asia. 

The ideological needs of the Japanese Empire determined the membership of 

the proposed Convention, including any film-producing areas in the Greater East 

Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere. 160 Economic needs with underlying political concerns 

decided the membership of FPA. The “Southeast Asia” in FPA and AFF was not 

simply an area defined by geography; it was a generic term for the participating 

nations, which were markets into which Japanese cinema intended to expand their 

operations. Ikeda, a committee member of FPA, expressly stated in an interview 
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published in Kinema junpō. 161 The loose adoption of the term “Southeast Asian” for 

such a purpose was noted with humor when Hong Kong held the third AFF in 1956, 

when the Hong Kong Governor Sir Alexander Grantham ironically noted in his 

opening speech that he never knew there was a Japan among all the Southeast Asian 

countries. 162 His remarks prompted the committee members of FPA to rename the 

federation and the festival to Federation of Motion Picture Producers in Asia and 

Asian Film Festival respectively. Previous discussions quoting the Hong Kong 

governor’s remark for its significance in facilitating the rename of FPA and AFF 

have not included Japanese cinema’s perspective of Southeast Asia as its market. 163 

Because Japan regarded Southeast Asian countries as a marketplace for its operations, 

Japanese cinema positioned itself differently from other Southeast Asian nations from 

the outset of FPA and AFF. Japanese cinema’s participation in AFF but attempted to 

portray itself as apart from Asia geographically indicated its belief of being “in but 

above Asia.” This belief also governed Japanese cinema’s vision of AFF. From the 

beginning of the plan, Japan intended to lead the cinematic cooperations among 

Southeast Asian countries, which were mostly its former colonies or imperialized 

territories, to maintain its hegemony in Asia and hence these markets would remain 

open to Japan after WWII. 

Cold War Politics: Continuation and Variation 
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Although Japanese cinema was the initiator of AFF, the United States-driven 

Cold War politics were crucial in determining that the membership of FPA would 

include only non-Communist nations. Cold War politics did not change Japan’s belief 

of “in and above Asia”. Instead, the United States’ policies of situating Japan to 

balance the rising Communism in Asia encouraged Japanese cinema to ally non-

Communist Asian film-producing nations through AFF. In the early 1950s, signs of 

expanding Communism, such as the establishment of the People’s Republic of China 

in 1949 and the outbreak of the Korean War in 1950, urged the United States to 

construct a “free Asia” bloc in the region to contain Communism. The United States 

identified Japan’s crucial role in balancing the power in Asia and hence planned to 

situate Japan in the world system, shaped by the United States’ policies. 164 During 

the post-war Occupation period, the United States attempted to include Japan into the 

American orbit by influencing Japanese minds with American idealism to further its 

hegemonic interests rather than democratizing Japan. 165 Instead of encouraging de-

imperialization, the United States attempted to turn Japan “from seeking autonomous 

imperialism to accepting subordinate imperialism” 166 in the formation of the Cold 

War structure. The idea of Japan’s leadership position in Asia could remain, but the 

antagonism toward the West had to be channeled to the pursuit of recognition by the 

West. In this way, the West recognized and supported Japanese cinema’s leadership 

in FPA and AFF. Nagata pitched the idea of FPA and AFF to the Asia Foundation of 
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the United States before his tour to meet film representatives in Southeast Asia. 167 

The Asia Foundation believed that by allying anti-communist filmmakers, FPA and 

AFF could reverse the growing number of communist sympathizers in Southeast 

Asia. 168 It even provided funding for the delegates of Southeast Asian nations to 

attend the first AFF. 169 

Cold War politics had profound influences on the role of technology in 

Japanese cinema. The modernization discourse channeled Japan’s antagonism 

towards the West to the pursuit of recognition by the West. The modernization 

discourse was an immediate response to the decolonization process during the Cold 

War to persuade the newly independent nations to join the economic orbit of America 

instead of Soviet Union. 170 The discourse was particularly persuasive for Japan 

because “leaving Asia, joining the West” had been promoted since the Meiji 

Restoration. However, even the modernization discourse prompted by the Cold War 

would never have allowed Japan to have an equal status in the West. The idea of 

“time lag” made the discourse compelling. 171 Past and present were incomparable 

because time was progressive. The co-existence of different temporalities was 

therefore eliminated in the present. 172 The “logic of the same” confined alternative 

modernities. 173 Catching up with the West, therefore, had become the ultimate goal 
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of the nations subordinated to the hegemony. Ironically, the subordinate nations could 

never achieve the goal due to the confinement of alternative modernities. 

Through the discourse of modernization during the Cold War, Japanese 

cinema’s ultimate goal was to catch up with the canon of great Western cinema. 

Those in the Japanese film industry believed that technology was the key to achieving 

the benchmark set by Western filmmakers. The Japanese believed that its inferior 

technological standing resulted in its cultural “emasculation.” 174 Technological 

advancement was therefore a means of recovering its independence and status in the 

postwar era. Demonstrating its technological capacity was then essential to 

demonstrating Japan’s recovery and the unique Japanese culture. In other words, 

Japan’s sense of national identity was directly tied up in technology. Following this 

association between technology and cultural power, the Japanese film industry put the 

success of Hollywood down to its advanced equipment. This is reflected in comments 

made by Nagata, who perceived any failings of Japanese cinema to be the result of 

inferior equipment and production facilities, opposed to inferior talent compared to 

American filmmakers.175 Speaking in hindsight, Nagata decided to provide advanced 

facilities for the production of Rashomon because he believed that Japan could be 

comparable with the West if it had world-class equipment. 176 Nagata used the 
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success of Rashomon in Western film festivals (including winning the Golden Lion at 

Venice) to justify his belief in the significance of technology. 177  

For the Japanese, seeing the rewards of its superior technology legitimized its 

imperialization of the Greater East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere. As the idea of 

consolidating Asia under Japan’s leadership extended to AFF in the postwar years, 

technology continued to play a critical role in justifying Japanese cinema’s leading 

position in Asia. Technology further provided the key to catching up with the West in 

the Cold War. All these explained why technology became the dominant theme of 

AFF even though artistic enhancement was the objective of the film festival.  

II. Hong Kong Cinema’s Strategies: Apolitical but “National” 

The three objectives of AFF were not neutral. Section I has discussed that the 

Japanese film discourse about cultural exchange and fostering friendship among 

Southeast Asian nations disguised its intention of consolidating Asia. For the 

Japanese, technological improvement was equivalent to aesthetic enhancement so its 

superior technology justified its leadership. The objectives enhanced Japanese 

cinema’s dominant position in Asia. Why then did Hong Kong’s film industry 

promote the Japanese film discourse by reiterating its objectives of technological 

improvement as an aesthetic enhancement, cultural exchange, and fostering 

friendship? The official magazines of Cathay Organization and Shaw Brothers 

repeatedly stated the aims of AFF without significant alteration. For example: 
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International Screen, the official magazine of Cathay Organization, declared that 

AFF’s existence was for raising the artistic standard, fostering friendship and 

developing the film industry. 178 Screen Voice 179, the official magazine of Shaw 

Brothers, asserted that AFF was for improving production standards and exchanging 

experience. 180  

Although it adopted the Japanese film discourse, Hong Kong cinema did not 

subordinate itself to Japanese cinema. Instead, it assumed the film discourse of an 

apolitical view of film for its own benefits. The section argues that when Hong Kong 

cinema reiterated the objectives of AFF, it promoted a hint of nationalism of which 

the nation was indefinite. The role of technology was not only significant for 

Japanese cinema but also for Hong Kong cinema. The chance for technological 

improvement justified Hong Kong cinema’s participation in AFF and provided the 

platform for it to expand internationally. Cleverly, by mobilizing its subordinate 

position to the Japanese film industry, Hong Kong cinema was able to establish itself 

as an equal member of other truly world-class national film industries. 

Developing the National Film Industry Through Technology 

The technological improvements, as well as apolitical cultural exchange, 

gained through AFF more than justified Hong Kong cinema’s participation in the 
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Japanese-led film festival. When AFF commenced in 1954, fewer than ten years had 

passed since the end of WWII. Japan had occupied Hong Kong from 1941-45. So by 

co-organizing a film festival with its previous colonial oppressor, the Hong Kong 

film industry ran the risk of being branded as a betrayer of one’s own country. When 

Britain resumed sovereignty of Hong Kong as a colony after WWII, it maintained 

Hong Kong as a nation with a non-confrontational role in the Cold War. 181 The 

strategy was to engage the United States in defense of Hong Kong if China attacked it 

while ensuring not to provoke China. Both its colonial status and non-confrontational 

position prevented Hong Kong from any vigorous de-imperialization acts against the 

imperializers, neither Britain nor Japan. Although de-imperialization was not allowed 

in Hong Kong in the postwar years, Hong Kong cinema could not ignore the feelings 

of anti-Japanese sentiments. 

To justify its participation in AFF and not to seem like a traitor, Hong Kong 

cinema claimed that its motivation was to develop the “national” film industry by 

raising its production standards. Its own cinema therefore promoted a national film 

industry with an indefinite nation. Hong Kong first held AFF in 1956. “The third AFF 

has commenced. It was not only the pride of Hong Kong but also a grand event of the 

national motion picture production industry (gouchan zhipian ye). Whether winning 

any awards at AFF, according to the purposes of FPA, it would be an opportunity for 

the national motion picture production industry to observe and improve its 
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technological standard.” 182 What was the nation mentioned in this national motion 

picture production industry? International Screen did not specify, but it credited Loke 

Wan Tho, Runde Shaw, T. Y. Lee and Robert Chung for contributing to the national 

film industry. How the article introduced these people inferred that the nation was 

Chinese-diaspora amalgamation: Loke was the head of Cathay Organization in 

Singapore; Shaw was the president of Hong Kong’s Shaw and Sons; Lee was a 

producer in Taiwan; and Chung was an authority on researching the color films of 

China. 183 International Screen did not downplay Hong Kong in this “national” 

motion picture industry. It urged the Hong Kong film industry to protect the glorious 

history of Hong Kong national films (Xianggang guochan dianying) through winning 

significant awards at AFF. 184  

Given the rise of nationalism in postcolonial countries in Southeast Asia 

during the Cold War, it was strategic for Hong Kong cinema to promote a national 

motion picture industry while passing its film off as being neutral to legitimize its 

participation in AFF. The rhetoric of improving the national film industry appealed to 

the growing local consciousness following the rise of nationalism. The ambiguous 

reference of the nation could match whatever nations that the Chinese diasporic 

audiences had in mind, while being subtle enough so as to never be provocative. The 

struggle of Southeast Asian countries to distinct national identities out of a colonial 

past threatened to exclude Chinese immigrants from being part of their socially 
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constructed communities. 185 The hostility against Chinese people had a negative 

impact on the market for Chinese-language films in Southeast Asia. To safeguard its 

films from the battlefield of decolonization during the Cold War, Hong Kong cinema 

readily adopted the Japanese film discourse of apolitical cultural exchange. 

Thus, a focus on technological improvement was the best rhetoric for raising 

the standard of the national motion picture industry apolitically. For filmgoers, 

technology was not considered to be loaded with the baggage of culture and politics. 

More importantly, the industry trends of Hong Kong cinema in the mid-1950s 

revolved around color film technology and rational mode of production facilitated the 

rhetoric of encouraging technological improvements to develop more economical and 

efficient productions to be readily adopted. In the mid-1950s, the competition 

between Cathay Organization and Shaw Brothers revolved around technology, 

mainly color film technology. The mode of production that raised the quantity and 

quality of films was also critical to winning market share. Runde Shaw wrote an 

article about how to improve the image of Hong Kong cinema being undeveloped. 186 

He began the discussion by mentioning the award-winning Japanese film, Rashomon. 

He then attributed the poor quality of Hong Kong films to old equipment and 

insufficient filming locations. To address this, Shaw Brothers had already ordered the 

latest equipment and had begun building another studio. He assured that Shaw 

Brothers had equipped itself for producing color films to ensure that Hong Kong 
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cinema would not fall behind. 187 Color film production was also a significant 

concern for Cathay Organization in keeping up with its competitors. 188 The film crew 

and production was moved to Japan as the electricity in many Hong Kong studios 

was not reliable enough for color filming. 189 The director also commented that the 

mode of production of the Japanese film industry enabled Japanese cinema to acquire 

an international status and a share in the world market. 190 The Hong Kong film 

industry’s desire to achieve international recognition drove its aspiration to master the 

techniques of color film technology and efficient modes of production. It also left no 

doubt that the possibility of exchanges of expertise and technological knowledge with 

Japanese studios, to which they aspired, lured Hong Kong studios into participation at 

AFF. The coverage of AFF in Hong Kong media downplayed this practical concern 

of such exchanges and collaboration with Japanese studios, which might provoke 

adverse reactions from Chinese audiences. It was felt that adopting a mild, nationalist 

tone justified Hong Kong cinema’s participation in AFF.  

Negotiating Terms with Japanese Cinema 

To maintain its dominance in the Southeast Asian market was crucial for 

Hong Kong’s film industry to have any bargaining power with Japanese studios, 

which directed itself at the Chinese diaspora in Southeast Asia through Hong Kong 
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studios’ distribution network. Hong Kong cinema’s significance lay in acting as a 

relay in the Japanese film industry’s network. Ikeda explained in an interview that the 

Southeast Asian market had two parts. One was Taiwan, which limited the number of 

imported Japanese films after WWII. The other was Hong Kong. Japanese films first 

went to Hong Kong to be dubbed into Mandarin or Cantonese before being shipped 

out to Thailand, the Malay peninsula, Indonesia, and the Philippines, where they were 

watched by millions of Chinese living abroad. He asserted that the export of the 

dubbed versions of Japanese films through film distribution channels in Hong Kong 

not only circumvented the language barrier but also avoided the competition with 

Western movies, which were usually shown in English. 191 Nagata also acknowledged 

the critical role of Hong Kong’s distribution network in Southeast Asia, notably Shaw 

Brothers. He credited Run Run Shaw as a “Big Man” in Southeast Asia because 

Shaw Brothers owned a combined 120 theaters in Singapore and Hong Kong. 192 This 

held significant sway in the decision to host the second AFF in Singapore, where 

Shaw Brothers and Cathay Organization had established distribution and exhibition 

networks. An official report of Japanese cinema recognized the significance of the 

two studios. “Singapore as the trading port in Southeast Asia, together with Hong 

Kong, was the center of social activities of the Chinese diaspora…The mainstay of 

the economy in Singapore was Shaw Brothers and Cathay Organization. Both 

engaged in the distribution and the exhibition of films”. 193 
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Understanding the Hong Kong’s significance in the Japan film industry’s 

network of distribution, Japanese studios sought a collaborative relationship with 

Hong Kong studios, rather than positioning itself as a competitor to the Southeast 

Asian market. Hong Kong studios, in turn, had significant leverage when negotiating 

the terms of any deals. Nagata narrated his conversation with Shaw: When they were 

talking about American and European films occupying the Asian markets, Nagata 

said to Shaw that he was working towards a goal of exporting Japanese films to 

Southeast Asia, and then co-producing films with those countries to replace Western 

films with Japanese ones. He hoped that Shaw Brothers would buy 40 Japanese films 

in that year and possibly 100 the following year. Shaw bargained that because most 

buyers bought 25 Shaw Brothers productions on an annual basis, 30 films had to be 

bought by Japanese studios in return for the 40 Japanese films Shaw Brothers would 

purchase. 194 A preliminary business deal that benefited both cinemas was made to 

increase their respective shares in the Southeast Asian market against the control of 

Western distributors. 

III. From AFF to Co-production: An Intensified Site of Struggle 

Nagata’s ambitions included both exporting Japanese films to Southeast Asia 

as well as co-producing films with the target countries. 195And so one of the functions 

of AFF was to bring Japanese and Southeast Asian film executives together to make 

deals for both outcomes. 196 This section analyzes the co-production as an intensified 
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site of cultural struggle between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema. Co-productions, 

like AFF, demonstrated the tension between the two film industries. Japanese cinema 

intended to gain recognition in the West by demonstrating its advanced technological 

capacity and ability to represent the Asian market through co-productions with 

Southeast Asian nations. In other words, the idea of consolidating Asia under its 

leadership continued. Instead of striving against the West, the modernization 

discourse channeled Japan’s antagonism towards the pursuit of recognition. At the 

same time, Hong Kong cinema continued its upward development and movement 

towards garnering international acclaim and holding an equal status with Japanese 

cinema. Throughout the co-production process, what Japanese cinema transferred to 

Hong Kong cinema was not only technical knowledge and skills but also a 

“technologizing-centric” idea.  

Yōkihi: Japanese Cinema’s Attempt to Represent Asia to the West 

As the process of technological “exchange” could not take place just within 

the one-week duration of AFF, co-produced films were opportunities to further the 

motives of each country’s respective cinemas. One of the earliest attempts at a co-

production between Japanese and Hong Kong cinemas was Yōkihi (Mizoguchi Kenji, 

Daiei Studios and Shaw Brothers, 1955). 197 The story is based on a Chinese legend 

about one of the Four Beauties, Yang Guifei (Yōkihi in Japanese), who became the 

beloved concubine of the Emperor of the Tang Dynasty. During a rebellion, the 
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imperial guards demanded Yōkihi be put to death, blaming the rebellion on Yōkihi’s 

family. Interestingly, it was Daiei Studios’ choice to co-produce a film based on 

ancient Chinese tale. Three months after the first AFF, Nagata and director 

Mizoguchi Kenji went to Hong Kong to discuss with Runde Shaw and Run Run 

Shaw about co-producing Yōkihi. The budget was set at US$300,000, 70% of which 

was provided by Daiei Studios and 30% by Shaw Brothers. 198 Daiei Studios would 

be responsible for forming a production crew, while Shaw Brothers would provide 

five actresses, a hairdresser, a prop and set designer and an expert to verify historical 

facts. 199 

Why did Japanese cinema choose an ancient Chinese story? Daiei Studios’ 

intention was to target the Chinese diaspora throughout Southeast Asia, using Hong 

Kong’s vast distribution network, as mentioned in Section II. However, Japanese 

cinema aspired to let the world know about Japan. When talking about the award-

winning Rashomon, Nagata declared that he wanted to produce films that could 

inform the world about Japanese customs. 200 He believed in film’s effectiveness as 

propaganda to promote Japanese culture. 201 So, why then did they choose to submit 

Yōkihi to international film festivals and distribute it to the West? 202 
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Japanese cinema aimed to demonstrate its ability to represent Asia to the West 

through Yōkihi. Gaining Western recognition remained at the forefront of Japanese 

cinema’s co-production ambitions. Daiei Studios compared Princess Yōkihi with 

previous Grand Prix-awarded films and stated that it had produced another film 

employing “the Grand Prix pyramid”: the world-class staff portrayed an Oriental 

romantic tragedy using Daiei Studios’ first-class color film technology.” 203 The 

pyramid had three essential elements: staff, story, and technology. The first element 

affirmed that Japanese cinema had talents comparable with the West. Yōkihi director 

Mizoguchi had won the Silver Lion award at the Venice Film Festival for his Ugetsu 

Monogatari (1953). Having the acclaimed director attached to the film represented 

that the crew of Yōkihi was of the highest standard. Second, the story employed a 

self-Orientalist strategy. Japanese cinema was aware of the Western gaze and 

consciously represented an essential otherness against the West. 204 In Yōkihi, 

Japanese cinema consciously employed Chinese elements such as palaces, costumes, 

and festivals to appeal to the West. However, Yōkihi could be considered as 

“culturally odorless”. If the elaborate Chinese palace sets and costumes were 

changed, the film could have been a love story set in any nation. The decision to 

render the film culturally odorless was made so that the Japanese film could both 

claim itself as representing Chinese culture and also enhance its promotion of one 

commonly appreciated Asian culture. Yōkihi employed love as the common 

denominator of Asian culture, which is a universal sentiment of human beings rather 

than an Asian trait. The production plan was to produce a tragedy with a theme of 
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eternal romantic love. 205 The publicity highlighted one of the scenes in the film: The 

Emperor sneaking out from the palace with Yōkihi to a small town for a Chinese 

festival (figure 2-1). 206 Here, eternal love bound an emperor and a common girl. 207 

This eternal love simplified An Lushan’s rebellion that caused Yōkihi’s death by 

omitting historical details. In the film, Yōkihi sacrificed herself for the Emperor due 

to her unconditional love. The film omitted the politics of the rebellion that led to the 

Emperor’s reluctant decision to strangle Yōkihi instead. The film also omitted the 

fact that emperors in China had many concubines of different rank. Attaining this 

eternal and unconditional love would have meant overcoming infighting among other 

concubines Yet, Yokihi chose to omit this historical detail in favor of a more relatable 

romance narrative.  
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Figure 2-1: The introduction of Yokihi 

in an advertisement emphasizes the 

scene of a festival that eternal love 

bound an emperor and a common girl 

 

  Furthermore, the publicity emphasized the theme of a common girl becoming 

the concubine of an emperor in the love story of Yōkihi. 208 The portrayal of Yōkihi’s 

upward mobility was comparable to fairy tales like Cinderella. The title of a 

magazine feature precisely nails it: “Cinderella of China.” 209 However, Cinderella 

was a princess not a concubine. As a concubine of an emperor was specific to a 

particular culture in Asia, it was decided that “princess” was to be used in the film 

title to be more easily understood in the West. It is important to note that Yōkihi is not 

a name, but a title referring to a concubine of an emperor with the last name Yang. 

Therefore, the title, Princess Yōkihi, literally refers to the character’s denomination as 

a concubine, instead of a princess named Yōkihi because Yōkihi is not a name. The 
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awkward combination and confusing film title exemplify Japanese cinema’s 

considerable efforts to appeal to the Western audiences. 

Thirdly, the culturally odorless story facilitated Japanese cinema’s desire to 

superficially represent Chinese culture while actually focusing its efforts on 

demonstrating its technological prowess. Japanese cinema used China as the 

backdrop for its technological experimentation (it was the acclaimed director’s first 

color film production) and boasted about its success. Daiei Studios felt confident it 

could represent an ancient Chinese palace on a set inviting film critics to visit the set. 

The description of the set provided details and portrayed it as a real palace (figure 2-

2). 210 Then, through the words of Yōkihi’s cameraman and other experts, Daiei 

Studios assured that its color film equipment could faithfully represent the correct 

tone of the details in ancient China. Props and costumes also required a detailed 

investigation of their history in order to represent them faithfully in color on-screen. 

211  The color design successfully replicated the tone of ancient Chinese paintings, as 

well as the face of Asians. 212  
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Figure 2-2: The set of an 

ancient Chinese palace 

in Yōkihi 

 

If the objective of AFF was for cultural exchange as claimed, then Japanese 

cinema would have promoted Yōkihi as its crowning achievement. However, the 

publicity barely mentioned the film was a co-production with Hong Kong’s Shaw 

Brothers. Instead, it emphasized how Japanese technological expertise, particularly 

color film technology, enabled its authentic representation of China in an exotic 

Oriental love story that appealed to the West.  

Hong Kong Cinema Continued to Pave its Way to being an International Player 

Hong Kong cinema had a different agenda in the co-production plan. It 

attempted to expand internationally and attain equal status with Japanese cinema. To 

establish an international image, Hong Kong cinema allowed itself to be used by 

Japanese cinema. Japanese cinema employed “co-production with Hong Kong 

cinema” only as rhetoric to convince of its ability to represent China. For example, 

Japanese experts specializing in Chinese history verified the details of Yōkihi with a 
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Hong Kong historian to ensure it giving an authentic representation of the Tang 

Dynasty period setting. 213 Yet, there were few credits of the other contributions of 

Hong Kong cinema, nor mentions of cultural exchange in the co-production process. 

Although Hong Kong cinema allowed itself to be used, it succeeded in turning itself 

to an international player, equal to the status afforded to Japan’s own film industry. 

Hong Kong cinema capitalized on the interchange of technological expertise with 

Japanese studios during the co-production process to achieve this aim. Shaw Brothers 

promoted Yang Kwei-fei (Chinese title of Yōkihi) as the first great co-produced film 

with Daiei Studios. 214 Journalistic accounts illustrated how each side valued this first 

successful co-production project. When Nagata and Mizoguchi came to Hong Kong 

during the pre-production phase, Shaw Brothers held a welcome reception in which 

Run Run Shaw and famous stars of Shaw Brothers participated. 215 Japanese cinema 

also paid much attention to the co-production project. Nagata welcomed the arrival of 

the historian and the set designer from Hong Kong at Tokyo airport. 216 The 

journalistic account reported how the co-production project helped to facilitate 

cultural exchange. The Japanese and Hong Kong crew members went to see 

collections of Tang Dynasty treasures in Japan. 217 The publicity boasted that Yang 

Kwei-fei brought together first-class talents. 218 It gave Hong Kong filmmakers an 

equal popularity and status as Mizoguchi and Nagata. Mizoguchi, the authoritative 

Japanese director, directed the film; Doe Chin from Hong Kong co-wrote the script 
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with three renowned Japanese scriptwriters; and Run Run Shaw and Nagata co-

produced the film. 219 

 Learning technical knowledge and skills, particularly color film technology, 

was the primary goal of Hong Kong cinema’s desire to co-produce films with Japan. 

What had been transferred from Japanese cinema was not only equipment and 

technical skills but also the “technologizing-centric” idea: the desire for catching up 

with the West through technology, and hence technology becoming the criterion to 

evaluate the film industry. The publicity of Yang Kwei-fei, of course, did not mention 

technological transfer from Japanese cinema to avoid subordinating Hong Kong 

cinema. To investigate the technological transfer, AFF has come into the picture once 

more. The first color film that Shaw Brothers entered into AFF was Diao Charn (Li 

Han-hsiang, 1958). There were overwhelming similarities between Diao Charn and 

Yang Kwei-fei. Diao Charn was about another of the Four Beauties from Chinese 

folklore. Like Yang Kwei Fei, it was also a simple story with only a few main 

characters. Shaw Brothers promoted Diao Charn as an extravagant Eastmancolor 

production. 220 Grandiose sets of Chinese palaces and ancient, luxurious costumes 

gave the film an extravagance and flair. These sets and costumes were to demonstrate 

Shaw Brothers’ technological capacity to portray all the finery of ancient China on-

screen in color. This appealed to not only Chinese diasporic audiences but also to 

Western audiences. In other words, Hong Kong cinema intended to gain recognition 

not only at AFF but also at Western film festivals. The imperial grandeur and 
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majestic landscape in an unspecified time in the past and an unspecified place in 

China projected an imagined China. 221 Ethnic Chinese audiences around the world 

found the films representing an imagined China appealing because they projected an 

image of a changeless China in the midst of political turmoil and their own 

geographical displacement. 222 The imagined China in the de-historicized films 

adopted a self-Orientalist strategy to attract Western audiences. It was no coincidence 

that Shaw Brothers later sent its own film version of the Yang Guifei tale, titled The 

Magnificent Concubine (Li Han-hsiang, 1962), filmed in Eastmancolor to the Cannes 

and Berlin Film Festivals seven year after co-producing Yang Kwei-fei with Japanese 

cinema. 

 Hong Kong cinema certainly considered technology to be the key to defining 

its production standards and establishing its presence in the international market. In 

the process of publicizing itself as international, Hong Kong cinema continued to 

employ the apolitical but “national” film discourse. Hong Kong cinema had followed 

the discourse of technological improvement since the beginning of AFF. In the mid-

1950s, the growing trends of color filming within the industry justified Hong Kong 

cinema’s participation in AFF for affording it the opportunity to improve its 

production standards. Having won Best Picture or Best Director awards almost every 

year since 1958, Hong Kong cinema in the early 1960s acknowledged that the film 

industry’s production standards had developed from the initial to the advanced stage. 
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223 What defined reaching the advanced stage was technology. Hong Kong cinema 

was proud of producing color and widescreen films which contributed to the 

innovation of the national film industry’s productions. 224 It attributed its AFF awards 

and recognition by European and American film industries to symbols of its marked 

improvement in production standards. 225 Hong Kong film industry believed that 

technology allowed it to catch up with the Western criterion and to expand its 

markets to the West.  

Paved its Way through AFF 

Hong Kong cinema set out to use AFF to pave its way toward its ultimate 

goal: to be an international player acknowledged by the West.  It affirmed that the 

recognition it earned in the West was the most prominent achievement of AFF. 226 To 

pave its way to be an equal member of world-class film industries, Hong Kong 

cinema promoted the internationality of AFF. The coverage of AFF in Hong Kong 

film periodicals increased since 1958 when Hong Kong cinema started to win 

significant awards such as Best Picture (Our Sister Hedy, Cathay Organization) and 

Best Director (Diao Charn, Shaw Brothers). A pattern of AFF coverage started to 

appear: 1) Before AFF: Reviewing the official purposes of AFF and introducing the 

nominated films of its studios; 2) During AFF: The delegates going and attending the 

ceremony and receptions; and 3) After AFF: Coming back with trophies and follow-
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up interviews. Three major types of snapshots in the pattern gave the studios an 

international profile. First, snapshots of the delegates at the airport for departure 

emphasized AFF being an overseas event and the mobility of the studios’ personnel 

and stars. Second, snapshots of its delegates with representatives of other countries at 

the venue highlighted the international social skills of the studio personnel and stars. 

Third, snapshots of its stars holding trophies assured the studios were of international 

rank and quality.  

The promoted internationality of AFF, together with the purpose of apolitical 

cultural exchange, facilitated the building-up of a high-class global image, rather than 

a nation betraying its history. To further appeal to patriotic audiences, the publicity 

described the achievements at AFF as the pride of the national film industry, which 

included the studios within the Southeast Asian network, Hong Kong, and 

China/Taiwan. For example, after Our Sister Hedy won Best Picture at the fifth AFF, 

International Screen reported that this was the pride of Cathay Organization and a 

glorious page in the history of Hong Kong cinema. 227 It is important to note the 

publicity honored an indefinite nation in the national film industry. International 

Screen said that Our Sister Hedy fostered a better understanding of China and the 

nominated films of Cathay Organization demonstrated the production standard of 

China had reached an international height. 228 The English version of the report said 

that the film told an authentic story of contemporary Chinese life. The Chinese 

mentioned, which could include all Chinese diasporic audiences, further made the 
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nation ambivalent. This rhetoric of nationalism with an indefinite nation continued in 

the early 1960s when Hong Kong cinema gained recognition at other Western film 

festivals. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has conceptualized AFF and the subsequent co-production 

projects as a site of cultural struggle between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema. It has 

delineated the tensions at the site where Japanese cinema desired to maintain its 

hegemony in Asia while Hong Kong cinema aspired to ascend to the status of been 

considered as an equal of other world-class film industries. The sections have 

analyzed how the institutional methodology, for example, film discourses promoted 

under certain industry trends, the publicity of AFF, and journalistic accounts, acted as 

social forces that produced the site of cultural struggle. Cold War politics further 

exerted influences on these social forces. Section I has argued that the idea of Japan’s 

technological prowess being used to justify its hegemony in Asia as an extension of 

the Film Sphere to the formation of AFF. Influenced by Film Sphere policies, 

Japanese studios used film as a weapon of the cultural war. After WWII, the same 

group of film industry professionals advocated film as a medium of peace as part of 

the rationale for founding AFF. The apparent contradictory film discourses disguised 

a continuation from the Film Sphere to AFF. This chapter has also emphasized the 

critical role that technology played in consolidating the ideology of Pan-Asianism. 

The similarities between FPA and proposals of film organizations in wartime 

exemplified the continuation of the concept of one Asia, but one where Japan was 
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positioned as superior.  Japan’s period of modernization during the postwar years 

fueled its belief that technology was key to raising its film industry to comparable 

standards to Western film industries. Trying to catch up with the Western canon 

through technological improvement had become Japanese cinema’s goal. It was 

through this prism of technological superiority that Japan justified its leadership at 

AFF, which fueled its belief this method would earn its films acknowledgment at 

Western film festivals. Such a belief explains why technology was such a dominant 

theme at AFF. 

Section II has argued that while Hong Kong cinema occupied a subordinate 

position to that of Japanese cinema in the postwar period, it mobilized its position to 

become an industry of international acclaim. Hong Kong cinema adopted the 

Japanese film discourse of an apolitical view of film to appease the possible 

antagonism of postcolonial Southeast Asian countries given the rise of nationalism 

during the Cold War. To further justify its participation in AFF, which Hong Kong 

co-organized with its former colonizer, Hong Kong cinema claimed that participation 

was for elevating the production standards of its national film industry. The “nation” 

intended was in fact a Chinese-diaspora spread throughout immigrant communities in 

Southeast Asia. The technological improvements not only raised production standards 

but also worked neatly as a rhetoric for an apolitical improvement of the national 

motion picture industry. 

Section III has moved on to investigate the co-produced films enabled by AFF 

as an intensified site of cultural struggle between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema 
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using the example of Yōkihi. It was intended to demonstrate Japanese cinema’s 

technological superiority and present an authentic representation of China in an 

exotic Oriental love story that appealed to the West. Through the co-production, 

Hong Kong cinema was able to promote its own proficiency on a larger stage. 

Through such co-production projects, Hong Kong cinema adopted not only technical 

skills but also the technologizing-centric idea, specifically that technological 

proficiency was the key to gaining Western recognition and hence technology defined 

the production standard of the film industry. Hong Kong cinema anticipated that AFF 

would pave the way to its goal of becoming a world-class film industry. 
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Chapter 3  

Lucilla You Min and her Embodiment of a Neo-cosmopolitan 

Fantasy 

Lucilla You Min (aka Yu Ming)229 was a well-regarded Hong Kong actress 

during the mid-1950s to the early 1960s. She was considered on a par with famous 

actresses Grace Chang and Linda Lin of the same period. You Min debuted in 1952 

and worked for Shaw Brothers. After ending the contract with Shaw Brothers in 

1958, she joined Cathay Organization. She won the Best Actress award at the sixth 

and the seventh Southeast Asian Film Festival in 1959 and 1960 respectively, and 

acted in the co-produced films between Hong Kong and Japanese cinema in the early 

1960s. Japanese cinema was interested in asking You Min to act in its films as early 

as 1955. Mori Iwao, a producer of Japanese studio Tōhō, met You Min at Southeast 

Asian Film Festival in 1955 and speculated that she would be popular in Japan. Tōhō 

tried to make deals with Shaw Brothers to allow You Min to participate in their films, 

but the studio declined.230 When You Min started working for Cathay Organization, 

Mori instructed another of Tōhō’s producers, Fujimoto Sanezumi, to go to Hong 

Kong to explore co-production opportunities. Fujimoto then made deals with Robert 

                                                 
229 Lucilla You Min is used according to Ain-ling Wong, ed., Cathay Story (Hong Kong: Hong Kong 

Film Archive, 2009). The English version of Cathay Organization’s publications use Lucilla Yu Ming 

or Yu Ming. Youmin is the Mandarin pronunciation, while Japanese materials pronounce her name as 

Yūmin. For consistency, the dissertation uses Lucilla You Min.  
230 Mori Iwao, Eiga seisaku no jissai (The actual situation of movie production) (Tokyo: Kinokuniya, 

1976), 280. 
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Chung, the management personnel of Cathay Organization, about co-producing films 

starring You Min as the protagonist.231  

Tōhō and Cathay Organization co-produced A Night in Hong Kong (1961), 

Star of Hong Kong (1962) and Honolulu, Tokyo, Hong Kong (1963). The three films 

are commonly known as the Hong Kong Trilogy. In A Night in Hong Kong, Lihong 

(You Min) plays a half-Chinese, half-Japanese woman who lives in Hong Kong and 

has lost contact with her Japanese mother. Tanaka Hiroshi (Takarada Akira), a 

journalist who travels to Hong Kong for business trips, encounters Lihong and falls 

for her. In A Star in Hong Kong, You Min’s character is a Chinese student named 

Xing, studying medicine at a university in Japan. Xing encounters a representative of 

a trading company, Hasegawa Tōru (Takarada), in both Hong Kong and Japan, and 

the two fall in love. Another romance is Honolulu, Tokyo, Hong Kong, in which 

Ailing (You Min) is an orphan raised by a Chinese family in Honolulu. Ailing wins 

the Miss Hawaii contest and gets free plane tickets to Tokyo and Hong Kong. She is 

enchanted by Okamoto Yūichi (Takarada), a college friend’s elder brother whom 

Ailing met in Honolulu. Okamoto later guides Ailing around Tokyo, and they grow to 

like each other. All three romances created obstacles for its interracial couples to 

overcome. 

 Discussions compared You Min with renowned actress Ri Kōran.232 Ri Kōran 

(Li Xianglan/ Yamaguchi Yoshiko) was born to Japanese parents living in Manchuria 

                                                 
231 Fujimoto Sanezumi, “Purodyūsā jijoden” (A biography of a producer), in Purodyūsā jinsei 

Fujimoto Sanezumi eiga ni kakeru, ed. Ozaki Hotsuki (Tokyo: Tōhō Publishing Department, 1981), 

245-246. 
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in 1920. At that time, Manchuria was separate from China and occupied by Japan 

until 1945. Ri learned Japanese from her family and studied Chinese at a school in 

Beijing. She was the protagonist of the Continental Trilogy: Song of the White Orchid 

(Watanabe Kunio, 1939), China Nights (Fushimizu Osamu,1940) and Vow in the 

Desert (Watanabe Kunio, 1940). In the Continental films, she was presented as a 

Chinese actress playing Chinese roles. The comparison between You Min and Ri 

came about largely because the Hong Kong Trilogy reminded people of the 

Continental Trilogy. Both series have the same formula about an interracial love story 

in which a Chinese woman and a Japanese man fall in love. The couple has to 

overcome obstacles to be together, obstacles that usually pertain to racial differences 

that lead to misunderstandings. The films, together with the publicity materials, 

prompted a comparison between You Min and Ri. Both of them sometimes wore 

kimono and sometimes wore cheongsam, the traditional Japanese and Chinese 

costumes respectively. Although with different proficiency, they both spoke Chinese 

and Japanese in the films and in interviews. When discussing You Min, Monma 

Takashi states that the Japanese film industry tried to look for “the second Ri Kōran” 

in the postwar years. They wanted to find someone Chinese instead of having a 

Japanese actress pretending to be Chinese.233 Yanli Han argues that the similarities 

                                                                                                                                           
232 Monma Takashi, “Chūka gūzō no hensen” (The changes of Chinese idols), in Ri Kōran to 

higashiajia, ed. Yomoto Inuhiro (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 2001); Yanli Han, “60 niandai 

gangri hepai dianying ‘xianggang sanbuqu’ di lishixing jiedu” (Historical reading of the Hong Kong 

Trilogy coproduced by Hong Kong and Japanese cinema in the 1960s), Dianying yishu 306, 2006; and 

“Shinpojiumu – Nippon Honkon eiga kōryū-shi” (Symposium – The history of Japan-Hong Kong film 

exchange), Honkon eiga no ōgon jidai, January 31 2003, 

http://www.gangm.net/films/talk/2002/hkCinema1.html. 
233 Monma, “Chūka gūzō no hensen,” 235. 
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between Ri and You Min led Japanese audiences to associate the latter with the 

former and forgot that You Min was not from China but colonial Hong Kong.234 

Tōhō had the intention to promote You Min as the second Ri. Fujimoto 

spelled out the motive of the marketing strategy. “I suddenly remember that China 

Nights was a big hit twenty years ago. How about promoting You Min as the second 

Ri Kōran?”235 However, an investigation of Tōhō’s official publicity materials 

reveals that You Min being touted as the second Ri was not the focus. One of the rare 

examples of association was: “(You Min) as the second Ri Kōran, Tōhō will make 

films casting her as the main character from now on…”236  

The construction of You Min’s star image was more complex than merely 

having a direct association with Ri. This chapter argues that the construction of You 

Min’s star image was fraught with memories of the war, and corporate and cultural 

competition between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema during the Cold War. It 

analyzes You Min’s embodiment of cosmopolitan fantasy. Section I argues that the 

imperialist idea remained in the Cold War when Japanese cinema conceived You Min 

as a figure defined by Japan, like how it conceived Ri in wartime. It analyzes how 

Japanese cinema constructed You Min’s embodiment of an imaginary of tōyō (東洋

meaning “the East”), which articulated Japan’s desire for a leadership role in 

mediating between Asia and the West in the Cold War. Section II discusses how 

                                                 
234 Han, “60 niandai gangri hepai dianying,” 26. 
235 Anonymous, “Honkon sutā – Yūmin to dokushin no Tōhō Fujimoto jūyaku to no "uwasa" wa naze 

okita ka?” (Hong Kong Star – Why did the ‘rumor’ between You Min and Toho’s Fujimoto happen?), 

Shūkan heibon 3.51, December 1961, 20. 
236 Anonymous, “Yōkoso yūmin san!” (Welcome, Miss You Min), Tōhō eiga, June 1961, 12. 
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Hong Kong cinema constructed an imaginary of cosmopolitan embodied by You 

Min, through her body and its flexibility and adaptability to travel around the world. 

Hong Kong cinema leveraged You Min’s cosmopolitan image to promote its studio 

as world-class, and in turn, mobilized its subordinate position to Japanese cinema. 

Also, Hong Kong cinema’s attempts to disassociate You Min from Ri demonstrated 

the tensions between the two cinemas. 

Conceptualizing the Star-body as a Site of Meaning Negotiation 

Taking the collaboration and competition between Japanese and Hong Kong 

cinema into consideration, this chapter explores the body of the star as a site of 

meaning construction and negotiation. A star can be seen as an image and a 

representation of ideology. However, this chapter seeks to give materiality to a star 

by coining the term “the star-body.” The star-body is defined by the dialectics 

between the star’s body and the star image, which will be explained in this section. 

The dialectics emphasize bodily materiality in addition to representation. Moreover, 

this star-body is material because it is not only constructed by the ideology but also 

provides a basis for the realization, facilitation, and contradiction of ideology to take 

place.  

In order to begin approaching the idea of the star-body, it is essential to draw 

attention to the star’s physical existence, which is implicit in some of the seminal 

studies on stars. Concerning the myth of the star, Edgar Morin argues that a star-

goddess, who represents a myth of fulfilling human desires, is formed by the 
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dialectics between the star herself and the characters she plays in her films.237 To 

understand Morin’s argument, “myth,” “the star herself,” and “the characters she 

plays in her films” are the three keywords. “Myth” is a speech defined by its 

intentions than its literal sense. It de-historicizes the connection between the signifier 

and the signified to make an intention appear natural and contingency appear 

eternal.238 In Morin’s discussion, one vector of the dialectics that constructs the myth 

is “the characters she plays in her films,” which does not require much explanation. 

What Morin means is that a cluster of characters in the films that the actress partakes 

contributes to the star image. Another vector is “the star herself.” By stressing 

“herself,” Morin implies the physical existence of the star in addition to the abstract 

star image. However, Morin has not made the role of the star’s physical existence 

explicit. For example, how the star who exists in a particular historical context 

contradicts or facilitates the making of contingency to appear eternal. Another 

seminal work of star studies is by Richard Dyer. Also concerning the ideological 

function of the star, Dyer states that various discourses manufacture the star.239 These 

discourses include not only the characters in the films that the actors partake but also 

the star’s public appearances and coverage in the press of the star’s private life.240 

Although Dyer has not mentioned it directly, these discourses depend on the star’s 

physical existence onscreen and offscreen to construct the ideology. 

To consider both the star image and the star’s physical existence for meaning 

construction and negotiation, this chapter conceptualizes the star-body as a site by 

                                                 
237 Edgar Morin, The Stars (New York: Grove Press, 1961). 
238 Roland Barthes, Mythologies (New York: The Noonday Press, 1972). 
239 Richard Dyer, Heavenly Bodies: Film Stars and Society (New York: Routledge, 2004). 
240 Ibid., 2–3. 
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drawing Henri Lefebvre’s concept of space “the perceived-conceived-lived triad.” 

The body enacts social practices, and in turn, creates the perceived realm. Social 

practices are historically and culturally specific, and hence the perceived realm is 

neither eternal nor universal. Due to the importance of the body in the physical space, 

this chapter considers the star’s physical existence starting with the body. Moreover, 

a dialectic relationship exists between each vector of the perceived-conceived-lived 

realm. It is the dialectics between the star’s body in the perceived realm and the star 

image in the lived realm define the star-body. The star-body consists of not only a 

physical body of the star but also an image manufactured by discourses that signifies 

this body. This inextricable linkage can clarify “the star herself” in Morin’s argument 

as the dialectics between the star’s body and the star image. It can also emphasize the 

star’s body on which the discourses depend to manufacture the star in Dyer’s 

discussion. Consider another pair of the vector; there is a dialectic relationship 

between the star-body and the conceived realm: the ideology constructs the star-body; 

while the star-body provides a foundation for the realization of the ideology. In short, 

the star-body is not only shaped by the ideology but also embodies the ideology. The 

dialectic relationship between each vector highlights the intertwined relationship 

between body materiality, signification, and representation.  

It is important to note that the star-body embodies various ideologies that 

conflict with each other more often than manifesting a consistent ideology. A star 

embodying a multiplicity of meanings is called structured polysemy in Richard 
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Dyer’s terms.241 The publicity discourses attempt to structure the meanings embodied 

by the star by foregrounding some of the meanings and displacing the others so that 

the star can manifest a relatively consistent ideology.242 This chapter examines how 

the publicity discourses of Japanese and Hong Kong cinema structured the meanings 

to construct the star-body of You Min for embodying their respective ideologies, 

which conflicted with each other. You Min’s star-body as a site of meaning 

negotiation between the two cinemas is, in turn, demonstrated. 

I. Japanese Cinema: The Embodiment of the Imaginary of Tōyō   

What did it mean when the publicity of Tōhō said You Min was “the pearl of 

the tōyō”?243 How was the notion of tōyō being applied and modified in the postwar 

years through a star’s embodiment? Japan developed tōyō as a geo-cultural notion to 

contain other Asian nations under its hegemony. The notion was analogous to the 

Orient in Said’s Orientalism to a certain extent. Said argues that representation of the 

Orient is a theatrical one: the Orient is the stage on which the East is confined as an 

enclosed space.244 The theatrical stage affixed to Europe so that the Orient is not an 

unlimited extension beyond the familiar European world, but enclosed space.245 

Japan’s idea to contain Asia as an enclosed space was no different from Europe’s. 

What was more complicated in Japan’s case was that in this enclosed space of Asia, 

Japan’s past was located in it while its current role of leading Asia was detached from 

                                                 
241 Richard Dyer, Stars (London: British Film Institute, 1998), 3. 
242 Ibid. 
243 Anonymous, “Yōkoso yūmin san!”12; and anonymous, “Honkon no yoru roke dayori” (From the 

location of A Night in Hong Kong), Tōhō eiga, May 1961, 20-23. 
244 Edward Said, Orientalism (England: Penguin Books, 2003), 63. 
245 Ibid., 63. 
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it. However, both Europe and Japan had the same imperialist attitude that the great 

moments of Asia’s past were useful in the modern world only because they had 

effectively brought Asia out of their decline.246  

Moreover, on this stage of the Orient, there are figures whose role is to 

represent the broader whole from which they emanate.247 You Min was a figure to 

represent Asia defined by Japan for Japanese audiences. How did Japanese cinema 

turn You Min from a Chinese actress to a figure so that Japan could define her? The 

intertwined relationship between body materiality, signification, and representation of 

the star-body has its iterations in the Japanese context. The body in the perceived 

realm is further explained in terms of the dialectics between nikutai (肉体) and 

shintai (身体). Nikutai is the organic body with flesh and blood, which can be 

translated precisely into a physical body. Shintai has no equivalent word. It refers to 

the other side of the body, which is inorganic. Shintai rather than nikutai is referred to 

when a body is thought in philosophical terms, for example, a body with 

consciousness.248 This consciousness is neither universal nor eternal as discourses in 

specific contexts influence people think, and hence shintai is historically and 

culturally specific. Studying the star is to analyze a body that denotes a physical one 

(nikutai) and its relationship with the body (shintai) embodying certain ideologies 

shaped by discourses.249 The understanding of the body in the Japanese context 

                                                 
246 Ibid., 35. 
247 Ibid. 
248 Uno Kuniichi, “2001nen no shintai” (The body of 2001), in Shintai yomigaeru, ed. Kurihara Akira, 

Kobayashi Yōichi, Satō Manabu (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 2000), 23-24. 
249 Tsukada Yukihiro, Eiga no shintai ron (The theory of the body in cinema) (Kyoto: Mineruba 

shobō), iv. 
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facilitates the analysis of how Japanese cinema turned You Min’s body into a figure. 

Japanese cinema de-historicized the original relationship nikutai and shintai to 

manufacture You Min’s star image; while her star image further signified nikutai to 

create You Min’s star-body for the embodiment of the tōyō imaginary.   

Constructing a Star-body that was Culturally Proximate but Subordinate to Japan 

 To leave the historical specificity of You Min’s body behind, Japanese 

cinema identified her by something external, i.e., costumes. Wearing different 

costumes to signify various ethnic identities had its precedent. Ri dressed in Chinese, 

Japanese, Korean, Mongolian, and Russian traditional costumes to portray the theme 

of “ethnic harmony.”250 Embodying an imaginary of Pan-Asian identity through 

costume-switching was persuasive in Ri’s case. Ri’s linguistic mastery of Japanese 

and Chinese facilitated her ability to assume multiple identities. Her mysterious 

nationality also allowed a suspension of presupposed boundaries between these 

countries. Michael Baskett argues that Japanese audiences could see what a united 

Asia might look like through Ri’s smooth multiethnic image that covered up gaps 

separating Japanese and Chinese identities.251 Yiman Wang also argues that her 

border-crossing mobility, which erased ethnic and linguistic markings, captured a 

collective desire for a unified Asia.252 In addition to arguing the smooth identity shift 

enabled by Ri’s language proficiency, Washitani Hana has found that the Japanese 

                                                 
250 Anonymous, “Minzoku kyōwa” (Ethnic Harmony), Manshū eiga 7, April 1940. 
251 Michael Baskett, The Attractive Empire: Transnational Film Culture in Imperial Japan (Honolulu: 

University of Hawaii Press, 2008), 78-79. 
252 Yiman Wang, “Screening Asia: Passing, Performative Translation, and Reconfiguration,” 

Positions: East Asia Cultures Critique 15, no. 2 (2007): 319–43. 
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audiences in the 1940s had hints about Ri being Japanese. For example, one fan’s 

letter addressed Ri as Yamaguchi, her Japanese surname.253 Ri’s Japanese identity 

was mentioned in Eiga Junpo in 1943, while Tōhō maintained the veil of illusion of 

her identity.254 Similarly, Chinese audiences were not without doubt regarding Ri’s 

Chinese ethnicity. Shelly Stephenson has found clues suggesting the Chinese 

audiences’ suspicions; for example, the rumors that circulated among Shanghai’s 

filmgoers about Ri being a spy for the Japanese government.255 Therefore, it was the 

continuous play between her onscreen and real identity that contributed to her as a 

larger-than-life star.256 

The vague ethnic identity that contributed to Ri’s celebrity did not apply to 

You Min. First of all, You Min could not speak fluent Japanese. Moreover, You 

Min’s original connection between nikutai and shintai constrained the embodiment of 

different ethnic identities. Unlike Ri, You Min embodied a clear boundary between 

Chinese and Japanese. Not to mention that You Min participated in the co-produced 

films as a Chinese actress, Cathay Organization disassociated You Min from the 

Japanese ethnicity. When You Min wore kimono, its official magazine, International 

Screen, reiterated a well-known fact that You Min was Chinese.257 The magazine 

further set a boundary between Japanese and Chinese through assuming an authority 

                                                 
253 Washitani Hana, “Ri Kōran, nichigeki ni arawaru – Utafu daitōa kyōeiken” (Li Xianglan – the song 

of the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere), in Ri Kōran to higashiajia, ed. Yomoto Inuhiro 
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to represent the voice of Hong Kong fans. “Japanese fans might wish that You Min 

was Japanese, but Hong Kong fans will not concede because You Min belongs to 

Hong Kong!”258 

As constructed by Hong Kong cinema, You Min was a Chinese actress who 

had her upbringing in postwar Hong Kong. With such a constraint, how did You Min 

embody the tōyō imaginary? Japanese cinema displaced the original meanings of You 

Min’s shintai by signifying her nikutai using the concept of cultural proximity 

between Japanese and Chinese. You Min’s physical likeness to Japanese actresses 

such as height and body shape, together with her round eyes – a feature similar to Ri, 

probably prompted Tōhō producers’ decision of casting You Min instead of other 

famous Hong Kong actresses of the same period. The publicity in Japan emphasized 

the likeness between You Min and Japanese actresses in terms of nikutai. It was a 

straightforward comparison of a measurable body size visualized by wearing one 

another’s clothes. At a reception, You Min and Tsukasa Yōko, one of the supporting 

actress in A Night in Hong Kong, swapped their attire. You Min wore Tsukasa’s 

kimono while Tsukasa wore You Min’s cheongsam (figure 3-1).259 “Unbelievably, 

they have the same body size. The customers were in great joy and applauded.”260 In 

addition to the promotion of A Night in Hong Kong, exchanging clothes also appears 

later in Star of Hong Kong. Xing (You Min) wears a kimono while her Japanese 

friend wears a cheongsam given by Xing as a gift. The filming of the scene was 

                                                 
258 Anonymous, “Ribenren yanzhong di youmin” (You Min in the eyes of the Japanese), International 

Screen 67, May 1961, 20. 
259 A Night in Hong Kong, Tōhō Press sheet, 1961; and anonymous, “Kisu o shinai honkon joyū” (A 

Hong Kong actress who does not kiss), Shūkan heibon 3.16, April 1961, 52. 
260 Ibid. 
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reported. The two actresses’ costumes matched in size so perfectly that the staff were 

bewildered (figure 3-2).261 It is important to note that the journalistic accounts 

provided “audiences” on the stage of the Orient for Japanese’s spectatorship: the 

Japanese crew members and participants of the party gazed at You Min’s physical 

similarities to the Japanese actresses. In short, the publicity emphasized to Japanese 

audiences You Min’s physical similarities to the Japanese.   

 

Figure 3-1: Lucilla Yu and Tsukasa Yōko swapped 

their attire at a reception of A Night in Hong Kong 

 

Figure 3-2: The filming of a scene in Star of Hong 

Kong 

                                                 
261 Anonymous, “Pittari kikonashi sutaffu o kemuri ni maku” (Perfectly dressed, making the staff 

bewildered), Yomiuri yūkan, June 2, 1962, 6. 
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Furthermore, the physical similarities signified conformity with Japanese 

culture. You Min wore a kimono in the Hong Kong Trilogy and for promotional 

photoshoots.262 Not only her body size but also her physical appearance suited the 

Japanese national costume. Her charm was promoted officially with reference to her 

big eyes, as well as her small and cute body.263 The publicity highlighted these body 

features for a reason: They were Japanese criteria of feminine beauty.264 A physical 

body that fulfilled the Japanese standard of beauty connoted a harmony with Japanese 

culture. She was similar to the Japanese physically, and this connoted conformity 

with Japanese culture. The primordial similarities prompt an apparent natural 

recognition of cultural proximity265 and hide the workings of the dialectics between 

the star’s body and the star image that constructed cultural proximity from the 

Japanese perspective. It seemed natural that You Min’s star-body was culturally 

proximate to the Japanese.  

However, wearing kimono did not make You Min Japanese. You Min’s star-

body was subordinate to the Japanese. The publicity in Japan promoted You Min as a 

foreign learner by foregrounding her language acquiring process. Language can be 

considered as an extension of nikutai. Nikutai speaks the language to enact social 

practice, specifically communication. When an accented spoken language is 

                                                 
262 Anonymous, “Honkon no shinju” (Hong Kong’s pearl), Shūkan myōjō 199, May 1962, 116; 
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emphasized, a foreign shintai is associated, and in turn, a body with racial difference. 

In the films, her accented Japanese language revealed You Min’s foreign body. A 

foreign body is supposed to be concealed in printed materials because verbal 

conversations are transcribed into written words. However, magazines always 

indicated You Min as a foreigner speaking Japanese by using katakana to highlight 

her accent.266 When You Min and Takarada were making fun of each other in an 

interview, katakana was used to indicate that Takarada mimicked her accented 

Japanese.267 Katakana implies a sense of foreignness. It is a Japanese syllabary, along 

with hiragana and kanji, constituting the Japanese language system. It is mainly used 

for gairaigo, i.e., the transliteration of foreign language words into Japanese, and for 

emphasis. When You Min’s verbal Japanese was transliterated into katakana, the 

promotion materials highlighted an accent and disclosed that a foreign body was 

speaking the language.  

The disclosure of You Min using romaji to pronounce Japanese, which was 

connoted to be unrecognized, enhanced the image of a subordinate foreign learner. 

She had to learn the Japan-originated hiragana. There is no difference if one 

remembers and pronounces a Japanese word by hiragana or romaji. The process 

occurs only in one’s mind. However, in the context of her learning process, the 

Japanese language was ideological because hiragana was considered to be superior to 

romaji. Hiragana originated from Japan while romaji is the use of Latin script to 
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write and pronounce Japanese. Hiragana over romaji implied the superiority of 

Japan. When filming A Night in Hong Kong, You Min could speak some Japanese by 

romaji pronunciation. However, she had to learn hiragana for filming subsequent co-

produced films because she thought that she was different from other Japanese actors 

by pronouncing Japanese in romaji. Romaji is horizontally written while Japanese is 

usually vertically written. You Min was quoted as saying, “Everyone is reading the 

script vertically, but I am the only one reading it horizontally. I am very upset. So, I 

started to learn hiragana from Miss Kishi (her interpreter).”268 To learn hiragana, she 

had to discipline her physical body. A diary-like report described her daily life: she 

went to bed at 11 pm and got up at 6:30 am… she memorized one row of hiragana 

vowel sounds (“a, i, u, e, o”) each day.269 The language, which implied Japan being 

superior, exerted influence on her foreign body carrying out the practices.  

Encompassing Asia, and Mediating between Asia and the West 

A culturally proximate but subordinate star-body of You Min provided an 

imaginary that Japan was part of but above Asia. As tōyō was not only a cultural but 

also geographical notion, it is critical to analyze how You Min contributed to the 

geographical aspect of the notion. You Min’s body in the perceived realm facilitated 

the construction of the geography of tōyō. In other words, the places where You Min 

was physically situated for filming marked the territory of tōyō. You Min filmed the 

Hong Kong Trilogy in the following locations: Hong Kong, Macau, Tokyo, Sapporo, 
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Singapore, Kuala Lumpur and Honolulu. Filming locations outside Japan were the 

promotion highlight of the Hong Kong Trilogy. For example, in Star of Hong Kong, 

Xing from Hong Kong has been dating Hasegawa in Tokyo and Sapporo. However, 

she decided to separate from Hasegawa and went to Singapore to be a medical 

practitioner. Distance set them apart, but they re-encounter each other in Kuala 

Lumpur. Summarized by one line in the poster, “Hong Kong, Singapore, Kuala 

Lumpur, Tokyo, Sapporo – A portrayal of bittersweet romance in the exotic tōyō.”270 

All these places were generalized as tōyō. However, Tokyo had a different position 

and connotation from other places. The official promotion materials further provided 

guidelines for publicity: positioning Tokyo as the world city and Singapore as the 

southern nation;271  Kuala Lumpur as a place full of ethnic color;272  Hong Kong as 

“the pearl of tōyō,”273  for its beautiful night scenery.274 Tokyo assumed a leading 

position of a world-class developed city while others places were positioned as 

exotic. It is critical to note that Hong Kong, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur were parts of 

the Japanese empire. Japanese cinema conceived not only geographical Asia but also 

the formerly occupied areas as tōyō. In other words, the constructed geography of 

tōyō encompassed Asia in which Japan was the leader. 

The essence of tōyō included not only encompassing Asia but also facing the 

West. Japanese cinema manufactured You Min’s star-body with a Western tinge. The 

pamphlet of A Star in Hong Kong juxtaposes You Min in three national costumes: 
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kimono, cheongsam and “British” clothes (figure 3-3).275 Again, costume-switching 

defined her identity. However, due to the obvious physical differences between You 

Min and a Westerner, You Min could not pass as British even if she put on the 

Victorian dress. Instead, the picture shows You Min put on a laboratory coat at a 

hospital in Kuala Lumpur, which occurs in one of the scenes in the film. The caption 

designated the laboratory coat as “a British style white robe.”276 Although the 

laboratory coat was far from any British style, the caption reminded that the 

laboratory coat signified a Western doctor instead of a doctor of traditional Chinese 

medicine. You Min embodied a Western scientific knowledge, which she learned 

from a university in Japan as depicted in the film.  

However, it was not You Min’s star-body functioned to mediate between Asia 

and the West. Instead, Japanese men being able to mediate between Asia and the 

West dictated the meanings of her characters in Hong Kong Trilogy. In A Night in 

Hong Kong, when Tanaka and You Min’s character Lihong have a date, they go to a 

bar with a Western atmosphere. They drink cocktails and dance the waltz. A small 

orchestra performs live music. When Lihong takes off her Western-style coat, inside 

is a glamorous cheongsam (figure 3-4 and 3-5). Costumes, once again, were used to 

connote her Asian and Western qualities. What makes this scene critical is that 

Tanaka anchors the meaning of wearing cheongsam as tōyō and defines her as “the 

pearl of tōyō.” Looking at Lihong in her cheongsam, Tanaka said, “You, but not 

others, are “the pearl of tōyō.” Again, You Min is a figure defined by a Japanese man 
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for the Japanese. Tanaka's taste enables him to appreciate a woman who represents 

both Asian and Western cultural qualities. His taste, a cultural construction of 

distinctive aesthetics,277 enables him to mediate between Asia and the West. The 

function of a culturally similar and yet subordinate foreign star-body of You Min was 

to allow Japanese men to mediate between Asia and the West. 

 

Figure 3-3: In Star of Hong 

Kong, Xing (left) wears a 

claimed to be “British style 

white robe” 

 

Figure 3-4: Lihong’s outfit 

for a date in A Night in Hong 

Kong 
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Figure 3-5: After Lihong 

taking off her coat, inside is a 

cheongsam 

A film star’s charismatic appeal is effective especially when the social order is 

uncertain, and when the figure offers value to counterbalance this.278 During wartime, 

Ri embodied the fantasy of a unified Asia under Japanese imperialism. The Japanese 

empire came to an end after WWII. However, the lack of de-imperialization process 

enhanced its lingering imperialist ideas in the postwar period.279 At the same time, 

Japan’s growing economy enabled it to re-enter the world, which was dividing into 

capitalist and communist blocs during the Cold War. You Min’s embodiment of the 

tōyō imaginary was appealing in this context: the imaginary of tōyō provided Japan 

with a fantasy of maintaining its hegemony in Asia when facing the West. You Min 

gained wide popularity in Japan. When You Min went to Hankyū department store in 

Osaka for an autograph session, she was surrounded by the crowd and had to leave 

via the basement.280 When Chiba Yasuki, the director of Hong Kong Trilogy, traveled 

to Tokyo from Hong Kong with You Min, journalists packed the interview room of 
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Haneda airport.281 And while Tōhō’s bosses might have been inclined to exaggerate 

their success, based on the number of Japanese magazine chapters mentioning You 

Min, it is clear that she was the only Hong Kong actress who gained such extensive 

coverage in Japan in the 1950s and ’60s. 

A star embodies multiple meanings as discussed at the beginning of the 

chapter. You Min’s star-body constructed by Japanese cinema had to negotiate with 

You Min’s self-packaging and that constructed by Hong Kong cinema. You Min’s 

self-packaging was related to her agency: how she understood her body being defined 

by Japanese and Hong Kong cinema and what action she took. You Min tried not to 

offend either cinema. On the one hand, her voice was mainly consistent with the 

Japanese publicity discourses. You Min said that she resembled Japanese women 

regarding physical appearance and hence she did not feel homesick in Japan.282 Her 

reasoning confirmed the connection between physical similarities and conformity 

with Japanese culture. She also accepted her position as a learner when filming the 

Hong Kong Trilogy.283 Although You Min’s voice was weak in contributing to an 

oppositional reading to her star-body, she provided room for negotiation about her 

identity being defined by costumes. While Japanese cinema tried to identify her as 

Chinese through dressing her in cheongsam, You Min stated in an interview that she 

seldom wore Chinese costumes in daily life.284 The contradiction between what she 
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said and what she dressed for photoshoots and films revealed that wearing cheongsam 

was required by the studios instead of her choice. Although always being asked to 

compare the experiences of wearing cheongsam and kimono, You Min rarely related 

her background to identification with traditional costumes. She did talk about her 

growing-up experiences of wearing the cheongsam-style uniform, but she disliked 

it.285 Instead, she usually introduced herself focusing on her cultivation in a family in 

which her father was a Chinese opera performer.286 While subordination to Japanese 

men in an interracial relationship dictated her characterization in the Hong Kong 

Trilogy, You Min indirectly refused the interracial relationship. You Min agreed that 

love could cross borders and she would consider marrying a non-Chinese man.287 

However, she said that as a woman, she preferred Chinese men because they 

cherished women more than Japanese men.288 She used the perspective of women to 

displace the more controversial reason, i.e., ethnicity, to decline the interracial 

relationship indirectly. The reluctance of accepting the interracial relationship was in 

congruence with the publicity discourses of Hong Kong cinema, which will be 

discussed in Section II, that disassociated You Min from Ri, whose characters in the 

Continental Trilogy was known for being subordinate to Japanese men in an 

interracial relationship. 

II. Hong Kong Cinema: The Embodiment of the Imaginary of Cosmopolitan  
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Hong Kong cinema constructed You Min’s embodiment of the cosmopolitan 

imaginary through establishing her star-body having cosmopolitan sensibilities of 

flexibility and adaptability. Collaboration with Japanese cinema and the resulting co-

produced films enhanced You Min’s cosmopolitan image. However, these 

collaborations were full of tensions. The meaning construction by Hong Kong cinema 

further demonstrated that the collaboration between the two cinemas was fraught with 

memories of the war, as well as corporate and cultural competition. 

When the intertwined relationship between bodily materiality, signification, 

and representation was iterated in the context of the postwar Hong Kong cinema, the 

relationship between body and cosmopolitanism was critical for analyzing how Hong 

Kong cinema constructed You Min’s star-body. In films, Hong Kong cinema 

promoted the fantasy of being a world citizen by drawing from the colloquial sense of 

cosmopolitanism, as mentioned at the beginning of the dissertation. Although the 

economic realities in the 1960s constrained local people’s mobility to travel overseas, 

cinema as imaginative travel projected a cosmopolitan fantasy. Then, how is the 

colloquial sense of cosmopolitanism such as travel related to the body? Molz argues 

that cosmopolitanism is not philosophical but material.289 Travelers’ cosmopolitan 

sensibilities of flexibility, adaptability, tolerance, and openness to difference are 

literally embodied performances of fitness and fitting in a variety of places.290 

Embodied performance of fitness is how to make our body flexible for different 
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locations, captured by the phrase “fit to travel.”291 Embodied performance of fitting in 

or what she calls “travel to fit” is what part you perform to fit into a place.292 In other 

words, cosmopolitan sensibilities are embodied performances.  

The Embodied Performances of Fitness and Fitting In  

Cathay Organization constructed You Min’s star-body by concealing efforts 

required for her physical body to cross borders and showing that she was at ease 

anywhere. In other words, the hidden “fit to travel” and apparently natural “travel to 

fit” constructed her star-body with cosmopolitan sensibilities for embodying the 

imaginary of cosmopolitan. 

Cathay Organization concealed “fit to travel”: the embodied performance of 

fitness. The publicity of Shaw Brothers and Cathay Organization about their 

actresses’ training demonstrated that the actresses’ bodies were conditioned to “fit to 

travel.”293 When You Min was with Shaw Brothers, the publicity emphasized her 

body conditioning. She learned to dance and do various sports, which are two major 

pieces of training directly related to body fitness.294 She had to discipline her body for 

the training: “Within the 24 hours of each day, under whatever circumstances, You 

Min has to finish three courses: one hour of practicing piano, one hour of doing 
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sports, and one hour of learning ballet.”295 This kind of drill for “fit to travel” was 

also emphasized in Tōhō’s publicity that stressed You Min’s Japanese language 

acquisition. As discussed in Section I, the publicity emphasized You Min’s language 

training routine, which exerted influences on conditioning her body and subordinated 

her as a foreign learner. However, Cathay Organization decided against this type of 

promotional strategy. There was no more dancing, doing sports, and playing the 

piano. Cathay Organization masked any training, so as to present her body as 

naturally fit in different places. More importantly, one critical component of her 

training that was hidden was the Japanese language acquisition required for filming in 

Japan. Cathay Organization’s promotional strategy of hidden training negotiated with 

You Min’s star-body constructed by Japanese cinema as a subordinate foreign 

learner. 

The publicity of Cathay Organization that concealed the language acquisition 

enhanced You Min’s “travel to fit” quality onscreen. Language ability and 

adaptability are embodied performances of fitting in a variety of places. You Min 

could fit in “naturally” only by switching to a different language at a different 

location. For example, in Star of Hong Kong, her character Xing speaks in English 

with Hasegawa in Hong Kong when she thinks he is a Japanese person working at a 

branch of Sony in Hong Kong. She negotiates with Hasegawa in English to get a 

compensation deal for her broken radio bought at the shop. When they run into each 

other on a plane to Tokyo, Xing starts to communicate with Hasegawa in Japanese, 

supplementing with English. Finally, when Xing arrives in Tokyo and meets her 
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Japanese friend, she speaks in Japanese. The change of language was, of course, due 

to the off-screen reality that it was difficult for You Min to memorize all of the 

dialogue in Japanese. However, it provides an onscreen effect of adapting to fit in 

different places. The switch between languages matches with the change from one 

location to another. At a business occasion like the one at the branch of Sony in Hong 

Kong, she speaks to Hasegawa in English. During an informal encounter on a flight 

from Hong Kong to Tokyo, the transportation of the physical bodies parallels the shift 

from English to Japanese when she speaks to Hasegawa. The arrival in Tokyo is 

followed by speaking in Japanese to her Japanese friend and host family. The 

publicity that concealed “fit to travel” provided the validity for You Min’s fitting in 

smoothly in different locations throughout the film.  

Moreover, Hong Kong cinema compared You Min with Hollywood stars to 

enhance her cosmopolitan image. Manufacturing stars in the same vein as Hollywood 

was Cathay Organization’s strategy to create film capital for itself. Hong Kong 

cinema regarded her to be on par with Hollywood stars. Employing the same strategy 

as the Japanese media, they compared their physical bodies. You Min was more or 

less of the same height as Mary Tyler Moore.296 Analogizing her with a Hollywood 

star further turned her weakness of not being voluptuous to attractiveness. Milky Way 

Pictorial stated, “We like Audrey Hepburn though she is still thinner than Lucilla 

You Min,” and slender was considered to be graceful.297 Also, after arriving back 

from filming in Japan, You Min was invited by an Italian airline company to visit 
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Rome.298 And though Cathay Organization did not directly associate You Min with 

Hepburn, its official magazine dubbed her trip to Rome “You Min’s Roman Holiday” 

in its coverage,299  drawing a direct connection with Roman Holiday in which Audrey 

Hepburn was the star. You Min’s travel to fit was not limited to Japan but extended to 

the West. You Min’s literal border-crossing, as well as the publicity discourses that 

compared her with the Hollywood stars, manufactured her cosmopolitan image. 

Together with her embodied performances of flexibility and adaptability, You Min’s 

star-body embodied the cosmopolitan imaginary. 

Fraught with Memories of the War: Disassociating from Ri Kōran  

The collaboration with Japanese cinema was to further You Min’s 

cosmopolitan image. The publicity discourses highlighted her cross-border popularity 

in Japan.300 However, the collaboration was fraught with memories of war. The 

Continental Trilogy portrayed a Chinese woman and a Japanese man falling in love. 

Hong Kong cinema was much worried about the portrayal of an interracial 

relationship in the co-produced films. In the pre-production phase of A Night in Hong 

Kong, the management and producer of Cathay Organization, Stephen Soong, invited 

Chiba, the director, to his home for dinner. During the meal, Soong requested A Night 

in Hong Kong not to portray You Min falling in love with a Japanese man, but 

Takarada could still be attracted to her for whatever reasons. Because the film would 

be an international love story, Chiba could not accept the request and left. The next 
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day, Soong visited Chiba at his hotel and explained that his request was due to the 

concern about ethnic sentiments of Chinese audiences.301  

With this concern, Hong Kong cinema actively disassociated You Min from 

Ri, who debuted as a singer. Ri was referred to as “Manchuria’s Nightingale”302 

because she was well-known for her singing. Tōhō intended to use one of the scenes 

in A Night in Hong Kong to remind audiences about Ri’s singing, particularly her 

singing in China Nights.303 Lihong (You Min) sings diegetically to Tanaka Akira 

while on a junk boat, with the beautiful background of Hong Kong’s night scenes. 

However, Cathay Organization did not promote her songs in the co-produced films to 

avoid connection with Ri that would provoke memories of the war.  

Instead, Hong Kong cinema promoted the sacredness of You Min that 

differentiated her from songstress Ri. Before joining Cathay Organization, Shaw 

Brothers gave You Min a title, yunu (Jade Girl) of the silver screen, because she was 

young, beautiful, and intelligent.304 Cathay Organization continued to promote her as 

a Jade Girl connoting sacredness. A Jade Girl exemplifies the dialectics between the 

star’s body and the star’s image. When the official magazine translated yunu for the 

chapters in English, it used “the virgin girl on the screen.”305 Probably due to the 

clear relation to sex, this translation was barely used. However, “the virgin girl on the 
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screen” spelled out what the promotion of yunu hinted: a virginal body to connote 

sacredness. The publicity further applied religious connotation to enhance her sacred 

image in relation to her body. It reported the baptism ceremony of You Min with 

pictures of the moment when she was baptized a Catholic.306 You Min’s star-body 

was, in turn, pure and sacred. 

To be consistent with the Jade Girl star-body, Cathay Organization typecast 

You Min as a filial daughter in melodramas and a gentle lady in romances. Although 

she sang the theme songs, she was rarely cast as a songstress in singsong films 

because the star-body of Jade Girl contradicted that of a songstress. A songstress is 

usually a melodramatic victim subordinate to men. For example, the singsong girl, 

such as Zhou Xuan whose screen persona was established in Street Angel (Yu Muzhi, 

1937), performs two narrative functions in Chinese singsong films.307 One is as a 

musician offering audio-visual pleasure, and the other is as a protagonist suffering 

emotional distress for her endurance of sexual and social discrimination.308 Although 

Zhou Xuan was portrayed as chaste when she endured her plight in Street Angel, she 

earned a living by singing, which associated her with an image of social flower (jiaoji 

hua). A songstress is imagined as a social flower who lives off her male patrons to 

whom she makes her voice and body available.309 Even though a songstress may not 

make her body available narratively, the tendency to conflate voice and body relates 
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her singing to her sexuality, and in turn, subordinates a songstress to men. “To 

perform a song was to submit oneself to the gaze as well as the ears of another, and 

there was a perpetual tendency for the audience to conflate the physical beauty of the 

singer with the acoustic beauty of the song.”310 Having an association with a social 

flower, the image of songstress contradicted with the Jade Girl’s pure and sacred star-

body. More importantly, Jade Girl differentiated You Min from Ri, who was a 

songstress. 

The Cosmopolitan Star and a World-class Image of the Studio  

You Min’s embodiment of cosmopolitan imaginary was not only a fantasy but 

also provided Cathay Organization a method to brand itself as a world-class studio. 

Cathay Organization were happy to leverage her cosmopolitan image to establish its 

own world-class image. Hu argues that Shaw Brothers and Cathay Organization 

invested vast resources to depict their female stars’ travels to enhance their own 

cosmopolitan images.311 I agree with his argument. However, I would like to point 

out that the significance of cosmopolitan female stars lies not only in them going 

outside Hong Kong but also in them drawing people worldwide to the studios in 

Hong Kong. Cosmopolitan glamor refocused on Hong Kong through the presence of 

You Min in filming locations, studios, and theaters in Hong Kong. “The pearl of the 

East/tōyō” did not signify part of the territory contained by Japan and led by the 

world-class capital, Tokyo. Instead, Hong Kong achieved its own level of prestige as 
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a prosperous city where international filmmakers and stars gathered. During the pre-

production phase of A Night in Hong Kong, You Min’s participation in reception 

dinner drew audiences’ attention to the unknown overseas faces: the Japanese stars 

and top executives of the Japanese studio who arrived at Cathay Organization for the 

co-production.312 During production, You Min was surrounded by Japanese stars and 

filmmakers who came to Hong Kong to work with her in the co-produced films.313 

Snapshots of the filming process captured them acting together with You Min and 

socializing with her.314 Behind-the-scenes pictures disclosed the film crew. Captions 

and content from the chapters assured viewers that a famous Japanese director rather 

than an unknown person was leading the production crew.315  

The filming in Hong Kong received much more coverage than overseas 

shoots. A gaze from outside further promoted Hong Kong cinema’s international 

status. Hong Kong was a poetic filming location viewed through the camera.316 

Publicity highlighted Hong Kong more than the exotic overseas locations. There are 

only a few magazine chapters about the filming at overseas locations with 

characteristics different from Hong Kong. The skiing scenes and the snow scenery of 
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Hokkaido are in the report about the filming of A Star of Hong Kong.317 Pictures of 

palm trees and beaches show the filming of Honolulu, Tokyo, Hong Kong in 

Honolulu.318 For other pictures that indicate the filming locations were outside Hong 

Kong, the places cannot be identified as overseas. For example, when they filmed A 

Star of Hong Kong on a beach in Hakone, without the caption, it could be another 

beach in Hong Kong.319 On the contrary, when You Min was on location shoots in 

Hong Kong, the pictures showed the scenic Hong Kong spots such as Repulse Bay 

and Tiger Balm Garden.320 Together with captions, these places can be easily 

identified. Cathay Organization demonstrated its desired achievement of being a 

world-class studio. The co-produced films were well-received in Hong Kong321 and 

Southeast Asia.322 Furthermore, theaters in the United States also exhibited A Star of 

Hong Kong.323 The worldwide reception demonstrated a step towards the studio 

attaining worldwide fame. 

Conclusion 
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This chapter has argued that the construction of You Min’s embodiment of 

different imaginaries was fraught with memories of the war, and corporate and 

cultural competition between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema during the Cold War. 

It conceptualizes the star-body as a site of meaning construction and negotiation to 

examine You Min’s embodiment, and in turn, illustrate the tension between Japanese 

and Hong Kong cinema. In Section I, I discuss how Japanese cinema constructed You 

Min’s embodiment of the tōyō imaginary. On the stage of the Orient, which was a 

metaphor for Asia as an enclosed space, You Min was a figure whose role was to 

represent the larger whole. Working in partnership with the constructed geography of 

tōyō, her culturally proximate but foreign subordinate star-body played a critical role 

in the construction of the imaginary. Her embodiment of the tōyō imaginary provided 

Japan with the fantasy of a leadership role in mediating between Asia and the West. 

Section II argues Hong Kong cinema mobilized its subordinate position by promoting 

its studio as world-class through the cosmopolitan image of You Min. Hong Kong 

cinema constructed You Min’s embodiment of the cosmopolitan imaginary through 

her body with flexibility and adaptability for traveling around the world. 

Collaboration with Japanese cinema enhanced You Min’s cosmopolitan image and 

facilitated Hong Kong cinema in attaining worldwide fame. However, the 

collaboration process was full of tensions. Cathay Organization protected the sacred 

image of You Min, and it actively disassociated her from Ri to avoid provocation of 

lingering wartime prejudices. 

The chapter has called into question the apparent neutral notion of 

collaboration between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema and provided a framework 
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that conceptualizes the star-body as a site of meaning construction and negotiation. 

Stars who participated in Hong Kong-Japan co-productions worth further analysis by 

this approach. For example, after You Min’s early retirement in 1965, Cathay 

Organization and Tōhō cast Chang Mei-Yao to replace You Min in The White Rose of 

Hong Kong (Fukuda Jun, 1965), in which Takara also participated. Instead of being 

Takara’s romantic partner, Chang is his half-sister in the film. Although Chang did 

not gain as much popularity as You Min, the construction of Chang’s star-body might 

demonstrate the competition between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema in a different 

context. 
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Chapter 4  

Reassessing the Geography of Mukokuseki – Nikkatsu Action and 

Shaw Brothers’ Bond Films 

Nikkatsu Akushon (Action) is a retrospective term used by film critics to refer 

to the cycle of “action films” produced by Nikkatsu in the mid-1950s to the early 

1960s. Nikkatsu was the oldest motion picture studio in Japan. Founded in 1912, it 

was initially called Nippon Katsudō Shashin (Japan Cinematography). During WWII, 

in accordance with the government’s demand that film companies were to 

consolidate, Nikkatsu merged its production facilities with those of the Shinkō and 

Daito studios, creating a new entity called Daiei. In other words, Nikkatsu stopped 

production while retaining itself as a theater management company during wartime. It 

resumed production in 1954. The first box office success after its own productions 

resumption was Season of the Sun (Furukawa Takumi, 1956). Crazed Fruit (Nakahira 

Kō, 1956), billed as a sequel to Season of the Sun, was another big hit. Both were 

labeled as the Sun Tribe films due to their controversial treatment of the affluent 

postwar generation of teenagers leading idle lives involving sex. Crazed Fruit 

launched Nikkatsu’s first big star, Ishihara Yūjirō, who debuted in Season of the Sun 

as a supporting actor. Some critics consider that the cycle of Nikkatsu Action began 

as early as Season of the Sun. 324 When introducing Nikkatsu Action, Crazed Fruit 
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will not be excluded because of the film’s significance in launching Ishihara’s 

stardom. 325 Although the two films are categorized as the Sun Tribe films, they are 

also Nikkatsu Action films.  

It is important to note that Nikkatsu Action is more a label than a genre. 

Although the element of action is the fundamental shared generic characteristic, 

Nikkatsu Action includes a wide range of films such as the two Sun Tribe films 

mentioned. It even includes films in which action is not the highlight, for example, 

Man Who Causes a Storm (Inoue Umetsugu, 1957) and I Hate but Love (Kurahara 

Koreyoshi, 1962). The former is a melodrama in which Ishihara plays a drummer 

who tries to gain recognition from his mother and supports his younger brother’s 

pursuit of music. The latter is a road movie in which a celebrity, again played by 

Ishihara, delivers a jeep from Tokyo to a village in Kyushu. During the journey, he 

gains more of an understanding about himself and about love. Regardless of what the 

story was about, Nikkatsu used “action” as one of the keywords for publicity. For 

example, Man Who Causes a Storm was promoted as a blockbuster with music, love, 

and fights. 326 Due to the popularity of Ishihara’s action drama, Nikkatsu produced 

more films with action and cast a group of actors publicized as Nikkatsu’s Diamond 

Line. Films starring this Diamond Line are referred to as Nikkatsu Action.  

The clarification of Nikkatsu Action is crucial because studies about Nikkatsu 

Action may be about films with different generic characteristics within the label. For 
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instance, many of Ishihara’s action films are discussed with reference to Hollywood 

noir, 327 while the Wataridori (Wanderer) Series, starring Kobayashi Akira, is 

discussed with reference to Hollywood Western. 328 What is common within 

scholarly writings on the subject is that referencing Hollywood films is not a mere 

comparison but an analysis from a transnational perspective. As Yomota Inuhiko 

observed, Nikkatsu Action films should be situated in world film history rather than 

as mere comparisons to Hollywood films. 329 He exemplifies his stance by a 

discussion about the relationship among Nikkatsu Action, Hong Kong, and 

Hollywood action films. He argues that Nikkatsu Action films eventually influenced 

Hollywood rather than simply idolizing and mimicking them. He also analyzes 

Nikkatsu Action films’ impact on Hong Kong action films, which in turn influenced 

the Hollywood action genre in the 1990s. In other words, Nikkatsu Action took a 

detour via Hong Kong on its journey to influencing Hollywood action films. 

Although this logic mobilizes the hegemonic position of Hollywood, the discussion 

considers the relationship between the films of each nation as copies of each other. 

Adaptation is not naïve copying. Focusing on technology transfer, Stephanie DeBoer 

argues that when Shaw Brothers copied Japan, it did not “passively receive transfer of 

technology.” 330 It mobilized “an understanding of the ways in which Tokyo 
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technologies of the late 1950s to 1960s constituted access to a ‘global form’ of 

filmmaking.” 331 Exemplified by Asia-Pol (Matsuo Akinori, 1967), a co-production 

between Nikkatsu and Shaw Brothers, she argues that Nikkatsu Action films were to 

update the international appeal of Shaw Brothers’ productions. 332 

This chapter discusses the unequal power relations between Japanese and 

Hong Kong cinema concerning the access to a “global form” of filmmaking. This 

global form of filmmaking included not only a rational mode of production but also 

the style of films. This chapter argues that Shaw Brothers’ choice of using Nikkatsu 

Action directors was not so to simply reproduce Nikkatsu Action films, but to 

leverage the directors’ cinematic practice to imbue its action films with the 

characteristic of mukokuseki (nationality-less or borderless): a cultural hybridity of 

cinematic elements, which will be explained below. Mukokuseki gave an international 

appearance to Shaw Brothers’ films for the global market. However, Shaw Brothers’ 

adaptations were not copies of Nikkatsu Action films because they had a different 

attitude towards mukokuseki that appealed to its distinct audiences. Nikkatsu Action 

films demonstrated anxiety when transgressing national boundaries. On the other 

hand, Shaw Brothers’ adaptations projected a fantasy of cosmopolitanism that was 

apolitical and consumption-based. Moreover, Shaw Brothers’ mukokuseki was still 

rooted in Chinese culture. 
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There were generally two ways that the nationality-less characteristic of 

mukokuseki was achieved: to suggest the mixing of elements of multiple cultural 

origins and to imply the erasure of visible ethnic and cultural characteristics. 333 

Mukokuseki is commonly used to label Nikkatsu Action. Film reviews in the late 

1950s and early 1960s contributed to the linkage between the term and its usage to 

describe Nikkatsu Action. The term mukokuseki had not appeared in the review of 

The Champion (Inoue Umetsugu, 1957), but the critic commented that it was a “film 

of unknown nationality.” 334 Later when discussing the Wanderer series, Uryū Tadao 

commented that the series was mukokuseki, in other words, “nationality unknown” 

because it was like the Western, i.e., Americanized, while it had the “smell” of Japan 

(nihonkusai). 335 Etō Fumio criticized the Wanderer series for being mukokuseki in 

style while retaining a deep-rooted home town’s consciousness. 336 Scholars later also 

agree that mukokusekiness characterizes Nikkatsu Action films and provide more 

precise explanations of why the films are mukokuseki. 337 Discussions emphasize the 

“border-crossing” of cinematic practices: a mixture of genres and style. For example, 

many of Ishihara’s films in Nikkatsu Action are modeled on a mixture of genres such 
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as film noir, gangster pictures, and detective thrillers. 338 The Wanderer series was 

modeled on a mixture of the Western and the stories of the wandering yakuza films. 

339 The feature of genre combination pinpoints Uryū’s statement about the series 

having the “smell” of Japan while being Americanized. Also, a mixture of cultural 

elements characterized Nikkatsu Action films. “Nikkatsu Action films evoked a 

cinematic world neither foreign or Japanese, but a mix of the two, where Japanese 

tough guys had the swagger, moves and even long legs of Hollywood movie heroes.” 

340 A mixture of cultural elements explains Etō’s criticism that the Wanderer series 

drew its style from Hollywood while pursuing the identity of Japan. In short, 

Nikkatsu Action is a hybrid. 

The chapter contributes to the current scholarship about Hong Kong cinema’s 

adaptations of Nikkatsu Action by using mukokuseki as a critical perspective to study 

the spatial struggle between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema. The perspective of 

mukokuseki has been used for analyzing Nikkatsu Action films, but it has not been 

widely adopted for the analysis of the relationship between Nikkatsu Action films and 

Hong Kong cinema’s adaptations. DeBoer discussed how the border-crossing 

characteristics of Nikkatsu Action aligned with Shaw Brothers’ production policies of 

international appeal. 341 However, with her focus on technology transfer, a detailed 

comparison between Nikkatsu Action films and Shaw Brothers’ adaptations is out of 

scope. This chapter attempts to further the study by a textual analysis of Nikkatsu 

Action films and Shaw Brothers’ adaptations from the perspective of mukokuseki. 
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The textual analysis investigates their similarities and differences to provide details 

for elucidating why Shaw Brothers’ adaptations were not mere copies. More 

importantly, the perspective of mukokuseki emphasizes the geographies of film and 

the region where Hong Kong and Japanese cinema interacted. From an industrial 

aspect, an examination of Japanese filmmakers crossing borders to Hong Kong 

addresses the geography of the region. An analysis of cinematic space such as 

characters transgressing boundaries in narrative space draws attention to the 

geography of film. 

Before analyzing the mukokusekiness of the films, what contributed to 

mukokuseki in the industry? The literal meaning of mukokuseki is nationality-less. 

Nationality refers to people in a common sense before the studies on Nikkatsu 

Action’s mukokusekiness. This chapter takes a step back and starts the discussion 

with mukokuseki Japanese filmmakers. Not only crossing borders to work in Hong 

Kong but also using Chinese pseudonyms to conceal their Japanese identity 

contributed to their mukokuseki. Section I traces the border-crossing of Japanese 

filmmakers. In tracing the flow of human resources, this chapter considers directors, 

scriptwriters, and cameramen not only as a means of production but also resources of 

media capital to emphasize the spatial struggle between Japanese and Hong Kong 

cinema. Media capital is predicated on the notion that cities are centers of media 

activities and sites of mediation where complex forces and flows interact. 342 The 

interaction is among a range of flows, including economic, demographic, 
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technological, cultural and ideological, that operate at levels of local, national, 

regional and global. 343 Media capital draws our attention to “powerful geographic 

centers that tap human, creative, and financial resources within their spheres of 

circulation to fashion products that serve the distinctive needs of their audiences.” 344 

In other words, it directs us to the flows of human, creative and financial resources 

and the accumulation of these resources in specific locations for establishing the 

capital status of geographic centers.  

In the context of co-production in the postwar years, Japanese cinema was “a 

vehicle caught in the imperatives of negotiating with other centers of capital.” 345 The 

loss of the formerly occupied markets situated Japan’s relationship with media capital 

“within the broader geopolitical ties to the region that were simultaneously being 

established at the time, as a range of centers of media capital.” 346 Hong Kong was 

one of the centers of media capital in the region. Through co-productions with 

Japanese cinema, Hong Kong cinema aspired to gain uneven access to the ideals of 

capitalist development that Japan worked to embody in the postwar period. 347 

Employing Japanese filmmakers was not only for having more labor for production 

but also for concentrating resources in Hong Kong and gaining access to the ideals of 

capitalist development. Acquiring the capital status of a geographic center was 

relational because both Hong Kong and Japan aspired to the same status and hence, 

were subject to each other’s competition. For example, Japan attempted to regain 
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access to its formerly occupied markets and assume leadership in Asia, or in media 

capital’s terms, be a dominant geographic center in the region that drew and 

accumulated resources for production. At the same time, Hong Kong cinema 

progressively negotiated co-production deals with Japan’s formerly occupied areas 

and colonies such as Thailand, the Philippines, and South Korea, 348 as well as 

claiming equal leadership with Japan in the development of Asian cinema. 349 As a 

relational concept, media capital is, therefore, a site of competing dynamics of power 

and an arena of spatial complexity. 350 It is in the sense that the recruitment of 

Japanese filmmakers, i.e., the flow of human resources, was a spatial struggle 

between Japan and Hong Kong in becoming a dominant geographic center in the 

region.  

Considering the relationship between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema as a 

spatial struggle, Section II moves on to analyze the space of production to examine 

what the Japanese directors produced for Shaw Brothers and what differentiated 

Shaw Brothers’ adaptations from Nikkatsu Action. The space of production is the 

production of things in a space. 351 This concerns the production of things in a broad 

sense of cinematic space: anything being produced within the frame of film texts. 

Cinematic space in a narrower sense includes the actual filmic spaces. The actual 

filmic spaces on the screen are the narrative space and “the corporeal geography of 
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the cinematic narrative” such as landscape and cityscape. 352 In addition to the border-

crossing of characters across “the corporeal geography of the cinematic narrative” 353 

in the actual filmic spaces, the chapter uses the perspective of mukokuseki to analyze 

cinematic elements, the mixture of genres’ iconography in particular, within a 

broader sense of cinematic space. 

The chapter compares Shaw Brothers’ Bond films with Nikkatsu Action 

because Shaw Brothers publicized its action films made by Nikkatsu Action directors 

as James Bond-style films. However, there were no similar films of Nikkatsu Action 

to Shaw Brothers’ Bond films. They had different characterization, story formulae, 

and settings. Why were Shaw Brothers’ Bond films characterized as mukokuseki like 

Nikkatsu Action? This chapter chooses the Wanderer series of Nikkatsu Action for 

comparison. The Wanderer series was a remarkable series of Nikkatsu Action to 

exemplify mukokusekiness. It played a key role in shaping Nikkatsu’s heyday in the 

postwar years as a flagship production of Nikkatsu Action. 354 It comprised eight 

films from 1959 to 1962. 355  Also, it had a similar pattern as Shaw Brothers’ Bond 

films. The protagonist crosses borders, solves the problems occurring at a certain 

place and leaves. A textual analysis of the Wanderer series and Shaw Brothers’ Bond 

films elucidates how the latter adapted elements of the former to achieve 
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mukokusekiness and how they differed from each other regarding the attitude towards 

mukokuseki during the Cold War. 

I. Mukokuseki Japanese Directors – The Flow of Human Resources 

Based on media capital as a relational concept, this section argues that Shaw 

Brothers attracting Japanese talent to its studio was to avoid direct competition with 

Japanese cinema, which had the same attempt to accumulate resources for 

establishing itself as a dominant geographic center in Asia. Drawing Japanese talent 

also could, in turn, allow Shaw Brothers to assimilate their expertise in the global 

form of filmmaking. Section I focuses on their expertise in rational production and 

Section II moves on to discuss the style of films brought over by the Japanese 

directors. Moreover, having Japanese directors work in its studio, Shaw Brothers 

promoted itself as international.  

Concentrating Human Resources by Flexible Accumulation through Nishimoto 

Tadashi’s Network 

An initial tap up of talent began as early as 1957. One of the first Japanese 

filmmakers to work for Shaw Brothers was cinematographer Nishimoto Tadashi. 

Nishimoto was initially borrowed from Shintōhō rather than employed by Shaw 

Brothers, for the improvement of color filming. Run Run Shaw encountered Hattori 

Tomoyoshi, the second generation director of Shintōhō, at AFF and they were on 
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good terms. 356 Run Run Shaw asked Hattori to loan Shaw Brothers a cameraman 

who could handle color filming. 357 Then, Nishimoto came to Hong Kong for filming 

Love with an Alien (Tu Guangqi, Wakasugi Mitsuo and Chun Chang-geun, 1958) and 

he returned to Japan. He only signed a long-term contract with Shaw Brothers in 

about 1961 after Shintōhō had ceased production. 358 

There is no doubt that Nishimoto contributed to the advancement of Shaw 

Brothers’ color film production. 359 This section wants to point out that the 

significance of Nishimoto also lay in his introduction of Nikkatsu Action directors to 

Shaw Brothers. In other words, Nishimoto’s network facilitated Shaw Brothers 

efforts to draw human resources to its studio. In the process of producing color films, 

some Japanese filmmakers were employed on short-term contracts for assistance. 

Large-scale employment only began after Shaw Brothers’ production plans shifted to 

making action films. Nishimoto was asked for a recommendation of Nikkatsu Action 

directors; he suggested a few names: Inoue Umetsugu, Matsuo Akinori, Nakahira Kō, 

Masuda Toshio, and Nishikawa Katsumi. 360 All except for the last two had worked 

for Shaw Brothers. Of the directors, Nishimoto knew Inoue and Masuda personally. 

361 Masuda had a contract with Nikkatsu and could not leave the company, while 

Inoue worked for Nikkatsu as a freelance director. Therefore, through Nishimoto’s 
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connection, Inoue went to work for Shaw Brothers in 1966. 362 He brought to Hong 

Kong his crew, including music composer Hattori Ryūichi, a designer, and a 

choreographer, to film Hong Kong Nocturne (1967). 363 Another director from 

Nikkatsu who was also introduced by Nishimoto was Nakahira. He traveled to Hong 

Kong twice to make four films for Shaw Brothers: Interpol (1967), Trapeze Girl 

(1967), Summer Heat (1968) and Diary of a Lady Killer (1968). Except for Trapeze 

Girl, they were all remakes of his films. Soon after Inoue, Furukawa Takumi, also 

from Nikkatsu, came to Shaw Brothers through Inoue’s introduction, to film Black 

Falcon (1967) and Kiss and Kill (1967). 364 Shaw Brothers’ employment of Japanese 

filmmakers was, of course, for the benefit of production. However, there was a 

further benefit: Shaw Brothers was able to absorb creative talent through their 

network. In the case of Inoue, the director brought a crew which included composer 

Hattori, who went on to compose music for many subsequent Shaw Brothers’ films; 

and introduced Furukawa. 

To concentrate human resources in the studio did not mean that Shaw 

Brothers planned to have the talents stay in Hong Kong for long. The fundamental 

idea of media capital is “flow,” which indicated continual movement of capital rather 

than a static situation. To establish the capital status of a geographic center, Shaw 

Brothers had to make sure of a constant circulation of human resources. Flexible 

accumulation, which rests on “the flexibility with respect to labor processes, labor 
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markets, products and patterns of consumption” 365 facilitates the flow of resources. 

Subcontracting is a means of flexible accumulation regarding labor processes and 

labor markets. Instead of full-time and long-term employment, part-time, temporary 

or subcontracted employments are arranged. 366 Considering the circumstances of 

Shaw Brothers in the mid-1960s, flexible supply of labor was more important than 

increasing the number of permanent directors. Shaw Brothers had a steady pool of 

permanent directors. 367 Also, it had learned the negative side of permanent 

employment, i.e., an inclination to a clique-based culture. The directors formed their 

cliques, and the cliques were keen on repeating their successes to secure their 

dominance in the studio. 368 In hiring Japanese filmmakers, Shaw Brothers was 

“pursuing a time-honored Japanese strategy of corporate change: gaiatsu, bringing to 

bear ‘outside pressure.’” 369 To ensure a flexible supply of labor and maintain a 

steady flow of human resources for production, Shaw Brothers subcontracted 

Japanese directors. Inoue signed a contract with Shaw Brothers to make 100 films 

with no period stipulated. 370 A contract of 100 films might seem to be unrealistic 

because most directors have not made 100 films in their entire careers. However, for 

Inoue, he had already made over 70 films in about 15 years before he signed the 
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contract with Shaw Brothers. 371 It was then reasonable for Shaw Brothers to set such 

contract terms. Another Japanese director, Nakahira, was also subcontracted to bring 

external pressure to the existing balance the power of held by established Shaw 

Brothers directors Chang Cheh and Lo Wei in the studio. 372 Nakahira signed a 

contract to make two films for Shaw Brothers within three months. 373 

Shaw Brothers as a Site of Mediation to Absorb the Japanese Expertise 

Another reason for employing Japanese talent was a concern about 

competition with Japanese cinema. “Rather than compete with Japan directly, it 

siphoned successful people to practice their craft and share expertise in Hong Kong.” 

374 When the Japanese filmmakers worked in Hong Kong, Shaw Brothers 

demonstrated itself to be a site of mediation where these flows of human resources 

interacted. It absorbed their different and even inconsistent production models into its 

own repertoire. One of the purposes of employing Japanese talent was to produce 

more films, more efficiently, and by whatever production models necessary. Shaw 

Brothers’ major rival, Cathay Organization, declined in the mid-1960s. To 

consolidate its newly won market share, Shaw Brothers needed to expand its range. 

375 To do so, the studio’s priorities in the late 1960s shifted towards increasing the 

supply of films and expanding into a variety of genres. First, regarding the supply of 
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films, it produced 26 films in 1965. This figure increased drastically to a total of 41 

films in 1966, which made a record of Shaw Brothers during the past year, achieving 

its ambition to increase the studio’s output. In 1967, the studio planned to produce 

even more films, i.e., 46 in total. 376 Shaw Brothers’ “top priority at the time of 

Inoue’s recruitment was plainly ‘more is better’: to produce more films, faster and 

more efficiently.” 377 The rationale of Inoue matched Shaw Brothers’ ambition. In an 

interview with Inoue, he was asked what types of films that he wanted to make. 378 

He wanted to challenge the limited budget and wanted to make films using a limited 

number of sets and actors, as well as minimizing the number of days of filming. 379 

Lower budgets for a single film meant the studio could make more films. Together 

with his fast pace of production, i.e., 25 days of filming per film on average, 380 he 

manifested Shaw Brothers’ ideal of rational production: “more is better.” 381 Inoue 

had directed 17 films within four years for Shaw Brothers. 

To achieve this ideal of the rational production, Shaw Brothers were keen to 

absorb different production models. Run Run Shaw asked Nishimoto to assist not 

only with color film production but also rational production. Nishimoto promised to 

teach the staff of Shaw Brothers the “Japanese way” of production: before filming, 

meetings with directors and other staff were required, and scenarios were a must, to 
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prepare them well for shooting. 382 The conflict between Nishimoto and Inoue was 

because Inoue destroyed the foundation of the rational production model established 

by Nishimoto. He produced a film fast but without providing scenarios. 383 Shaw 

Brothers did not solve the conflict by making their production models reconcilable. 

Instead, Raymond Chow, the production chief of Shaw Brothers, only pacified 

Nishimoto’s anger by saying that Inoue was a guest. 384 As human resources flowed, 

these people, being guests or not, would leave Shaw Brothers. However, their 

production models were assimilated, and hence resources were accumulated. 

The site of mediation also functioned to absorb a variety of genre films 

contributed by the Japanese directors. The concentration of human resources targeted 

Nikkatsu Action directors as Shaw Brothers’ production plans involved making 

action films in the mid-1960s. Initially, Shaw Brothers did not have a concrete 

production plan for making musical films by Nikkatsu Action directors. Shaw 

Brothers original intention was to invite Inoue to Hong Kong to make action films, 

but because Inoue wanted to make musical films, a compromise was made: one 

musical film and one action film in return. 385 According to Nishimoto, who also 

directed the cinematography of Hong Kong Nocturne (February 1967), the first film 

that Inoue made for Shaw Brothers was Hong Kong Nocturne, a musical film. 386 He 

brought to Hong Kong his own crew for the production, as mentioned above. 387 

However, according to Inoue, he first made Operation Lipstick (April 1967), an 
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action film. 388 Nishimoto and Inoue had different recollections, suggesting the close 

time periods between the shooting the two films. Operation Lipstick was also 

premiered only two months after Hong Kong Nocturne. The short time periods 

between production and exhibition confirmed the deal of one musical and one action 

film. Other Nikkatsu Action directors stuck to the brief from Shaw Brothers and only 

made action films. However, Shaw Brothers accepted Inoue’s suggestions to produce 

musical films. As a result, Inoue’s contribution to Shaw Brothers oeuvre was not just 

producing action cinema, but a variety of genres including musical, comedy, and 

romance, which will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

The competition between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema pressured Inoue to 

stop working for Shaw Brothers without finishing the 100 films he was contracted to 

do. According to Inoue’s recollection, Shōchiku’s Shirō Kido condemned him for 

improving Hong Kong cinema and making exciting films for Shaw Brothers. 389 

Although Japanese cinema had no direct access to the Southeast Asian markets in the 

postwar years, Shirō assumed that Inoue’s films for Shaw Brothers negatively 

affected Japanese cinema’s markets in Southeast Asia. The reprimand illustrated the 

spatial struggle between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema. The flow of human 

resources from Japan to Hong Kong allowed Hong Kong to concentrate resources 

from Japanese expertise. Japanese cinema considered Hong Kong’s rise towards 

being the dominant geographic center in the region would adversely affect Japan’s 
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media capital. It is in this sense that the Japanese film industry pressured Inoue to 

leave Hong Kong and return to work in Japan.  

Contradictions of Publicity: Mukokuseki Japanese Filmmakers 

Attracting Japanese talent not only benefited the production of Shaw Brothers 

but also facilitated its creation of an international image. However, the competition 

with Japanese cinema led to the contradictions of the publicity. Shaw Brothers 

siphoned off talent from Japanese cinema to establish its capital status while trying 

not to provoke direct conflict with Japanese cinema. On the one hand, Shaw Brothers 

did not reveal that the films were being directed by Japanese directors on official 

occasions such as distribution and exhibition. As a result of concealing their identities 

by using Chinese pseudonyms, the Japanese filmmakers had become mukokuseki. On 

the other hand, Shaw Brothers publicized in its official magazines that it employed 

and invited Japanese directors for production to promote an international image of its 

studio. Having a global image further established its capital status.   

The concern of ethnic sentiments only partly explained why the Japanese 

filmmakers used Chinese pseudonyms to hide their identity. When Nishimoto came 

to Hong Kong to film Love with an Alien, the concern of ethnic sentiments prompted 

the requirement of using Chinese pseudonyms; especially as the film was co-

produced with South Korean cinema. South Korea at that time had adopted an anti-

Japanese policy banning the screening of Japanese films and films with Japanese 
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participation. 390 Using Chinese pseudonyms could avoid any possible political 

conflicts. However, such concerns did not explain why Shaw Brother did not hide its 

recruitment of Japanese directors in official magazines, but only in distribution and 

exhibition. 

Instead, Shaw Brothers made use of the employment of Japanese directors to 

promote its studio as international. Hong Kong Movie News, an official magazine of 

Shaw Brothers, first published in 1966 in addition to Southern Screen, claimed that 

the studio pioneered the employment and invitation of Japanese directors in the 

history of Chinese motion pictures. 391 It honored Shaw Brothers’ contribution to 

Mandarin films because Inoue, whose films were internationally well-received, was 

employed and invited respectfully to join the production of Operation Lipstick. 392 

Southern Screen had no intention to mask the Japanese identity of the directors even 

though it used their Chinese pseudonyms. For example, “Diary of a Lady Killer is 

directed by a famous Japanese director, Yang Shuxi.” 393 The publicity highlighted 

that the employment and invitation was sustainable for producing box office hits for 

the global market. Following Hong Kong Nocturne, in which a Japanese director was 

employed, Black Falcon is directed by a Japanese, Fukukawa, who “only came here 
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by the request of Mr. Run Run Shaw” and the film would be in Mandarin and dubbed 

in Malay and Tagalog for distribution. 394  

If the recruitment of Japanese directors was for publicity of an international 

image, then why did all the film posters show only their Chinese pseudonyms? 

Disclosing their Japanese identity in its official magazines, which circulated in Hong 

Kong and Southeast Asia, would not provoke direct conflict with Japanese cinema. 

However, using Chinese pseudonyms in posters implied a necessity to conceal their 

identity on official occasions such as exhibition and distribution of the films. Except 

for Asia-Pol, 395 Shaw Brothers did not publicize the films as a co-production with 

Nikkatsu. Despite the fact that all directors, excluding Inoue, were under the contract 

of Nikkatsu, the films were not co-produced. Instead, the directors were employed 

and invited. The deals were very likely to be offered to the Japanese directors as 

freelance projects rather than co-productions. Trapeze Girl, together with Interpol, 

was supposed to be finished by Nakahira within three months, according to his 

contract with Shaw Brothers. Nakahira had not finished filming after his three-month 

visa expired. He had no choice but to shoot the location scenes in Japan and asked 

Nikkatsu staff for assistance. Ōtsuru Yasuhiro and two Nikkatsu staff later went to 

Hong Kong with Nakahira to finish the studio shoots. 396 The participation of 

Nikkatsu staff and the filming in Japan were good enough to publicize the film as a 

co-production with Nikkatsu for promoting Shaw Brothers’ international image. 

However, Shaw Brothers hid their participation on official occasions. Instead, it used 
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another method to get the same boost to its international image: publicizing the 

“invitation” to Japanese directors to work on the production. 

II. Mukokuseki Shaw Brothers’ Bond Films 

Why did Shaw Brothers employ Nikkatsu Action directors and adapt Nikkatsu 

Action in particular? This section first discusses the similar production backdrops that 

made Nikkatsu Action an appropriate choice. It then demonstrates what Shaw 

Brothers wanted from Nikkatsu Action directors was not mere remakes of Nikkatsu 

Action films, but its significant characteristics: mukokuseki, to give its films an 

international appearance for the global market. This section examines Shaw Brothers’ 

cinematic practice of mixing cultural elements and emulating Nikkatsu Action to 

expand its international horizons. As a result, Shaw Brothers remakes were 

characterized by mukokusekiness like Nikkatsu Action. However, their films 

manifested different attitudes towards border-crossing, and hence Shaw Brothers’ 

adaptations were not mere copies. An analysis of how the films situated the 

protagonists in the filmic space reveals that transgression of the national boundary in 

Nikkatsu Action was fraught with contradictions. On the other hand, Shaw Brothers’ 

mukokuseki promoted the fantasy of cosmopolitanism and yet was rooted in Chinese 

culture.  
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Production Backdrops of Nikkatsu Action and Shaw Brothers’ Bond 

Consider the similar production backdrops of Nikkatsu Action and Shaw 

Brothers’ Bond films, which prompted Shaw Brothers’ adaptations. Nikkatsu Action 

was produced against a backdrop of a new cultural climate in Japan and targeted 

young audiences in the postwar years. After WWII, “many Japanese began to develop 

a new sense of curiosity, fascination, and admiration for the U.S.” 397  The interest in 

American culture brought revenue to Nikkatsu, which exhibited Hollywood movies 

as the main source of its income. The lucrative return led to Nikkatsu’s expansion 

plan of resuming film production in 1954. Knowing the audiences’ interest in 

American culture, Nikkatsu turned to Hollywood cinematic conventions for screen 

narratives to obtain a share in the market. Although this chapter is going to analyze 

the Wanderer series, which drew elements from Hollywood Westerns, it is important 

to note that Nikkatsu Action drew elements from Hollywood genres including not 

only Western but also film noir, crime films, and thrillers. To further differentiate its 

films from other Japanese studios which targeted middle-aged customers, Nikkatsu 

tried to appeal to young audiences. 398  

In the mid-1960s, Shaw Brothers had to address the increasing number of 

young audiences who craved the Anglo-American popular culture. A drastic increase 

of young people in Hong Kong constituted the demography in the 1960s. In 1961, 

about 20 percent of the total population in Hong Kong were between 15 to 29 years 
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old. Within five years, i.e., by 1966, that age group had increased by 132 percent. 399 

The postwar baby-boomers were unlike their parents, many of whom had first-hand 

experience of life in China. They did not share their parents’ nostalgia for the 

ancestral homeland. The “China Forever” films were not attractive to this generation. 

The “China Forever” films were period epics, romances, and huangmeidiao musicals 

drawn from Chinese tradition and historical folklore. 400 By tapping into the 

homeland myth in an idealized and ahistorical way, as well as emphasizing the 

primacy of homeland traditions and cultural rootedness as identificatory norms, the 

films had a strong appeal for the diasporic Chinese of the period immediately 

following WWII. 401 However, in the 1960s, constructing an imagined homeland that 

appealed to nostalgia did not hold the same cultural resonance for the young 

generation of Chinese audiences in Hong Kong, Southeast Asia and beyond. The 

consumption of popular culture by this young generation was not classified as 

Chinese diasporic subjects consuming a cinematic text concerned with one’s 

homeland. 402 Instead, this generation was characterized by cosmopolitan sensibilities 

and aspirations. They were more accepting of the hybridity that came from new 

combinations of cultures, ideas, and movies, as they adopted culture both from their 

parents and the place where they grew up. 403 They also desired what global popular 
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culture offered, for example, the freedom and individualism represented by 

rock’n’roll, as well as the adventurous and luxurious life represented by James Bond. 

English-language pop and rock’n’roll by male superstars such as Elvis Presley and 

the Beatles captured the imaginations of young people in Hong Kong and around the 

world. Bondmania ignited by the big commercial successes of James Bond movies 

was a widespread global phenomenon. 

To appeal to these young Chinese audiences in Hong Kong, Southeast Asia 

and beyond, Shaw Brothers mirrored Nikkatsu Action to give its films an 

international facade and project a fantasy of cosmopolitanism. To further secure the 

success of its adaptations, Shaw Brothers replicated Nikkatsu’s distribution strategy. 

The distribution and exhibition of Hollywood movies had brought Nikkatsu revenue 

and familiarized Japanese audiences with Hollywood genres before Nikkatsu 

resumed production of its own films. Similarly, Shaw Brothers made the strategic 

decision to buy 200 Nikkatsu Action films for a discounted lump sum for distribution 

and exhibition in Southeast Asia to familiarize audiences with Nikkatsu Action and 

pave the way for its adaptations. 404 

Producing Mukokusekiness 

To what did Shaw Brothers want its target audiences to be accustomed? Shaw 

Brothers’ adaptations were not equivalent to any Nikkatsu Action films. Most of the 

films made by the Nikkatsu Action directors were Shaw Brothers’ Bond films. Shaw 
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Brothers coined its series of action films produced in the late 1960s as Bond-style 

films. For example, it publicized Operation Lipstick, Black Falcon, Interpol, Kiss and 

Kill, Summons to Death (Lo Wei, 1967), and Asia-Pol as Bond-style films. 405 Except 

for Summons to Death, all were by the Nikkatsu Action directors. From 1957 to 1962, 

Nikkatsu Action films consisted of three main lines: Ishihara’s action drama, 

Kobayashi’s Wanderer series, and the short-lived Kenjūburaichō (hoodlums with fists 

and guns) series starring Akagi Keiichiro. 406 As the Kenjūburaichō series lasted for 

only one year due to Akagi’s death, the chapter will not discuss it. Focusing on the 

former two major series provides enough examples to demonstrate that Shaw 

Brothers’ Bond films had no Nikkatsu Action counterparts. Regarding 

characterization, Nikkatsu Action and Shaw Brothers’ Bond were opposite to each 

other, and hence they had discernible formulae for a story. Nikkatsu Action is about 

an outlaw hero, who helps the weak or tries to find one’s individuality. On the other 

hand, Shaw Brothers’ Bond films are about institutionalized police, which 

investigates criminal cases for an organization. For example, Taki Shinji in the 

Wanderer series is a cowboy-like outlaw hero who assists small town companies in 

eliminating gangsters. He refuses to join either the gangsters or the companies even 

though they invite him. Ishihara’s characters in the action drama are usually lone 

wolves, who may have past involvement in crime, but currently choose to go their 

own way in life to find one’s self. His characters in I am Waiting (Kurahara 

Koreyoshi, 1957), Night of Fangs (Inoue Umetsugu, 1958) and Rusty Knife (Masuda 

Toshio, 1958) exemplify the formula. On the other hand, protagonists in Shaw 
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Brothers’ Bond films such as Interpol and Asia-Pol are international police, who 

receive orders from the head of the organization and follow accordingly. 

Although there was no equivalence, what Shaw Brothers’ Bond films drew 

from Nikkatsu Action was the cinematic practice that resulted in mukokusekiness: a 

mixture of genres, mainly regarding combining the iconography of Hollywood genres 

and local conventions. The cultural hybridity of cinematic elements, which had its 

proximities to Anglo-American genres and styles, provided an international facade 

for the films. This international facade created by hybridity was what Shaw Brothers 

wanted its audiences to be prepared for when it exhibited 200 Nikkatsu Action films. 

The following section first analyzes how the Wanderer series demonstrated 

mukokusekiness, followed by how Shaw Brothers adopted the same cinematic 

practice.  

On the one hand, the Wanderer series has the iconography of Hollywood 

Westerns and urban-based crime films. On the other hand, the story about an outlaw 

hero, who stands up against injustice but does not settle down in the community, is 

based on the conflict of the Japanese sentiments of ninjo (human compassion) and 

giri (obligation) in the period film tradition. Starting from the second episode, The 

Guitarist and the Rancher (Saito Buichi, 1960), the iconography of Hollywood 

Westerns was not only included in the films but also consciously promoted. Except 

for The Rambler Under the Southern Cross (Saito Buichi, 1961) and The Rambler 

Goes North (Saito Buichi, 1962), all the episodes begin with a long shot of a 

landscape, such as a mountain range, plateau, and seashore, in which Taki is riding a 
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horse (figure 4-1). Taki, who comes close to the audiences in a medium shot, is 

wearing a cowboy-style leather jacket but with a feminine scarf and carrying a guitar 

(figure 4-2). The first episode, The Rambling Guitarist (Saito Buichi, 1959), did not 

promote the iconography of a Hollywood Western. The poster for advertisement 

dedicated a significant portion to a guitar rather than a landscape, in addition to the 

stars. It described Taki as a wanderer who sang and shot fast. 407 The box office 

success of The Rambling Guitarist encouraged Nikkatsu to publicize the iconography 

of Hollywood Westerns as a signature of the series. The posters for the sequels 

showed a long shot of someone on horseback in a mountain as the background. 408 A 

short description on the poster conveyed that Taki was traveling through a wildland 

and that a fight took place in a valley. 409 It is interesting to note that the character 

design of Taki carrying a guitar was modeled after that of the protagonist in Johnny 

Guitar (Nicholas Ray, 1954). It gave Taki a “Hollywood” outlook. However, a guitar 

is not an icon of Hollywood Westerns. More importantly, the heroes in Hollywood 

Westerns seldom sing, unlike Taki who sings in every episode in the Wanderer series. 

Akira who played Taki sang in the Western-like Wanderer series as Ishihara Yūjirō 

sang in the action drama, another line of Nikkatsu Action mentioned above. The 

action dramas by Ishihara with songs had become big hits, and this probably 

prompted Nikkatsu to follow its action drama formula of having a male protagonist to 

sing in the films. This demonstrates the mixture of different cinematic practices, the 

mukokusekiness, in Nikkatsu Action.  
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Moreover, another example of mukokuseki is that the usage of Hollywood 

Western iconography in the opening scenes and in the publicity did not mean that the 

story would be limited to ranches, small towns, and saloons. Taki rides a horse all 

through the countryside, but once he arrives, his destination is a prosperous city. The 

Rambling Guitarist uses the top view of Hakodate in Hokkaido, showing the city 

filled with lights from buildings as a cutaway shot to transit from a mountain to a bar 

street (figure 4-3 and 4-4). The Guitarist and the Rancher uses Taki’s singing as a 

continuation from a ranch to a city. After these transition shots, Taki is on the street 

full of signboards of bars. Inside a bar, the interiors are all modern: a bar table where 

a madamu (hostess) serves drinks, a stage where a scantily clad woman performs a 

salacious dance, and a room for gambling. The bar looks nothing like a typical saloon 

from a Hollywood Western, but rather a bar from urban crime films. It provides a 

stage for criminal activities and the protagonist to fight against the gangsters. Even 

though the transition from shots of countryside landscapes to urban cityscapes and 

bars give a sense of incompatibility, the series mixed iconography of both Hollywood 

Western and urban crime films. Furthermore, the story fused the conventions of the 

Western with the Japanese matatabi mono of the period story tradition. 410 Matatabi 

mono is about a rootless hero who helps the weak to eliminate villains but never 

settles down in a community because of his stigmatized social status. 411 During 

Taki’s wandering journey, he comes to aid the needy and combat villains due to 

ninjo. After the incident has been settled, giri prompts Taki’s choice to leave the 
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community. As an outlaw who has killed someone by mistake in his past, he does not 

want to destabilize the norms of the society. His wandering journey then continues. 

 

Figure 4-1: The 

opening scene in The 

Guitarist and the 

Rancher  

 

Figure 4-2: Taki 

Shinji in a cowboy 

outfit in the Wanderer 

series 

 

 

Figure 4-3: The top 

view of Hakodate in 

Hokkaido as a 

cutaway shot 
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Figure 4-4: The 

following shot of 

urban cityscapes 

For Shaw Brothers’ Bond films, Shaw Brothers took similar steps as its earlier 

huangmeidiao adaptations, i.e., flexible adaptation. Shaw Brothers “harnessed the 

already popular ingredients of an adjacent entertainment and extended its life in 

another form.” 412 The ability to capture and harness widespread curiosity, the presold 

materials, and the novelty value were key to Shaw Brothers’ flexible adaptation. 413 

Shaw Brothers captured the global Bondmania phenomenon and youngsters’ desire 

for fun, adventure and luxury, represented by James Bond. Shaw Brothers replicated 

the already popular Bond series, refurbished it using Nikkatsu Action’s mukokuseki 

style with which it had already familiarized its target audiences with, and produced its 

unique form of Bond films. The novelty value of Shaw Brothers’ Bond films lay in 

the mixture of cultural elements resulting from the cinematic practices applied by the 

Nikkatsu Action directors. Shaw Brothers’ Bond films were a combination of the 

conventions of James Bond series and the orphan pathos in postwar Hong Kong 

cinema: finding the lost parents due to the sentiments of filial duties based on Chinese 

culture.  
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First, Shaw Brothers’ Bond films consciously fostered links with the well-

received presold materials, the James Bond series, particularly through the mimicry 

of its iconography. The opening title sequences were obvious imitations, signaling to 

audiences that these were very much films in the mold of Bond films. In the Bond 

series, the opening title sequence starts with a few white dots wiping across the 

screen, and the last dot enlarges into a gun barrel. Bond is viewed through the barrel, 

and he shoots directly at the camera. The black and white shot turns gradually to 

color as a blood-red wash runs down the screen (figure 4-5). The animated opening 

title sequences of Shaw Brothers’ Bond films adapted the eye-catching visual 

elements and vivid color. For example, in Black Falcon’s opening title sequence, 

instead of using the blood-red wash, a black wash runs down a red screen (figure 4-

6). The dots in the James Bond series are changed to targets on dart boards. The lines 

of a dartboard swirl and the pattern resembles the barrel of a gun, recalling the gun 

barrel signature of the James Bond series. Shaw Brothers’ Bond films employed such 

explicit Bond references for its series without hesitation. Further examples included 

advanced technological gadgets for carrying out missions, sexy women being 

attracted to the male protagonist on a beach, and expensive modes of private 

transportation.  
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Figure 4-5: The gun 

barrel signature of the 

James Bond series 

 

Figure 4-6: The 

mimicry in Black 

Falcon’s opening title 

sequence 

Second, the novelty value of Shaw Brothers’ Bond films resulted from fusing 

the conventions of James Bond films with the orphan narratives of postwar Hong 

Kong cinema. The typical Bond narrative formula followed James Bond as he 

completed a mission assigned by the head of a spy organization. Shaw Brothers’ 

films added another narrative thread about finding lost parents due to filial affection 

in Chinese culture. For instance, in Asia-Pol, Yang Mingxuan (Jimmy Wang), a 

Japanese-Chinese Interpol agent who is an orphan being raised in Japan, tries to find 

his Chinese biological father in Hong Kong while investigating an international 

smuggling operation. Mingxuan’s father is killed by villains before they can reunite. 

Catching the villains is therefore portrayed not only as a mission for justice but also 
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revenge. Mingxuan wants to fulfill such a filial duty even though he has not met his 

father since he was a child. Mingxuan’s filial piety is also demonstrated by his risking 

his life to protect his young sister, Minghua (Fang Yin) whom he has only just met as 

she was born after he was adopted in Japan. In Black Falcon, it is not the Bond-like 

male protagonist who tries to find his parents, but the female protagonist. She 

believes that her father is in danger and searches for him but falls into the villain’s 

trap. The male protagonist’s quest to help her to find her father takes place 

concurrently while investigating a forgery.  

Many Hong Kong films in the 1950s and ’60s had a specific type of orphan 

pathology: an adopted child searching for their biological parents. For example, in 

addition to the interracial romance narrative, both A Night in Hong Kong and 

Honolulu, Tokyo, Hong Kong discussed in Chapter 3 have a side storyline about the 

protagonists searching for their parents. To justify overseas location shooting in co-

produced films, giving the protagonists an international background was a convenient 

way of developing the story. In A Night in Hong Kong, Lihong, who grew up in Hong 

Kong, reunions with her Japanese mother in Tokyo. In Honolulu, Tokyo, Hong Kong, 

Ailing, who grew up in Honolulu, tries to find her roots in Hong Kong. The theme of 

finding parents was not limited to co-produced films. Hong Kong films such as 

Mambo Girl (Evan Yang, 1957) and Her Tender Heart (Tang Huang, 1959) also 

involve finding one’s parents. Once the female protagonist in Mambo Girl realizes 

that she was adopted, she leaves home and searches for her biological mother. Her 

Tender Heart does not involve traveling to find one’s parents, but an internal process 

in which the female protagonist figures out her aunt is her mother. The theme of 
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finding lost parents mediated and presented the extensive experiences of war, 

dislocation, migration, and non-belonging of postwar Hong Kong. 414 In Asia-Pol, 

Mingxuan’s background is explicitly spelled out. “You were separated from your 

parents in Hong Kong after the Japanese surrendered in the war. A Japanese couple 

adopted you and raised you. That’s how you got the identity of a Japanese-Chinese,” 

said his supervisor in the film. The film, of course, did not contribute his loss of 

parents to WWII. Instead, a crime caused their sudden disappearance. However, 

Mingxuan’s experience of losing parents after WWII and being adopted by a 

Japanese couple was consistent with the experiences of war, dislocation, and 

migration. Shaw Brothers’ Bond films intertwined the storylines of crime 

investigation in James Bond films and finding one’s parents in the postwar Hong 

Kong films which demonstrated Chinese sentiments of filial affection.  

Attitudes towards Mukokuseki in Nikkatsu Action Films 

In addition to the cultural hybridity of cinematic elements, the border-crossing 

of the protagonists in narrative space contributed to the films’ mukokusekiness. Taki 

in the Wanderer series goes to Hokkaido, Fukushima, and Kyushu within Japan and 

overseas to Hong Kong and Thailand. In Asia-pol, Mingxuan travels to Tokyo and 

Hong Kong. How the films situated the protagonists in their newly arrived places 

expressed the films’ discernible attitudes towards mukokuseki. The following focuses 

on the arrival and departure of the protagonists in the films to analyze how the films 
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positioned them in the actual filmic spaces and what attitudes the films manifested 

towards border-crossing.  

The Wanderer series demonstrated an unease with transgressing the national 

boundaries. It manifested an uneasy relationship between the border-crossing 

protagonist and the place. Each episode begins with Taki arriving at an unknown 

piece of land, having traveled from an undisclosed place. He is unfamiliar with the 

land diegetically because he is wandering and dropping by. He sometimes asks for 

directions in the opening scenes. This location was represented through its 

geographical and social setting. The publicity specified the location involved in the 

Wanderer series: Hakodate, Miyazaki, Ōshima, Sado, and Kagoshima. 415 “As a place 

and not just a setting for action creates a sense that location is the depiction of social 

space.” 416 The series depicted the place with local activities. It portrayed festivals 

and social rituals of the place near the ending of each episode. The location shooting 

cooperated with the promotion of tourism. 417 Also, the weak, whom Taki helps, are 

running a family business to represent a local group rooted in that place. However, it 

is not only Taki as a drifter that finds the place estranged but also the audience. The 

place was like a foreign country even though it was designated clearly as Japanese. 

Nikkatsu “recalibrated a provincial and rural ‘Japanese’ space into a ‘foreign’ setting, 

pitted against its urban and metropolitan counterparts.” 418 It exoticized the place by 

presenting an unfamiliarly beautiful landscape, juxtaposing the innocent countryside 
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with a corrupt city, and constructing a foreign Other by making use of an ethnic 

group like the Ainu. 419 The othering of the place demonstrated an imaginary that 

transgressed and redrew the national boundaries of Japan. 420  

Moreover, the transgression of national boundaries in the Wanderer series was 

fraught with contradictions. The protagonist has mobility, but not cosmopolitan 

sensibilities. The border-crossing protagonist does not fit in the places. If we consider 

that a cosmopolitan image requires sensibilities like “fit to travel” and “travel to fit” 

as discussed in Chapter 3, Taki in the Wanderer series does not have the latter 

quality. He has the mobility to travel from one place to another, but he fits in 

nowhere. The narrative and the filmic space demonstrate Taki’s incompatibility in 

both the countryside and a city. He is not fully accepted by the local community, 

except by the female protagonist. As a signature sequence in each episode, when Taki 

plays his guitar and sings the theme song of the Wanderer series, he is situated in a 

landscape. A landscape has dimensions of a quantity of space and a quality of time. 

421 When a landscape is filled with activities which stand for the qualitative 

dimension of time, a lived space and time is represented, and hence a sense of 

dwelling can be constituted. 422 However, Taki’s performance not only expresses his 

loneliness as an outlaw hero in the narrative but also provides a spectacle rather than 

a sense of dwelling. Taki neither fits in a city. His cowboy outfit does not match with 

the modern, urban cityscape. His guitar playing and singing of folk songs in the bars, 
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though being welcomed by the customers diegetically, do not match with the 

portrayal of sleazy bars with sexy dance performances, gamblers, and fights. Because 

Taki belongs nowhere, his only choice is to drift without knowing where to go next. 

Each episode ends with the female protagonist looking at Taki in a long shot of the 

landscape. Taki is again on a means of transportation, be it a horse or a boat, and he 

has left the community without saying goodbye.  

 

Shaw Brothers’ Bond Films Demonstrated Different Attitudes towards Mukokuseki 

On the contrary, the Bond-like protagonists in Shaw Brothers’ Bond films 

embodied the imaginary of cosmopolitan. They had mobility and adaptability, and 

hence they could transgress national boundaries at ease. Unlike the principles of 

cosmopolitanism, which involve extending beyond oneself to engage with other 

cultures, 423 what the protagonists embodied was an imaginary. The transgression did 

not involve any requirements of moving beyond one’s boundaries, be it national, 

ethnic or cultural. In short, the transgression was apolitical. The border-crossing was 

merely a projection of a modern lifestyle that was consumption based. Moreover, the 

recurrent narrative of searching for one's roots indicates an inherent contradiction in 

these mukokuseki protagonists. Also, being mukokuseki was gender-specific.  
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Belonging to nowhere rendered these protagonists mukokuseki. The stories 

never tell from where they came. The affiliation can give the protagonist a national 

commitment, but the organization itself is also mukokuseki. It is an international 

entity with no connection to a particular nation. The narratives only briefly mention 

that the organization has branches in Asia Pacific and the location of the headquarters 

is usually secretive so that villains cannot find it. In filmic space, the place of the 

organization is vaguely represented. In Asia-Pol, it is kept deliberately obscure that 

Mingxuan has traveled back to his organization’s office in Japan after a mission. 

There is a cutaway shot of a concrete jungle, but no landmarks nor intertitles to 

signify Japan. Only when a shot displaying some Japanese words on a signboard of a 

department store is it inferred that the place is Japan. Mukokuseki enabled the 

characters to disengage from committing to either capitalist or communist countries 

and detaching from Chinese party-state politics during the Cold War. Mukokuseki 

characters, in turn, facilitated an apolitical content of the films. 

Belonging to nowhere did not engender any loneliness nor homelessness, 

unlike Taki in the Wanderer series. Instead, not belonging to anywhere enhanced the 

protagonists’ cosmopolitan sensibilities of flexibility to fit in everywhere and that 

anywhere could give them a sense of home. The background of the protagonists’ 

multiple identities, such as Mingxuan being Japanese-Chinese, was subtly related to 

dislocation and migration due to WWII. The war trauma of belonging to nowhere 

was, instead, turned into the cosmopolitan benefit of belonging to anywhere. The 

protagonists are usually sent to Hong Kong because they have a connection to it. 

Mingxuan is sent to Hong Kong partly because he grew up there for a few years. It 
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was not about revisiting war experiences of losing his parents and his subsequent 

dislocation but demonstrating his privilege in familiarity with the place, and fitting in 

promptly and effortlessly. He was portrayed to be accustomed to the “old” place 

where he had not even visited for almost 20 years. Unlike Taki, who asked for 

directions upon his arrival, Mingxuan just steps out from Hong Kong airport and 

drives Minghua’s car to a remote area as if he knows the path to prevent the bomb 

inside the car from exploding in a populated district.  

Spatially, a setting rather than a place enhanced the illusion of flexibility 

embodied by the mukokuseki characters. Hong Kong and Japan were more a setting 

for action than a place. A setting would not generate any sense of cultural and ethnic 

incompatibility with the characters, which were played by actors of different 

ethnicities or cultural originals. Features of a “non-place” 424 such as ahistorical and 

acultural architecture and transport networks were used in the films. As discussed 

above, Japan, where Mingxuan’s organization is located, was vaguely represented as 

a place; when the protagonists go to Hong Kong for an investigation, they are at 

places such as hotels, holiday resorts, and airports. When they are outside, they are 

driving on highways. Location shooting that was more explicitly set in Hong Kong 

were the scenes set on a ferry and in a cable car in Asia-Pol. Mingxuan and Minghua 

talk about their childhood and find out that they are siblings. These scenes about 

family ties were set on a ferry and in a cable car, which are connected with a sense of 

home in Hong Kong. However, neither of them had childhood memories of taking a 
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ferry nor a cable car in Hong Kong. Only two pieces of identical jade given to them 

by their parents connected them. Ferries and cable cars were settings and modes of 

transportation to take them to other locations. This detachment from Hong Kong as a 

“lived space” made moving beyond one’s national, ethnic or cultural boundaries 

unnecessary. The apolitical border-crossing in films was consistent with “the studio’s 

policy of disengaging from the political situations and realities of the Hong Kong 

habitus that included a disavowal of Chinese party-state politics.” 425 Shaw Brothers 

considered Hong Kong was not a lived space, but a borrowed place for situating itself 

as a colonial enterprise rather than a national corporation. As discussed in Chapter 2, 

the nation was indefinite even though the studio promoted nationalism for justifying 

its participation of AFF. Instead, as a colonial enterprise that based its studio in this 

borrowed place, Shaw Brothers could inhabit several ethnic and cultural positions. To 

make products that serve the distinctive needs of its Chinese diasporic audiences, 

Shaw Brothers drew from Chinese culture for its Bond films. 

The mukokuseki protagonists belonged to nowhere but were rooted in Chinese 

culture. In addition to the filial affection that prompts the narrative of finding the lost 

parents, mukokuseki protagonists had an upbringing in Chinese culture. Soon after 

being rescued, Mingxuan goes to a temple to ask the spirits of his deceased parents if 

Minghua is his sister. Claiming Hong Kong is his first homeland, Mingxuan is 

apparently familiar with traditional Chinese religious practices regarding spiritual 

ancestry. He was supposed to go to a cemetery instead of a temple. However, 

according to the narrative, he is not supposed to know where his parents’ are buried. 
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Therefore, a temple was generalized as a representation of traditional Chinese culture 

to enhance the manifestation of the mukokuseki protagonists’ Chinese upbringing.  

Moreover, female mukokuseki protagonists in Shaw Brothers’ Bond films 

have different characteristics from male ones. In Nikkatsu Action films, there are 

barely any female mukokuseki protagonists. Women usually occupied supporting 

roles, in the sense that reason for their characters’ in the films was for romance with 

the male protagonist. They fall in love with the male protagonist who arrives and later 

leaves. They do not cross borders. Conversely, there are also female Bond-like 

characters in Shaw Brothers’ Bond films. Like their male counterparts, these female 

protagonists cross borders to perform assigned tasks and are adaptable everywhere. 

As discussed, the ability to capture presold materials was key to Shaw Brothers’ 

adaptations. The presold materials were not limited to Nikkatsu Action. Shaw 

Brothers drew elements from Hollywood films, the James Bond series in this case, 

and Hong Kong Cantonese cinema. Regarding the modern-day action heroines, Shaw 

Brothers was not the first to explore these characters. The Wong Ang series (1959), 

Black Rose series (1965-66) and the Nu shashou series (1966-67) in Hong Kong 

Cantonese cinema had female protagonists who sided with the righteous and beat up 

male villains. Together with Shaw Brothers’ female Bond, scholars later coin these 

well-received female characters as “Jane Bond.” However, Shaw Brothers 

differentiated its female Bond from the local ones for ranking up itself as a world-

class studio. Shaw Brothers’ Bond films and Jane Bond in Hong Kong Cantonese 

cinema involved different studio policies, production scales, and target audiences. It 

worths a further study.  
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Focusing on the scope of mukokuseki, the chapter argues that embodying the 

imaginary of cosmopolitan was gender-specific and patriarchal. The female 

protagonists in Shaw Brothers’ Bond films have to be disguised as being mukokuseki, 

unlike the male mukokuseki protagonists. Only by adopting the camouflage of a 

masculine identity can the female protagonists embody the imaginary of 

cosmopolitan. In The Lady Professional (Matsuo Akinori, 1971), Tianli (Lily Ho) is a 

bar owner, and she wears fashionable dresses at the bar. However, once she has 

stepped into her role as an assassin, she often wears a stylish, black leather outfit. 

This is even more apparent in the character of Ai Si (Lily Ho) in Angel with the Iron 

Fist (Lo Wei, 1967). She wears a black outfit and sometimes even cross-dresses as a 

man with a mustache when she performs missions. The black outfit drew from 

Cantonese films such as the Nu shashou (lady killer) series. More importantly, in 

Shaw Brothers’ Bond films, changing outfits contributed to the main difference 

between female and male mukokuseki protagonists. When the male protagonists 

perform missions and go undercover to infiltrate the gangster’s group, they wear the 

same suits and remain in their roles as international police, though they conceal their 

identity. However, the female protagonists have to adopt a male identity through 

changing into masculine outfits and even disguising themselves as men. Changing 

their identities from women to men, and from a bar owner to an assassin, enabled 

them to be adaptable to different places for missions. Female protagonists in holding 

feminine identities could not embody the imaginary of cosmopolitan. They could 

only project the fantasy of cosmopolitanism by modeling the latest fashion, like 

Tianli being dressed up when she is at the bar. In other words, mukokuseki was 

considered to be a masculine identity. Women could only embody the imaginary of 
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cosmopolitan by conforming to patriarchal ideals of beauty or masculinity. For 

example, Lucilla Yu embodied cosmopolitan imaginary as discussed in Chapter 3. 

Her sacred image was established by the patriarch norms that connoted a virginal 

body as pure. Yu’s characters also never replaced nor threatened men in the films. 

She was their romantic partners. Unlike the female Bond, who performed the same 

tasks as men rather than subordinating themselves to becoming men’s partners, 

regardless of whether it was romance or work. In that sense, they possess a dangerous 

quality like the femme fatale. Tianli in The Lady Professional assassinated men. 

Although not a killer, Ai Si in Angel with the Iron Fist seduces a male villain to 

gather information, and the male villain eventually gets killed when saving her, but 

she does not shed any tears for him.  

On the one hand, Shaw Brothers’ Bond films drew heavily on traditional 

Chinese culture and patriarchal ideals. On the other hand, the films attempted to 

appeal to young audiences by portraying a cosmopolitan lifestyle that promoted 

consumption-based modernity. Mobility and materiality became a theme highlighted 

by the protagonists’ numerous border-crossings in the narrative space and in their 

luxurious lifestyles. Again, Shaw Brothers’ Bond films adapted popular elements 

from the James Bond series to capture the essence of popular global culture. The 

protagonists go to different places on their assignments. Their means of transportation 

is not only expensive but also enhances their mobility. In addition to airplanes, 

Mingxuan goes from Hong Kong to Macau on a private motorboat. He is retained by 

the Hong Kong police who do not know his identity. His escape plan is spontaneous, 

but a motor boat has already been arranged for him to go to Macau on this 
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assignment. During their investigations, the protagonists never stay at cheap no-frills 

hotels but up-scale hotels with luxurious facilities like swimming pools. After 

finishing a mission, instead of going back home which the mukokuseki protagonists 

do not have, they jet off to another place for a new mission or a holiday. Rather than 

drifting due to the loss of home like Taki in the Wanderer series, they have a definite 

sense of where to go next, and they delightfully depart for the next destination. With 

their cosmopolitan sensibilities, they can be at home anywhere and enjoy a luxurious 

life. 

Conclusion 

 This chapter has used the perspective of mukokuseki to direct attention to the 

geography of Japanese and Hong Kong cinema in the region. It has discussed the 

uneven power relation between the two cinema concerning access to a global form of 

filmmaking, which included rational production and the styles of its films. 

Considering media capital as a relational concept, Section I has discussed the 

competition between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema regarding both film industries’ 

attempts to establish themselves as the dominant geographic center in Asia. It has 

analyzed Shaw Brothers’ employment of Japanese filmmakers from the perspective 

of the flow of human resources. By flexible accumulation, Shaw Brothers drew 

Japanese talents from the network of Nishimoto Tadashi, a Japanese cinematographer 

who was initially borrowed from Shintōhō in the late 1950s. Subcontracting Japanese 

filmmakers ensured a steady circulation of human resources in the studio and brought 

external pressure to its clique-based culture. Recruiting Japanese directors was also 
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beneficial in the competition with Japanese cinema to become a geographic center of 

production activities in the region. Instead of competing with Japanese cinema 

directly, Shaw Brothers had the Japanese talents work in Hong Kong. It demonstrated 

itself as a site of mediation to absorb their expertise, including the use of different 

rational production models and genres. Two significant benefits were yielded: both 

the number of films and variety of genre produced increased. The employment was 

not only for production but also for publicity. Shaw Brothers promoted its 

international image by publicizing its employment and invitation of Japanese 

directors to work in Hong Kong. To avoid conflicts with Japanese cinema from 

tapping up their talent, Shaw Brothers gave the Japanese directors Chinese 

pseudonyms in film credits and for official occasions.  

Section II has moved on to discuss the style of films that these Nikkatsu 

Action directors produced for Shaw Brothers. Shaw Brothers chose Nikkatsu Action 

as a source of inspiration because of their similar production backdrops. Both had to 

attend to an increasing number of young audiences, who desired to see elements of 

popular Western culture in the films they consumed. Shaw Brothers’ strategy of 

constructing an imagined China that appealed to nostalgia could no longer attract 

young Chinese audiences in Hong Kong, Southeast Asia and beyond in the mid-

1960s. They had cosmopolitan aspirations rather than a deeply felt longing for a 

home which they did not have first-hand experience of. To appeal to these audiences, 

Shaw Brothers drew already popular elements from the James Bond series, mirroring 

Nikkatsu Action, to give its films an international facade, and projected a fantasy of 

cosmopolitanism. Shaw Brothers’ Bond films adopted Nikkatsu Action’s cinematic 
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practices of mixing Hollywood conventions with those of local genres. The Wanderer 

series of Nikkatsu Action fused Hollywood Westerns and matatabi mono. The 

conflict of the Japanese sentiments of ninjo and giri manifested in the series was 

based on matatabi mono. Shaw Brothers’ Bond films mixed elements of the James 

Bond movies and the orphan pathos of postwar Hong Kong cinema. Filial affection 

demonstrated in the films was rooted in Chinese culture. This cultural hybridity of 

cinematic elements gave the films an international facade. As a result, Shaw 

Brothers’ Bond films, like Nikkatsu Action, were also characterized by 

mukokusekiness. However, Shaw Brothers’ Bond films had a distinguishable attitude 

towards mukokuseki, tailored for its distinct audiences, and therefore they were not 

mere copies of Nikkatsu Action. On the one hand, the Wanderer series demonstrated 

an unease when transgressing national boundaries. Although the protagonist travels to 

new destinations, he always finds himself incompatible with society. On the other 

hand, Shaw Brothers’ Bond films projected a fantasy of cosmopolitanism that was 

apolitical and consumption based. The mukokuseki protagonists, who have the 

flexibility to fit in anywhere and take anywhere as home, embodied the imaginary of 

cosmopolitan. However, being mukokuseki was gender specific and shown to be 

patriarchal. Although drawing from Chinese culture and conforming to patriarchy, 

Shaw Brothers’ Bond films appealed to young audiences by representing mobility 

and materiality as the subject matters in the narratives. 
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Chapter 5  

At Home in the World 

Chapter 4 has discussed how Nikkatsu Action directors gave Shaw Brothers’ 

films a sense of mukokuseki. Shaw Brothers adapted mukokuseki for its Chinese 

diasporic audiences, and the mukokuseki protagonists in its Bond films embodied the 

imaginary of cosmopolitan. Its protagonists could travel everywhere. However, the 

recurrent narrative of searching for one’s roots indicates an inherent contradiction in 

these borderless, cosmopolitan characters. This chapter furthers the discussion on the 

interplay between the imaginary of cosmopolitan and local Chinese values by 

analyzing Inoue’s remakes of his Japanese films for Shaw Brothers. How did Inoue 

implant in his Shaw Brothers productions a cosmopolitan outlook while reinforcing 

patriarchy in the films?  Among the 17 films that Inoue directed for Shaw Brothers, 

Inoue remade five of his Japanese works. The storylines of some followed closely to 

the original works. For example, Hong Kong Nocturne (1967) and King Drummer 

(1967) follow the outset themes of The Night I Want to Dance (Shōchiku, 1963) and 

Man Who Causes a Storm (Nikkatsu, 1957) respectively. After the box office success 

of Hong Kong Nocturne, Inoue went on to direct more films with song-and-dance 

performances for Shaw Brothers. 
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Among Inoue’s Shaw Brothers productions, Hong Kong Nocturne has 

received the most scholarly attention 426 due to its commercial success and the social 

context of its exhibition during a turbulent year in Hong Kong’s history. Like The 

Night I Want to Dance, Hong Kong Nocturne is a backstage musical that tells a story 

about a family of entertainers comprising a widowed father and three adult daughters. 

The narrative develops as the daughters decide to leave their father, who squanders 

the money they earn performing at nightclubs on his gold-digging lover. The film is 

then divided into three parts about each daughter’s experience of overcoming 

obstacles as they pursue their dreams. These three plotlines crosscut with each other 

as the narrative progresses to a family reunion at the end. This apolitical 

entertainment film premiered three months before the 1967 leftist riots in Hong 

Kong. The social context prompted a reading of Hong Kong Nocturne that situates 

the movie in the 1960s and 1970s Cultural Revolution. Paul Pickowicz interprets the 

daughters’ conflicts with their oppressive father in the movie as the negative facets of 

feudal culture that progressive Chinese had been seeking to abandon during the 

revolution. 427 He also provides another reading that relates the dysfunctional family 

and the oppressed daughters to the May Fourth tradition of cultural criticism. The 
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patriarch seems to be responsible for the daughters’ sufferings, although the 

development of the story overshadows this criticism eventually. 428  

Because Hong Kong Nocturne was a mirror image of The Night I Want to 

Dance, which was set in the 1950s and with a distinct Japanese identity, drawing a 

comparison can potentially raise issues, given their differing historical production and 

social contexts. The chapter is not saying that the original Japanese work would 

necessarily dictate the construction and reading of Hong Kong Nocturne. However, 

my argument in revisiting the comparison between the original Japanese works and 

Hong Kong remakes is to examine how Hong Kong cinema gave its films a 

cosmopolitan style through adapting the original Japanese works. The comparison 

between Inoue’s Japanese films and his Hong Kong adaptations deserves a detailed 

study for investigating Hong Kong-Japanese connections regarding Hong Kong 

cinema’s strategies of going global. The chapter considers the corpus of Inoue’s 

Shaw Brothers productions as an intermediary between Hong Kong and Japanese 

cinema for transformation.  

Pickowicz’s third, briefly mentioned, reading of Hong Kong Nocturne as a 

transnational and regional production 429 is more applicable for approaching the film 

from the significance of Japanese cinema. Scholarly writings from a transnational 

perspective agree that Hong Kong musicals in the late 1960s desired for the 

transnational modern through Japan and the films did not have much connection with 
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the imaginary representation of China. “Hong Kong’s experience of identity and 

modernity in the 1960s is not simply a look back to some Chinese cultural roots and 

anticolonialism, but a process of Westernization, technologization, and 

hybridization.” 430 Hong Kong musical films exemplified how the imaginary 

representation of China was lost in the desire for Westernization and the transnational 

modern. 431 Japan played a critical role in late 1960s Hong Kong musical films, which 

yearned for the transnational modern. Japan represented not only the regional but also 

the global, as seen through Hong Kong’s eyes: “The break from China and the 

forging of new connections, particularly with Japan, which also serves as a proxy for 

the US and the rest of the world.” 432 Inoue, as well as his films, served as this proxy 

for the world. Shaw Brothers considered Inoue’s youth musicals as a product line for 

a transnational market with an emerging number of young audiences. Indeed, Inoue 

“helped provide a modern facade for Hong Kong cinema of the 1960s, giving it a 

shiny new look.” 433 However, as Inoue transposed his youth films from mid-1950s 

Japan to Hong Kong in the late 1960s rather than assimilating them to a new age, the 

films appeared old-fashioned for the young audiences. 434  Therefore, it is doubted 

“whether Inoue’s contribution can be seen as a potent injection of modernization into 

Hong Kong cinema.” 435 Focusing on Inoue’s films with song-and-dance sequences, 

the chapter furthers the discussion on how Inoue manufactured a global outlook for 

Shaw Brothers’ films on the one hand. On the other hand, his Hong Kong remakes 
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reinstated patriarchal family values instead of encouraging the pursuit of aspirations 

for cosmopolitanism.  

I. In the World 

Capturing the Worldwide Trend of Youth Culture for Mass Entertainment through 

Inoue 

Shaw Brothers tried to capitalize on the worldwide trend of “juvenile 

delinquent” films through adapting Japanese films to address the increase in young 

people among its demographic of filmgoers. Many of Inoue’s films with song-and-

dance sequences were centered around the experiences of young people. The film 

titles, particularly the Chinese ones, demonstrate that youth was the central theme. 

For example, King Drummer (Qingchun guwang means “the young lead drummer”), 

The Singing Escort (1969) (Qingchun wansui means “long live the young”), and 

Young Lovers (1970) (Qingchun lian can be translated as “the romance of the 

youth”). Young Lovers was initially named after its theme song, The Glory of Youth, 

which further highlighted the preciousness of youth. 436 For some other titles, they did 

not only refer to the theme of the youth but also provided room for imagination to 

address young audiences’ curiosity in sex. For instance, Whose Baby is in the 

Classroom (1970) (Nuxiao chunse suggests spring blossoms in a female school) and 

The Yellow Muffler (1972) (Yunu xichun alludes to young girls enjoying a playful 
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spring). While qingchun means youth, chun means not only spring but also connotes 

young age and something erotic. 

Inoue and his Japanese films served as a bridge to global youth culture. 

Inoue’s filmography made him an appropriate candidate for Shaw Brothers to explore 

teenage markets while maintaining the studio’s production policy of mass 

entertainment. Inoue directed many early films of actor Ishihara Yūjirō, shifting his 

star image as that of a taiyōzoku (Sun Tribe) to a true entertainment star while 

retaining his attractiveness as “a cool guy who ignored convention.” 437 In his early 

career in the mid-1950s, Yūjirō personified taiyōzoku in Japan. The term initially 

referred to the characters in novels about contemporary youth, sex, and violence 

written by Ishihara Shitarō, Yūjirō’s elder brother. Shūkanshi, a weekly magazine, 

popularized the term. 438 Yūjirō appeared in Season of the Sun and was the 

protagonist in Crazed Fruit. Both films were adaptations of Shitarō’s novels of the 

same name. Yūjirō impersonated a new subjectivity signified by taiyōzoku: Japanese 

youth attempting to create alternative identities for themselves that were severed from 

those administered by social institutions such as family. 439 They felt detached from 

the past of WWII 440 and sought out personal autonomy and subjectivity in the 
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context of Japan resuming its sovereignty after the Occupation. 441 Yūjirō’s 

personification of taiyōzoku in Japan coincided with the global cycle of youth films. 

The mid-1950s saw a revolt on the part of youth. The challenge for Hollywood at that 

time was to produce films that could be targeted the growing, and very lucrative, 

teenage markets. 442 The classic examples of Hollywood’s youth films were Rebel 

Without a Cause (Nicholas Ray, 1955) and East of Eden (Elia Kazan,1955), both of 

which cast James Dean as a rebellious teenager. Following closely in the wake of 

Hollywood’s James Dean, Yūjirō was the first star in Japan who embodied these 

themes of youth culture. 443 

Partly due to the controversy of taiyōzoku, Nikkatsu changed its strategy with 

regards to how it constructed Yūjirō’s image. Nikkatsu also believed that the 

taiyōzoku image was the first step in establishing Yūjirō as a successful actor; its 

subsequent attempt was to sell him as a big star. 444 The studio requested that Inoue 

change Yūjirō’s onscreen image from a taiyōzoku to that of an entertainment star. 445 

Director Nakahira Kō launched Yūjirō’s stardom by casting him in Crazed Fruit as a 

taiyōzoku, which was popular among young people, but Inoue made Yūjirō an 

entertainment star welcomed by all generations. Man Who Causes a Storm, which 

Inoue later adapted as King Drummer for Shaw Brothers, was part of Nikkatsu’s plan 
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to promote Yūjirō as an entertainment star. Nikkatsu publicized Man Who Causes a 

Storm as a large-scale entertainment film 446 and scheduled it for the new year, 447 

targeting family audiences. Film critics decried the film’s mediocrity, and noted that 

it was mainly a vehicle for selling Yūjirō’s charm. 448 While maintaining Yūjirō’s 

attractiveness as a “tough guy,” 449 Inoue softened his taiyōzoku rebellious image. 

The desire for his mother’s recognition justified the recklessness and rage of Yūjirō’s 

character. Playing the drums channeled his impulses and energy. The cliché romantic 

love involving sacrifices for the family replaced carnal desire in the taiyōzoku films. 

Inoue demonstrated his competence in drawing on the elements of popular youth 

culture, such as rock’n’roll, jazz, and rebellious characters, while conforming to the 

ideology of family values. 

Inoue’s competence facilitated Shaw Brothers’ decision to pursue the 

production of films catering to mass entertainment. A comparison of the publicity 

between the remakes of the two big Japanese hits, i.e., Nakahira’s Summer Heat (a 

remake of Crazed Fruit) and Inoue’s King Drummer, exemplifies the studio’s policy. 

Shaw Brothers intended to have popular youth cultural elements serving for mass 

entertainment. It targeted mass audiences while allowing for a small percentage of its 

films to have a slight variation to explore the teenage market. Summer Heat was one 

of these examples. However, Shaw Brothers considered Summer Heat only to be one 

of the many productions in a steady supply of films. It did not pay extra attention to 
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the film nor the director who was acclaimed for his New Wave artistry. There was no 

advertisement in newspapers before the premiere. 450 A Japanese filmmaker, who 

assisted Nakahira in filming Shaw Brothers’ projects in Hong Kong, was dissatisfied 

with Shaw Brothers’ cold treatment of both the film and its director, Nakahira. 451 

Rather than negligible publicity, an investigation of Shaw Brothers’ official 

magazines has found that the number of articles on Summer Heat was more or less 

the same as any other films, except for the annual production highlights. What was 

insufficient in the publicity was the introduction of the narrative. In fact, following 

the storylines of Crazed Fruit, which involved adultery by the female protagonist, 

Summer Heat was difficult to pitch to mass audiences in the 1960s. The publicity 

shifted the focus from the story to trends like travel and fashion. The elements 

manifested by the taiyōzoku-like characters in Summer Heat that the contemporary 

moral standards considered to be “bold, scantily-clad, erotic, and obscene” were 

promoted as “trendy” to attract hippy, more free-spirited audiences. 452 On the other 

hand, the narrative of King Drummer received as much coverage as the favorite youth 

cultural elements in the publicity. The impetuosity and energy of the protagonist, as 

well as the drum performances and jazz, remained the highlights for hippy audiences. 

453 The narrative, which followed Man Who Causes a Storm but was devoid of the 

taiyōzoku social context, was promoted to mass audiences as a decadent youth 
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fighting for a bright future. 454 The energy of the young protagonist, which had 

defiant qualities, was channeled into passion for his career. The publicity exemplified 

Shaw Brothers’ intention of employing the trendy youth cultural elements for 

targeting mass audiences. 

Inoue’s versatility facilitated Shaw Brothers’ production agenda. He excelled 

at making use of youth cultural elements in vogue for mass entertainment. What 

Inoue did for Nikkatsu to establish Yūjirō’s star image, he endeavored to do for Shaw 

Brothers. As a result, the apparent rebellious young characters in Inoue’s films 

conformed to the ideology of family values. What was more, Hong Kong remakes 

imposed middle-class fantasies on the young “rebellious” characters through a 

consumption-based cosmopolitanism. Youth culture was supposed to be opposed to 

the hegemonic adult culture and provided alternative identities. The travel motif and 

the imaginary of cosmopolitan in Inoue’s films provided the potential to negotiate 

with patriarchy. However, the upward mobility of social class yearned for by the 

young characters eventually overshadow these possibilities.  

Fantasy away from Home 

Travel was the motif of Inoue’s youth musicals. The characters in his 

travelogue-like movies visit Japan, Taiwan, and Thailand for show tours or leisure 

trips. And through the characters’ point of view, audiences got to see all the same 

exotic, foreign tourist spots. Landmarks included, for example, Tokyo Tower and 
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Mount Fuji of Japan, Grand Hotel and Yangmingshan Park of Taiwan, as well as 

palaces and canals in Thailand. The characters as frequent travelers, quickly entering 

and exiting social relations around the world, provided a vantage point to imagine the 

world. 455 Aspirations for cosmopolitanism provided young audiences with a fantasy 

away from home and hence room to negotiate with patriarchal family ideology. 

Worldly ambitions are rooted in a desire to escape from home. 456 Home in this 

imaginary tends to be class-bound, and emotionally and sexually constraining. In 

contrast, the idea of “abroad” stands for variable clusters of elements experienced as 

absent from one’s culture of home, family, and nation. 457 Therefore, traveling abroad 

generates a sense of psychological dislocation and non-belonging. The sense of non-

belonging facilitates one to move beyond the immediate identification with family or 

nation. It is in this sense that cosmopolitanism has the potential to “revolt against the 

conservatism and narrow national identifications of the parental culture.” 458 In 

Inoue’s films, home is either absent in depiction or portrayed as impoverished, while 

traveling abroad gives the protagonists hope and opportunities for success. The three 

female singers in The Millionaire Chase (1969) are always on a show tour. Only one 

of them goes back to her home once, which is cramped with family members. She is 

determined to go to Japan to find a millionaire husband so that she can leave home 

because she finds her family life suffocating. With the same theme of finding a 

wealthy husband, the homes of the three female sales agents in We Love Millionaire 

(1971) are simply absent. The three ladies’ eagerness to find millionaire husbands 
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and the absent portrayal of homes provided much room for the imagination of the 

financially and emotionally constraining home lives. Even though some protagonists 

are from affluent families, home represents the conservatism of parental culture and 

so is absent in the films. In Young Lovers, the male protagonist graduated from 

university in the United Kingdom and goes back “home.” He is back living in the 

building where the family business is run from. His grandmother asks him to sleep in 

a room located one level above his office and does not allow him to go anywhere for 

leisure because he has long hair, which will ruin the corporation’s image. In fact, the 

grandmother’s prohibition of going anywhere includes his home. We never see the 

male protagonist’s home. He escapes from the office-based apartment to find his 

ideal woman and to pursue freedom and love in Japan. Home in the films was 

impoverished and conservative. The absent portrayal enhanced a sense of non-

belonging to the home. Together with the narratives about the protagonists’ desire for 

escaping from home and their away-from-home experiences of pursuing freedom, 

career, and love, the aspirations for cosmopolitanism negotiated with the parental 

culture.  

Japan was the locus of aspirations for cosmopolitanism and provided not only 

the fantasy away from home but also a pathway to the global. The films treated Japan 

as a site of capitalist globalization and cosmopolitanism. The young characters go to 

Japan instead of other Asian countries to pursue their dreams. For example, the 

female protagonists in The Millionaire Chase and We Love Millionaires go to Japan 

to hunt down millionaire husbands. In The Millionaire Chase, although they go to 

Taiwan and Thailand in addition to Japan, they only stop by the former two locations 
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as part of their Asian show tour. Millionaires were found in Japan, not in other 

countries. Although both the millionaires and the fictitious millionaires whom the 

protagonists encountered were Chinese, Japan was portrayed as a place where the 

rich and those pretending to be rich gathered. In other words, Japan was where 

regional capitals concentrated. If the representation of Japan as a site of capitalist 

globalization was implicit in The Millionaire Chase and We Love Millionaires, the 

location shooting at the 1970 World Expo in Osaka in The Venus’ Tear Diamond 

(1971) provided a more obvious example. At the beginning of the narrative, the 

protagonists, who are jewel thieves, tell the audience straightforwardly that 

millionaires from around the world will gather in Japan during the Expo, providing 

them a lucrative opportunity. The scene in which they visited the Expo showcased the 

pavilions of different countries and lines of visitors. Tourists and the participation of 

countries demonstrated the flows of capitals towards Japan. The Expo also connoted 

Japan as a site of cosmopolitanism. Different nations exhibited their cultures in the 

pavilions with facades featuring characteristics of the respective cultures. The 

characters’ actual physical travel at the location of Expo worked hand-in-hand with 

the symbolic travel provided by a singing contest in the film to establish Japan as a 

site of cosmopolitanism. In order to have singing performances in every film, Inoue 

added a singing contest with participants from around the worldwide during the 

protagonists’ stay in Japan in the narrative. Introduced by the emcee, the participating 

singers are from Philippines and Taiwan. The ethnic costumes identified other 

participants as being from South Korea and Japan. The singing contest provided 

symbolic travel through multicultural participants and their performances. People in 
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ethnic costumes and their singing signified the gathering of different national cultures 

in Japan.  

Conversely, the films approached other Asian countries from the perspective 

of “tradition” implying backwardness. The Millionaire Chase used Tokyo Tower as a 

backdrop for a dating scene in Japan. For Taiwan, a dating scene took place at a 

Chinese pavilion in Yangmingshan Park. When gangsters come, the protagonists hide 

in a broken temple. For Thailand, the film used a cottage for a crime scene in which 

the protagonists fight against villains. The choice of these different locations in Japan, 

Taiwan, and Thailand demonstrated a Western view of the world. The films 

approached the non-West from the perspective of “tradition.” 459 The cottage in 

Thailand was near a shady canal along which the characters took a long-tail boat to 

find the gangsters (figure 5-1). The place and the local transportation connoted 

mystery and danger as the characters get closer to the criminals. For Taiwan, the 

pavilion and the temple with lattice windows typified traditional Chinese architecture. 

To hide from the gangsters, the protagonists stay in the loft of a dusty and shady 

temple, which a bony homeless person took for shelter (figure 5-2). In contrast, 

location shooting in Japan featured Tokyo Tower: a symbol of modernization and 

Westernization in prosperous post-war Japan. The blueprint was modeled on Paris’ 

Eiffel Tower, but Tokyo Tower surpassed its predecessor in terms of height. Lectured 

by the protagonists in The Millionaire Chase, “Tokyo Tower is about 1,100 feet, and 

it is the highest tower in the world.” Japan, which believed itself as a mediator 

between the West and Asia, positioned itself as modern and comparable with the 
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West. The choice of the filming locations in different countries and the contrast 

between the places enhanced a modern and cosmopolitan image of Japan. 

 

Figure 5-1: The 

characters in The 

Millionaire Chase take 

a long-tail boat in 

Thailand 

 

Figure 5-2: In The 

Millionaire Chase, a 

temple in Taiwan 

typifies traditional 

Chinese architecture 

As a site of capitalist globalization and cosmopolitanism, Japan was the 

desired springboard for Shaw Brothers to go global. Through location shooting in 

Japan, Shaw Brothers established an international image for itself. Japan represented 

an international standard onscreen and offscreen. In King Drummer, an invitation for 

the protagonist to perform in Japan signifies that “Hong Kong has a drummer of 

international standards,” as spelled out by the character. Shaw Brothers’ publicity 

further confirmed the international standard represented by Japan. Even though the 

overseas location could barely be identified in movies such as Whose Baby in the 

Classroom, the publicity highlighted that the crew went to Japan for filming. Even 
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though the stills of the filming process in the magazine articles did not show any 

characteristics that signified Japan, Shaw Brothers emphasized that the location 

shooting took place in Japan. 460 The purpose was to tell that “many first-class 

Japanese filmmakers assisted the location shooting of the film.” 461 Shaw Brothers 

employed Japan’s representation of an internationally acknowledged standard to 

promote a world-class image for studio. Through location shooting in Japan, Shaw 

Brothers also characterized the protagonists in its films as cosmopolitans traveling 

around the world. Japan facilitated the fantasy of being away from home and 

aspirations for a cosmopolitanism in Inoue’s films, which appealed to young people 

not only in Hong Kong but also in Southeast Asia and beyond. Hence, Shaw Brothers 

could explore the growing profitable teenage markets worldwide. 

II. At Home 

The Absence of Negotiation with Different Cultures 

Inoue’s youth musical films depicted a wide variety of popular cultural 

objects such as mini-skirts, go-go dancing, and rock’n’roll. The characters’ fashion 

and their dances in the films were modeled after popular trends in the West. Mini-

skirts peaked in London in the mid-1960s as a symbol of rebellious youth culture. 462 
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Clubgoers wore mini-skirts and went go-go dancing, which originated in the United 

States in the 1960s. The manifestation of cosmopolitanism is “a disposition to 

appreciate a wide variety of cultural objects.” 463 However, the depictions of cultural 

objects in the films did not go together with an openness to a different culture. The 

films avoided a “dialogic imagination,” i.e., the clash of cultures within one’s own 

life. 464 In turn, the films did not engage with internalizing other cultures within 

oneself. 465 For the young characters, Western culture was like fashion. Fashion, 

travel, and music are “easy faces” of cosmopolitanism, 466 which are not hard tests for 

the relationship between local solidarity and international civil society. 467 The 

characters could try Western culture on and take them off like clothes without the 

necessity to negotiate with the parental value even though the cultural objects 

symbolized rebellious youth culture.  

Instead, the films considered Western culture to be like a disease for Chinese 

men. In Young Lovers, Li Yingwei (Yang Fang) studied in the United Kingdom, and 

returns to Hong Kong with long hair. His hairstyle, together with his guitar, are 

modeled in the image of the Beatles, which represented rock’n’roll and rebellious 

youth culture (figure 5-3). His grandmother, representing a conservative generation, 

made him get a haircut because according to her values, for Yingwei to be a CEO 

with long hair would damage the image of his family-run corporation. The conflicts 
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provided room to negotiate with the parental culture. However, the film undermined 

the possibility of negotiation by signifying the influence of Western culture on young 

people as a disease. The film connoted long hair with mental problems. The 

beginning of Young Lovers mentions a rumor spread in the corporation that Yingwei 

had gone crazy during his study in the United Kingdom. As the female protagonist, 

Yufeng (Jenny Hu), shows a picture of him with long hair to explain how the rumor 

started. Yufeng, representing the young generation, does not refute the connection 

between long hair and mental problems. When Western culture conflicted with local 

values, like the clash of the images between prospective pillars of the local society 

and the Western hippies in Young Lovers, Western culture was set up to connote 

mental problems. The film did not have any disposition to appreciate the 

contemporary rebellious youth culture symbolized by long hair in particular, and a 

different culture in general. 

 

Figure 5-3: The 

appearance of the 

male protagonist in 

Young Lovers is 

modeled in the image 

of the Beatles 

Western culture was less a problem for young female characters because 

Western elements on female bodies facilitated visual pleasure for male audiences. 

Inoue’s youth musical films satisfied “a double spectator position – of young 
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audiences’ self-image/imitation and of male, middle-aged, visual pleasure.” 468 For 

male audiences’ visual pleasure, Western fashion trends like mini-skirts showing 

women’s legs in the dancing scenes, and bikinis showing their bodies at a poolside 

location that is only vaguely relevant to the plot are some of the frequently examples 

of sexism that appear in the films. Moreover, Western culture was less a problem for 

women if they were Eurasians – objects of sexual desire. In Young Lovers, Yingwei 

desires blonde girls. To cut his hair when he is drunk, Yufeng puts on a blonde wig to 

seduce him at a bar and follows him back home. The scene in which Yufeng looks 

Caucasian, together with her seduction, provided male audiences with visual 

pleasure. However, the film made the casual attitude to sex uncontroversial. The 

purpose of cutting hair, which signified abiding by the local norms, justified every 

“misdeed.” Moreover, putting on a blonde wig, Yufeng represents a Caucasian. Once 

Yufeng takes off the wig, she is a locally accepted decent girl assisting Yingwei in 

adhering to societal expectations. The actress who played Yufeng complicated the 

example of “putting on” Western culture like fashion. Jenny Hu was born to German 

and Chinese parents. She looked Eurasian. Jenny Hu also spent her teenage years in 

Germany. How did her star image avoid the “internalized other”? 469 While 

promoting her physical appearance as being similar to Audrey Hepburn, the publicity 

emphasized that she was Chinese by directly pointing out her identification as 

Chinese. 470 She had many “boyfriends” when she lived in Germany. She explained 
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that she went to parties with them, but indeed they were ordinary friends. 471 Her 

attitude towards relationship remained acceptable by Chinese society’s norms, while 

“boyfriends” were only for social situations in Germany. Once she was back in Hong 

Kong, stripping away her Western culture was like taking off the costumes, and her 

ethnicity and attitudes remained Chinese. The Western culture was only “faces.” 

Similar to fashion, these features could be put on and taken off. The films 

demonstrated the Western elements, but without internalizing the other cultures. As a 

result, the films manifested hybridization, which did not challenge any norms. Once 

he had his haircut, akin to “taking off” the Western culture, Yingwei in Young Lovers 

is a locally accepted enthusiastic young person.  

Consumption-based Cosmopolitanism and Class Issues in Hong Kong Remakes 

Ethnicity was an easy fix in the films, while class was not. As discussed in 

Chapter 4, Shaw Brothers considered Hong Kong not as a lived space, but a borrowed 

place for situating itself as a colonial enterprise. As a colonial enterprise in the 

borrowed place, Shaw Brothers could take on several ethnic and cultural positions. 

However, class was not an easy fix given Shaw Brothers was a commercial studio 

aligning to capitalism during the Cold War. Capitalism advocating consumption 

benefited the studio’s box office income. More importantly, class in capitalism 

helped maintain Shaw Brothers’ hegemony. The studio had invested in promoting 

itself with a world-class image through AFF, star image, and working with Japanese 

filmmakers. Audiences would appreciate a studio being world-class only if they 
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defined identities by class and looked up to an upper class. Watching movies 

produced by studios with the world-class image reflected their taste, and in turn, the 

audiences categorized themselves into an upper social class. Such a belief, rooted in 

class structure, influenced audiences’ preferences for movies by world-class studios 

over others. Together with the promotion of consumption, Shaw Brothers could profit 

and maintain its hegemonic position.  

What Shaw Brothers provided for the self-image of and imitation by young 

audiences was a consumption-based cosmopolitanism, made possible by economic 

and cultural capitals. In the films, the female protagonists modeled the latest fashion 

of the West. To further encourage young audiences to imitate the protagonists in the 

films, Southern Screen had a special feature written by the films’ fashion designers. 

The feature showed the designers’ illustrations with descriptions of the costumes’ 

traits. For example, in the feature about the costumes in The Millionaire Chase, the 

caption said “mini-outfit much in vogue” supplemented with illustrations of each 

character in mini-skirts. 472 The designer further assured that this fashion represented 

the latest trends, describing the attire as “the newest,” “fresh,” and “showing 

youthfulness.” She further explained how these dresses were suitable for different 

occasions. The occasions echoed the scenes in which the young characters enjoy go-

go dancing and go swimming in The Millionaire Chase. The fashion and the 

occasions highlighted in the magazine worked hand-in-hand with the scenes in the 

films for young audiences to identify with. In addition to physical appearance, the 
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magazine taught the readers how to do go-go dancing so that they too could enjoy 

dancing parties just as the characters did in the films. To enhance the audiences’ 

identification with the characters, the leading actor and actress of The Singing Escort 

demonstrated a dance, step by step. 473 

To imitate the latest global trend was not merely a matter of tastes, but a 

matter of institutions, made possible by social, cultural, and economic capitals. 474 

The films demonstrated that class position was the key to becoming a global (and 

globetrotting) cosmopolitan. The young “cosmopolitan” characters did not provide 

alternative identification but mainstream class-defined identities. Being middle-class 

was what they yearned. Above all, they strived for upward social mobility. Moreover, 

although home was class-bound and the characters escape from home, personal career 

ambition did not conflict with family value in Inoue’s backstage musicals. Jane Feuer 

argues that self-reflexive backstage musicals reaffirm shared values instead of 

deconstructing the codes of the genre. 475 An oscillation between demystification and 

remythicization constituted the myth of entertainment. 476 Backstage musicals detail 

the maturation of a show usually in the form of rehearsal sequences. The element of 

going-behind-the-scenes demystifies the production of entertainment. 477 However, 

demystification is countered by the myth of spontaneity, the myth of integration, and 

the myth of the audience. The myth of spontaneity suggests that musicals are not 
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artificial but natural. Spontaneous performances out of a responsive attitude towards 

life conceal the fact of the rehearsals required for song-and-dance sequences and the 

calculated camera positions and movements in the musicals. 478 The myth of 

integration suggests that the achievement of personal fulfillment goes hand in hand 

with the enjoyment of entertainment. 479 Also, the myth of the audience provides 

identification for audiences of the film by using theatrical audiences in the film. 480 

Making use of these myths, Inoue’s youth musicals reaffirmed patriarch family 

values. 

The differences between King Drummer and Man Who Causes a Storm 

proved that class was more of a prominent subject matter in the Hong Kong remake 

than in the original Japanese film. In the first scene of King Drummer, Sun Zhiqiang 

(Ling Yun) is a fisherman who uses oil cans setup on a pier as his drum set (figure 5-

4). The opening title sequence, which also functions as a flashforward, shows 

Zhiqiang in a tuxedo, playing a glittering, professional-looking drum set (figure 5-5). 

Cross cuts reveal that he is competing with another drummer. The competition, which 

is part of the subsequent plot in the narrative, shows that Zhiqiang surpasses the 

internationally acclaimed drummer and has risen to the top of the industry. King 

Drummer revolved around the transformation of Zhiqiang from a fisherman to an 

internationally renowned drummer. It portrayed Zhiqiang’s upward social mobility 

from working class to professional middle-class. The contrast between the homes of 

Zhiqiang and his female manager connoted that the upward social mobility involved 

                                                 
478 Ibid., 545-549. 
479 Ibid., 549-551. 
480 Ibid., 551-554. 
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an accumulation of both economic and cultural capitals. Zhiqiang comes from a 

working-class family. His home is also a workplace. At home, his mother is always 

working, often shown sewing a pile of clothes or washing dishes in the restaurant 

below in order to earn a living (figure 5-6). There are no apparent boundaries between 

home and workplace. The mother disapproves of her son’s pursuit of a career in the 

music industry because she believes that her husband, who was a musician, was the 

cause of the family’s current poverty. Contrastingly, the manager’s apartment where 

Zhiqiang stays for his training is a two-story house (figure 5-7). In addition to being a 

spacious house for the middle-class, it’s also a space where cosmopolitans live. The 

manager’s family runs business overseas, and the manager has studied abroad. The 

house signified that becoming an international drummer went together with an 

increase of economic and cultural capital, just like what the manager acquired. To 

demonstrate Zhiqiang’s determination to succeed in forging a career in the music 

industry, the film shows his training process and behind-the-scenes footage of his 

performance on TV.  In this way, the film, in turn, demystifies the production of 

entertainment. However, “the self-reflective musical asserts the integrative effect of 

musical performance.” 481 Zhiqiang’s sacrifices of his career and love for his young 

brother’s musical debut led to the finale of his brother’s conducting an orchestral 

concert. His brother’s successful performance was “bound up with success in love, 

with the integration of the individual into a community or a group, and even with the 

merger of high art with popular art.” 482 As the younger brother led an orchestra, 

Zhiqiang’s mother suddenly realized that being a musician was also a respectful 

                                                 
481 Ibid., 549. 
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career and that she misunderstood Zhiqiang, who actually played jazz instead. The 

performance was bound up with the merger of high art with popular art, with the 

integration of Zhiqiang, who left home to pursue his career, back into a family. 

 

Figure 5-4: Zhiqiang 

is a fisherman in the 

first scene of King 

Drummer  

 

Figure 5-5: Zhiqiang 

in a tuxedo in the 

opening title 

sequence  

 

Figure 5-6: 

Zhiqiang’s mother is 

working at home in 

King Drummer 
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Figure 5-7: The 

spacious home of the 

manager in King 

Drummer 

Conversely, in the Japanese original, Man Who Causes a Storm, the 

protagonist Shōichi is seen to be working in the entertainment industry from the 

beginning of the film. Although he has become a famous drummer, the story does not 

depict an apparent shift from working class to professional middle-class. The 

different portrayals of homes in Man Who Causes a Storm and King Drummer also 

confirmed that upward social mobility was the goal of Zhiqiang in King Drummer but 

less so for Shōichi. The contrast between Shōichi’s home and the manager’s one was 

more of a binary between traditional and modern than class differences. Shōichi’s 

house is a regular Japanese room with tatami and kotatsu (a low wooden table 

covered by a blanket with a heat source underneath). His mother, dressed in 

traditional Japanese costumes, is doing household chores rather than working (figure 

5-8). She disapproves of Shōichi working in the music industry because Shōichi’s 

father, who was also a musician, had extra-marital affairs and abandoned them. 

Unlike King Drummer, Shōichi’s mother’s misunderstanding about the music 

industry is less related to finance but the cultivated playful attitude towards a 

relationship. The manager’s home is a two-story house demonstrating a contrast 

between modern and traditional. In addition to being more spacious than Shōichi’s 

home, it has modern furnishings with tables rather than kotatsu, and the latest 
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electrical appliances available in the late 1950s such as a fridge, toaster, and mixer 

(figure 5-9). Man Who Causes a Storm emphasized modern vs. traditional values as 

the narration, in the beginning, sets out a story about morality and love against the 

backdrop of the dark side of an entertainment industry prospering in the modern 

Ginza. 

 

Figure 5-8: A teapot and 

tatami in Shōichi’s 

home in Man Who 

Causes a Storm 

 

 

Figure 5-9: The latest 

electrical appliances in 

the manager’s home  

 

Shaw Brothers’ remake made less of a contrast between modern and 

traditional values. The film did not want to emphasize any contradictions between the 

two given that the adaptation of global youth cultural elements was for an appearance 

of cosmopolitanism but in reality re-confirmed patriarchal values. Leaving home 

provided the fantasy of breaking free from a class-bound home. However, leaving 
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home did not challenge the issue of class but merely provided aspirations for upward 

social mobility. In addition to the class issue, backstage musicals further brought the 

worldly ambitious female protagonists back to a patriarchal home.  

Patriarchal Family Values 

Here I focus on the motif of home for a comparison between Hong Kong 

Nocturne and The Night I Want to Dance to demonstrate that Shaw Brothers’ 

adaptation was more conservative than the Japanese original regarding the patriarchal 

family ideology. The Night I Want to Dance demonstrated a sense of female 

subjectivity although all of the daughters eventually returned to their father. Hong 

Kong Nocturne emphasized family ties over cosmopolitan ambitions. The two films 

have the same plotline: The three daughters have decided to leave home because their 

father rips them off of their hard-earned income to spend on his gold-digging lover. 

However, the three daughters in The Night I Want to Dance and Hong Kong Nocturne 

leave home in distinct manners. 

The eldest sister is the first one to make up her mind to leave home in both 

films. In The Night I Want to Dance, as she packs her things up at home, Mari 

(Mizutani Yaeko) sings in front of a mirror, which is a self-reflection. Her ambition 

for a successful career after leaving home is not an illusion as she sings confidently in 

reality, which is significantly different from Hong Kong Nocturne in which Tsui Tsui 

(Lily Ho) sings in a dream sequence. Tsui Tsui imagines a future where she becomes 

a star in Japan and marries her boyfriend. In the dream she is on a boat, in a wedding 
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dress. Thunderstorms come and rock the boat, but the lyrics mention her 

determination despite the storm (figure 5-10). Musical films “create dream sequence 

within musicals in order to obliterate the differences between dreams in film, dreams 

in ordinary life, and dreams as the fulfillment in ordinary life of the promises offered 

by the movies.” 483 Tsui Tsui’s career ambition and cosmopolitan aspirations were 

dreams in films rather than dreams in ordinary life. The dream was the film itself that 

offered an illusion of fulfillment of individual ambition.  

 

Figure 5-10: Tsui Tsui’s 

dream sequence in Hong 

Kong Nocturne  

In both films the youngest sister decides to leave home because she cannot 

tolerate her father’s request for her to perform a nude dance. The Night I Want to 

Dance demonstrates an unmistakable sign of breaking family ties, while Hong Kong 

Nocturne is subtle about the separation from family. Mitchi (Wanibuchi Haruko) in 

The Night I Want to Dance has a strong determination to separate from her father. 

After her father’s suggestion about dancing nude, she commits to leaving home 

despite not knowing where to go. Mitchi drops by a ballet school in the hope of 

finding shelter, earning a living, and fulfilling her aspirations of becoming a ballerina. 

The equivalent character in Hong Kong Nocturne, Ting Ting (Chin Ping), leaves 

                                                 
483 Jane Feuer, The Hollywood Musical (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 

1993), 73. 
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home in a very different manner. Even before her father’s degrading request, Ting 

Ting speaks to a student at a ballet school and learns that she can take up part-time 

jobs at the school while having ballet lessons. The Night I Want to Dance does not 

have this scene. Ting Ting’s collection of information in advance made her move out 

the equivalent of leaving home temporarily for study rather than breaking ties with 

the family. 

The most considerable difference between the two films is the portrayal of the 

elder sister. Chuen Chuen (Cheng Pei-Pei) in Hong Kong Nocturne epitomizes a 

dutiful wife and a devoted mother in a patriarchal society, while Yuri (Baishō 

Chieko) demonstrates a sense of female subjectivity. In both films, the elder sister 

leaves home and marries a music composer, Ichiro in The Night I Want to Dance and 

Tze-ching (Peter Chen) in Hong Kong Nocturne. The elder sister gives up her career 

in show business in both films. In The Night I Want to Dance, Yuri says she does not 

want to participate in the show because she wants to focus on her current job as a 

housewife. Yuri has become a stay-at-home wife. However, she considers being a 

housewife her job, which requires her to try her best just like any other profession, 

rather than sacrificing herself for the family. In Hong Kong Nocturne, Chuen Chuen 

says that she is quitting dancing for her pregnancy. She is happy to sacrifice herself 

for the next generation of the family. Without a child in The Night I Want to Dance, 

Yuri lives on for her own sake after Ichiro dies in an accident. Chuen Chuen lives on 

for Tze-ching’s son, as spelled out by Chuen Chuen in a scene in which she sees the 

spirit of Tze-ching. 
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In the end, all of the daughters return to their father. The film ends with the 

daughters performing on a stage and a montage visualizing each of their memories 

about their loss of love. Heterogeneous levels, the world onstage and world offstage, 

are created so that they may be homogenized in the end through the union of the 

romantic couple in a Hollywood musical. 484 In a Hong Kong musical, “the dual-

focus narrative and the formation of the couple is often displaced onto more platonic 

relations between family members.” 485 The daughters’ ambition and cosmopolitan 

aspirations in the world offstage merged with their final performance on stage. Their 

achievement of the performance went hand in hand with the enjoyment of 

entertainment. The myth of integration integrated the individual into a community. 

The daughters return to their father. Chuen Chuen’s memory about Tze-ching 

specifically reminds her of their son, a connection to the extended family. Musical 

films often contained a ritual which involves a celebration of shared belief, 486 a 

patriarchal family value in this case. 

The chapter finally notes that this myth of integration in Inoue’s backstage 

musical films as discussed above brought Hong Kong musical films closer to the 

style of Hollywood musical genre.  The Hong Kong musical from the late 1940s to 

the mid-1950s was usually a melodrama or a comedy disguised with song and dance 

sequences. 487 It assimilated ideas from early Mandarin sing-song films and 

                                                 
484 Ibid., 68. 
485

 Gary Needham, “Fashioning Modernity: Hollywood and the Hong Kong Musical 1957-64,” in East 

Asian Cinemas: Exploring Transnational Connections on Film, ed. Leon Hunt and Wing-Fai Leung 
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 Feuer, “The Self-Reflexive Musical and the Myth of Entertainment,” 555. 
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Hollywood musical. The Mandarin sing-song films in the late 1930s had many 

crooning sequences in which famous singing stars sang. 488 The singing sequences 

usually had little to do with the plot. These films were also lack of dance 

choreography. Even though in the late 1950s, Hong Kong musical films adapted 

songs from Western opera and jazz, had dance sequences, and attempted to integrate 

the sequences into the plot, they were different from the Hollywood backstage 

musical regarding the myth of integration. For example, the acclaimed first musical 

masterpiece of Hong Kong cinema, Mambo Girl (Evan Yang, 1957) is not a 

backstage musical, but a melodrama about the female protagonist who is talented in 

singing looks for her biological mother. The song-and-dance sequences demonstrated 

the talents of the star, Grace Chang. Like her other musical film, The Wild, Wild Rose 

(Wong Tin Lam, 1960), it is the singer that preoccupies the audiences’ attention. 489 

The focus of the stars in these films was unlike the myth of integration in backstage 

musicals that suggested the achievement of personal fulfillment in the story goes 

together with the enjoyment of entertainment. Indeed, there were backstage musicals 

in Hong Kong cinema such as Doe Chin’s Shaw Brothers productions, Les Belles 

(1960) and Dancing Millionaires (1964). Both films depicted a romantic comedy of 

performers in a dance troupe and portrayed behind-the-scenes and on-stage 

performances. However, the behind-the-scenes and on-stage performances did not 

oscillate between demystification and remythicization that constituted the myth of 

entertainment. The on-stage performances can be singled out as episodes for mere 

spectacle without much connection with the stories happened backstage. The 

                                                 
488 Ibid. 
489 Leo Ou-fan Lee, “The Popular and the Classical: Reminiscences on The Wild, Wild Rose,” in 

Cathay Story, ed. by Ain-ling Wong (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Film Archive, 2009), 94-102. 
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backstage functioned only more as a setting for incidents to take place than 

demystification of entertainment. A misunderstanding between the couples like 

mistaken identities took place more often than rehearsals at the backstage. Starting 

from these differences between Inoue’s musical films and those Hong Kong musicals 

from the 1950s and the early ‘60s, how Inoue refined Hong Kong musical deserves a 

further study.  

 

Conclusion 

This chapter considers the corpus of Inoue’s Shaw Brothers productions as an 

intermediary between Hong Kong and Japanese cinema. It has revisited Inoue’s 

original Japanese works and his Hong Kong remakes to examine how Hong Kong 

cinema gave its films a cosmopolitan style by adapting specific elements of Japanese 

films. It has argued that Inoue gave his Shaw Brothers productions a cosmopolitan 

outlook while reinforcing patriarchy in the films instead of encouraging the pursuit of 

cosmopolitan aspirations. 

Section I has analyzed how Inoue and his films served as a bridge for Shaw 

Brothers to manufacture a global outlook for its films. Inoue played a critical role in 

capturing the worldwide trend of youth culture for Shaw Brothers to explore a 

growing and lucrative teenage market in Hong Kong, Southeast Asia, and beyond. 

The corpus of Inoue’s Shaw Brothers productions provided an imaginary of 
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cosmopolitan catering to young audiences while having little incongruence with 

Shaw Brothers’ conservatism that promoted a patriarchal family ideology. Inoue’s 

experience in producing films that transformed Yūjirō’s controversial taiyōzoku 

image to that of a tough guy was welcomed by mass audiences. His versatility 

assisted Shaw Brothers’ production policy of having global popular youth cultural 

elements for mass entertainment. Travel, as the motif of Inoue’s films, provided a 

vehicle of cosmopolitan fantasy. Aspirations for cosmopolitanism provided young 

audiences with a fantasy of escaping the home and hence room to negotiate with the 

patriarchal family ideology. The protagonists left home to pursue freedom, career, 

and love. The absent portrayal of a home in the films enhanced a sense of non-

belonging to the family. Japan was the locus of aspirations for cosmopolitanism and 

provided not only the fantasy away from their homes but also a pathway to the global. 

The films treated Japan as a site of capitalist globalization and cosmopolitanism. The 

young characters go to Japan instead of other Asian countries to pursue their dreams. 

Conversely, the films approached other Asian countries from the perspective of 

“tradition” implying backwardness. By shooting on location in Japan, Shaw Brothers 

promoted its studio with an international image and characterized the protagonists in 

its films as cosmopolitans. Aspirations for cosmopolitanism and fantasy away from 

home in Inoue’s films that appealed to young audiences and facilitated Shaw Brothers 

exploration of the lucrative and expanding teenage markets worldwide. 

However, consumption-based cosmopolitanism and class-defined identities 

overshadowed these young cosmopolitans’ potential of negotiating with the parental 

culture. Inoue’s youth musicals depicted a wide variety of cultural objects, for 
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example, fashion, music, and dances that followed trends in the West. However, the 

rebellious youth culture symbolized by these cultural objects did not negotiate with 

parental values. When Western culture confronted local values, the films did not have 

any disposition to appreciate a different attitude. The films connoted Western culture 

to be a disease for Chinese men while employing Western elements on the female for 

male audiences’ visual pleasure. Therefore, Inoue’s youth musicals only had an 

appearance of cosmopolitanism rather than engaging with different cultures. What the 

films provided young audiences for self-image and imitation was a consumption-

based cosmopolitanism made possible by economic and cultural capitals. The films 

demonstrated that class position was the key to becoming a global cosmopolitan. The 

young “cosmopolitan” characters did not provide alternative identification but the 

middle-class fantasies. The chapter has analyzed the differences between King 

Drummer and Man Who Causes a Storm and has proved that class was a far more 

prominent subject matter in the Hong Kong remake than in the original Japanese film. 

Also, Inoue’s youth musicals re-affirmed patriarchal values. The myth of integration 

in backstage musical brought the worldly ambitious female protagonists in Hong 

Kong Nocturne back to patriarchy more potently than The Night I Want to Dance. 
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Conclusion 

 This dissertation has politicized the collaboration between Japanese and Hong 

Kong cinema during the Cold War by demonstrating the complex negotiation 

between the two cinemas. It has argued that the two-sided collaboration was fraught 

with memories of the war, as well as corporate and cultural competition. Through 

collaborating with the Hong Kong film industry, Japanese cinema attempted to 

maintain its hegemony and dominance in Asia, in which its desire of consolidating 

Asia under Japan’s leadership of the Greater East Asian Film Sphere in wartime 

lingered. Though Japanese cinema sought to gain recognition from the West during 

the Cold War by embracing its newfound capitalistic freedoms and economic and 

technological success, wartime sentiments of empire and dominance lingered in 

Japanese cinema’s idea of leadership through formats such as film festival, co-

produced films, and the construction of star image. On the other hand, Hong Kong 

cinema’s desire to be a recognized world-class film industry drove it to seek out and 

seek collaboration with Japanese cinema in order to leverage its talents and advanced 

film techniques. The two leading studios, Cathay Organization and Shaw Brothers, 

promoted themselves as equal partners of a stronger and older film industry and 

hence, Hong Kong cinema improved its position in the hierarchy.  

 In this new partnership, both Japanese and Hong Kong cinema contended to 

construct a worldview that favored their own interests for capturing the global market 

during the Cold War. This dissertation has studied how the two cinemas collaborated 

and competed to construct an imaginary of cosmopolitanism through four specific 
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aspects discussed in each chapter. They are: participation in AFF, construction of star 

image in co-produced films, the characteristics of mukokuseki in films, i.e., the 

cinematic practice of mixing genres’ conventions, and adaptation of Japanese films. It 

has read cosmopolitanism as a worldview: a disposition of an individual that 

corresponds to an enlarged sense of community. The worldliness of cosmopolitanism 

assisted Cathay Organization and Shaw Brothers to transcend the tricky position of 

representing a national Chinese identity among several markets when positioning its 

films for its Chinese diasporic markets. The rise of nationalism in Southeast Asia, as 

well as tensions between communist China and Taiwan, made the national sense of a 

Chinese identity sensitive. Cosmopolitanism promoted identification beyond 

nationality. This became a key strategy for the Hong Kong film industry in order to 

avoid national affiliation and to brand itself as world-class. On the other contrary, 

Japanese cinema reiterated the cosmopolitan ideas of privileging its ethnicity in 

collaboration with Hong Kong cinema. Cosmopolitanism does not promise a change 

from cultural particularity to universalism and has its inherent tensions with the 

ideals. The idea of privileging a specific group inherent in cosmopolitanism, to the 

extreme, can be imperialist.  

 To study the competition, the dissertation has conceptualized the tension 

between Hong Kong and Japanese cinema as a spatial struggle, in which the 

materiality of space played a critical role. The materiality of space emphasizes space 

as a set of relations between the production of space and the space of production. 

Moreover, the interplay between the production of space and the space of production 

is an ongoing process. Strictly speaking, space is always under construction. The 
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significance of conceptualizing space as material lies in mobilizing the relationship 

between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema. The relationship produced during the 

collaboration was also a means of production that enacted and constrained the 

political and cultural relations between the two cinemas. Recognizing the 

heterogeneity and simultaneity allows us to analyze Japanese and Hong Kong cinema 

as two coeval and diversifying forces that contested in the space where they 

interrelated. It is in this sense that Chapter 2 has conceptualized AFF and the 

subsequent co-production projects, such as Yōkihi, as sites of cultural struggle 

between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema. It has delineated the tensions at the site 

where Japanese cinema intended to demonstrate its technological superiority to 

justify its leadership in Asia when confronting the West during the Cold War. This 

idea of consolidating Asia under Japan’s leadership extended from the Greater East 

Asian Film Sphere to AFF. At this site of cultural struggle, Hong Kong cinema 

strived to be a high-class global player. Hong Kong’s film industry adopted the 

Japanese film discourse of an apolitical view of film to justify its participation in 

AFF. It further claimed that the participation was for elevating the production 

standards of the national film industry, in which the nation referred to was an 

amalgamation of the Chinese-diaspora. To be an international player, Hong Kong’s 

film industry endeavored to improve its technological standards of production 

because it believed that technology was the key to gaining recognition in the West. In 

other words, Hong Kong cinema adopted the technologizing-centric idea from 

Japanese cinema at the site of cultural struggle.  
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Another significant competition between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema 

occurred in the process of constructing a star image in the co-produced films, such as 

Hong Kong Trilogy. Chapter 3 has conceptualized a star body as a space of 

negotiation to examine the structured polysemy of Hong Kong actress Lucilla Yu to 

illustrate the tension in the collaboration. The dialectics of materiality of space, i.e., 

the perceived-conceived-live triad, provides a framework for analyzing cinema’s role 

in our conception of the world. Cinema plays a critical role in the dialectic 

relationship between the perceived and conceived realms, as well as filling the lived 

realm with images and symbols, in which one of them is a star image. The break-

down of space into the perceived and conceived realms is in congruence with 

dividing a star image into nikutai and shintai. Japanese cinema employed the 

dialectics between nikutai and shintai to construct Yu’s embodiment of the tōyō 

imaginary, which articulated Japan’s desire for containing Asia while mediating 

between Asia and the West during the Cold War. Through the dialectics between 

nikutai and shintai, Japanese cinema established Yu’s embodiment of Japan’s cultural 

proximity with Asia on the one hand. She was physically similar to the Japanese, and 

the physical similarities connoted conformity with Japanese culture. On the other 

hand, being similar to the Japanese did not make her the same as the Japanese. The 

publicity emphasized her imperfect Japanese language abilities and in turn, 

foregrounded her foreign body. In the process of constructing her star image, Yu was 

a non-autonomous object to be defined by Japan for Japan. Contrastingly, Hong Kong 

cinema constructed Yu’s embodiment of the cosmopolitan imaginary through co-

production with Japanese cinema. Location filming in Japan and other Southeast 

Asian countries demonstrated Yu’s flexible and adaptable body for traveling around 
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the world and hence, provided the fantasy of being cosmopolitan. Although the 

collaboration with the Japanese film industry facilitated the construction of a 

cosmopolitan image of Yu, the process was full of tensions and ambivalence. Cathay 

Organization had to disassociate Yu from Ri Kōran, a wartime songstress in the 

Continental Trilogy, and protected Yu’s sacred image. Nonetheless, Cathay 

Organization made use of Yu’s cosmopolitan image to promote itself as a world-class 

studio. Through the image of the star, a cosmopolitan glamor refocused on Hong 

Kong and gaze from outside promoted Hong Kong cinema’s international status.  

When Japanese and Hong Kong cinema attempted to establish itself as a 

dominant geographic center in Asia, their competition took place in a regional space. 

Chapter 4 has used the perspective of mukokuseki, i.e., border-crossing, to direct 

attention to the geography. Space as the product of interrelation historicizes regional 

space and provides us with methods to investigate the tensions between the global 

and the local. The chapter has discussed the uneven power relation between the two 

cinemas concerning the access to a global form of filmmaking, which included 

rational production and film style. It has considered the border-crossing of Japanese 

filmmakers to Hong Kong as the flow of human capital from Japan to Hong Kong. 

Instead of competing with Japanese cinema directly, Shaw Brothers had the Japanese 

talents come work in Hong Kong. The studio demonstrated itself as a site of 

mediation to absorb their expertise. The contracted Nikkatsu Action directors 

provided Shaw Brothers’ films an international facade by a cinematic practice of 

mixing conventions of Hollywood and local genres. The Wanderer series of Nikkatsu 

Action fused Hollywood Westerns and matatabi mono, while Shaw Brothers’ action 
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adaptations mixed James Bond narratives and tropes with the orphan pathos in 

postwar Hong Kong cinema. The recurrent narrative of searching for one’s roots in 

Shaw Brothers’ Bond films indicates an inherent contradiction in these borderless 

cosmopolitan characters. 

The last chapter has furthered the discussion on how Hong Kong cinema 

transformed its films into a cosmopolitan style through adapting Japanese cinema. 

While Chapter 4 has analyzed Nikkatsu Action and Shaw Brothers’ adaptations, 

Chapter 5 has examined Inoue’s youth musicals and his Hong Kong remakes. The 

corpus of Inoue’s Shaw Brothers production was an intermediary between Hong 

Kong and Japanese cinema. Inoue and his films served as a bridge for Shaw Brothers 

to manufacture a global outlook for its films. He played a critical role in capturing the 

worldwide trend of youth culture for Shaw Brothers to explore a growing and 

lucrative teenage market in Hong Kong, Southeast Asia, and beyond. Travel, as the 

motif of his youth musicals, provided young audiences a vehicle of cosmopolitan 

fantasy. The films treated Japan as a site of capitalist globalization and 

cosmopolitanism. Japan provided not only the fantasy away from home but also a 

pathway to the global. Aspirations for cosmopolitanism provided young audiences 

with a fantasy away from home and hence, room to negotiate with the patriarchal 

family ideology. However, Inoue’s Hong Kong remakes had little incongruence with 

Shaw Brothers’ conservatism that promoted patriarchy. Consumption-based 

cosmopolitanism and class-defined identities in his films overshadowed these young 

cosmopolitans’ potentials of negotiating with the parental culture. 
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Through studying the collaboration and competition between Japanese and 

Hong Kong cinema, this dissertation has argued that the spatial struggle with 

Japanese cinema during the Cold War contributed significantly to the construction 

process of Hong Kong cinema as international and cosmopolitan when it strived to 

de-imperialize the dominant forces of Japanese cinema. Moreover, the analysis of the 

spatial struggle with Hong Kong cinema has demonstrated Japanese cinema’s 

attempts to define itself as a leader in Asia while confronting the West during the 

Cold War. This dissertation has demonstrated that Japanese cinema and Hong Kong 

cinema were not two national cinemas defined by fixed national boundaries. The 

spatial struggle between Japanese and Hong Kong cinema is essential to understand 

both cinemas. 
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Appendix I 

Partial List of Films Viewed  

Format: 

English title (if any) [Japanese title/ romanized Japanese title]. Director. Studio, year. 

English title [Chinese title/ romanized Chinese title]. Director. Studio, year. 

 

 

A Cause to Kill [殺機/ Shaji] Murayama Mitsuo. Shaw Brothers, 1970. 

 

A Night in Hong Kong [香港の夜/ Honkon no yoru] Chiba Yasuki. Tōhō and Cathay 

Organization, 1961. 

 

A Secret Rendezvous [密会/ Mikkai] Nakahira Kō. Nikkatsu, 1959. 

 

Air Hostness [空中小姐/ Kongzhong xiaojie] Evan Yang. Cathay Organization, 1959. 

 

All in the Family [家有喜事/ Jiayouxishi] Wong Tin Lam. Cathay Organization, 

1959. 

 

An American in Paris. Vincente Minnelli. MGM, 1951.  

 

Angel with the Iron Fist [鐵觀音/ Tie guanyin] Lo Wei. Shaw Brothers, 1967.  

 

Apartment for Ladies [女子公寓/ Nuzi gongyu] Inoue Umetsgu. Shaw Brothers, 

1970. 

 

Asakusa no akari odoriko monogatari [浅草の灯踊り子物語] Saitō Buichi. 

Nikkatsu, 1964. 

 

Asia Pol [亞洲秘密警察/ Yazhou mimi jingcha] Matsuo Akinori. Shaw Brothers, 

1966. 

 

Atariya taishō [当りや大将] Nakahira Kō. Nikkatsu, 1962. 
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Bachelor Beware [温柔鄉/ Wenrouxiang] Evan Yang. Cathay Organization, 1960. 

 

Because of Her [教我如何不想她/ Jiaowo ruhe bu xiangta] Evan Yang and Wong 

Tin Lam. Cathay Organization, 1963. 

 

Black Falcon [黑鷹/ Heiying] Furukawa Takumi. Shaw Brothers, 1967. 

 

Blue Skies [艷陽天/ Yanyangtian] Sit Kwan. Shaw Brothers, 1967.  

 

Branded to Kill [殺しの烙印/ Koroshi no rakuin] Suzuki Seijun. Nikkatsu, 1967. 

 

Carmen from Kawachi [河内カルメン/ Kawauchi karumen] Suzuki Seijun. 

Nikkatsu, 1966. 

 

China Nights [支那の夜/ Shina no yoru] Fushimi Osamu. Tōhō and Zhonghau 

[China] Film Company Limited, 1940. 

 

Cinderella and Her Little Angels [雲裳艷后/ Yunchang yanhou] Tang Huang. Cathay 

Organization, 1959. 

 

Crazed Fruit [狂った果実/ Kurutta kajitsu] Nakahira Kō. Nikkatsu, 1956. 

 

Crazy Cats Go to Hong Kong [香港クレージー作戦/ Honkon kurējī sakusen] Sugie 

Toshio. Tōhō, 1963. 

 

Crimson Wings [紅の翼/ Beni no tsubasa] Nakahira Kō. Nikkatsu, 1958. 

 

Cruel Gun Story [拳銃残酷物語/ Kenjū zankoku monogatari] Furukawa Takumi. 

Nikkatsu, 1964. 

 

Dairy of a Lady Killer [獵人/ Lieren] Nakahira Kō. Shaw Brothers, 1969. 

 

Danger Paws [危いことなら銭になる/ Abunai koto nara zeni ni naru] Nakahira 

Kō. Nikkatsu, 1962. 

 

Diau Charn [貂蟬/ Diaochan] Li Han-hsiang. Shaw Brothers, 1958.  

 

Eternity [萬世流芳/ Wanshiliufang] Bu wancang, Maxu weibang, Zhu shilin. 

Zhonghau [China] Film Company Limited and Manei, 1944. 
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Empress Wu [武則天/ Wuzetian] Li Han-hsiang. Shaw Brothers, 1963.  

 

Father Takes a Bride [小兒女/ Xiaoernu] Wong Tin Lam. Cathay Organization, 

1963. 

 

Fangs of the Night [夜の牙/ Yoru no kiba] Inoue Umetsugu. Nikkatsu, 1958. 

 

Farewell to Southern Tosa [南国土佐を後にして] Saitō Buichi. Nikkatsu, 1959. 

 

Fighting Elegy [けんかえれじい/ Kenka ere jii] Suzuki Seijun. Nikkatsu, 1966. 

 

Flower Drum Song. Henry Koster. Universal Pictures, 1961. 

 

Gate of Flesh [肉体の門/ Nikutai no mon] Suzuki Seijun. Nikkatsu, 1964. 

 

Gate of Hell [地獄門/ Jigokumon] Kinugasa Teinosuke. Daiei, 1953.  

 

Geishun hana [迎春花/ Geishun hana] Sasaki Yusushi. Shōchiku and Manei, 1942. 

 

Gendaikko [現代っ子] Nakahira Kō. Nikkatsu, 1963. 

 

Gesshoku [月蝕] Inoue Umetsugu. Nikkatsu, 1956. 

 

Ginza kankan musume [銀座カンカン娘] Shima Kōji. Shin Tōhō, 1949. 

 

Happily Ever After [快樂天使/ Kuaile tianshi] Evan Yang. Cathay Organization, 

1960. 

 

Her Pearly Tears [珍珠淚/ Zhenzhu lei] Wong Tin Lam. Cathay Organization, 1962.  

 

Her Tender Heart [玉女私情/ Yunu siqing] Tang Haung. Cathay Organization, 1959. 

 

Hong Kong Nocturne [香江花月夜/ Xiangjiang huayue ye] Inoue Umetsgu. Shaw 

Brothers, 1967. 

 

Hong Kong Rhapsody [花月良宵/ Huayue liangxiao] Inoue Umetsgu. Shaw 

Brothers, 1968.  
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Honolulu Tokyo Hong Kong [ホノルル・東京・香港/ Honoruru. tōkyō. honkon] 

Chiba Yasuki. Tōhō and Cathay Organization, 1963. 

 

House of Bamboo [東京暗黒街・竹の家/ Tōkyō ankoku gai. take no ie] Samuel 

Fuller. 20th Century Fox, 1955.  

 

Interpol [特警零零九/ Tejing linglingjiu] Nakahira Kō. Shaw Brothers, 1967. 

 

Japanese War Bride [東は東/ Higashi wa higashi] King Vidor, 20th Century Fox, 

1952. 

 

Johnny Guitar, Nicholas Ray, Republic Pictures, 1954. 

 

King Drummer [青春鼓王/ Qingchun guwang] Inoue Umetsgu. Shaw Brothers, 1967. 

 

Koi no kisetsu [恋の季節] Inoue Umetsugu. Shochiku, 1969. 

 

Last Woman of Shang [妲己/ Daji] Yue Feng. Shaw Brothers, 1964. 

 

Les Belles [千嬌百媚/ Qianjiao baimei] Doe Chin. Shaw Brothers. 1961. 

 

Long Ditch Glory [五人の突撃隊/ Go nin no totsugeki tai] Inoue Umetsugu. Daiei, 

1961. 

 

Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing. Henry King. 20th Century Fox, 1955. 

 

Love Parade [花團錦簇/ Huatuan jincu] Doe Chin. Shaw Brothers, 1963. 

 

Love Without End [不了情/ Buliaoqing] Doe Chin. Shaw Brothers, 1961. 

 

Lovers Rock [情人石/ Qingrenshi] Pan Lei. Shaw Brothers, 1964.  

 

Madame White Snake [白蛇傳/ Baishechuan] Yueh Feng, Shaw Brothers, 1962. 

 

Mambo Girl [曼波女郎/ Manbo nulang] Evan Yang. Cathay Organization, 1957. 

 

Man Who Cause a Storm [嵐を呼ぶ男/ Arashi o yobu otoko] Inoue Umetsugu. 

Nikkatsu, 1957. 
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Musume jūroku jazu sai [娘十六ジャズ祭] Inoue Umetsugu. Shin Tōhō, 1954. 

 

Only on Mondays [月曜日のユカ/ Getsuyōbi no yuka] Nakahira Kō. Nikkatsu, 1964. 

 

Otemba sannin shimai: Odoru taiyō [お転婆三人姉妹 踊る太陽] Inoue 

Umetsugu. Nikkatsu, 1957. 

 

Our Sister Hedy [四千金/ Siqianjin] Doe Chin. Cathay Organization, 1957. 

 

Princess Yōkihi [楊貴妃/ Yōkihi] Mizoguchi Kenji. Daiei and Shaw Brothers, 1955. 

 

Punishment Room [処刑の部屋/ Shokei no heya] Ichikawa Kon. Daiei, 1956. 

 

Rambling in the Sea [大海原を行く渡り鳥/ Dai unabara o iku wataridori] Saitō 

Buichi. Nikkatsu, 1961. 

 

Rashomon [羅生門/ Rashōmon] Kurosawa Akira. Daiei, 1950.  

 

Rear Entrance [後門/ Houmen] Li Han-hsiang. Shaw Brothers, 1960. 

 

Red Handkerchief [赤いハンカチ/ Akai hankachi] Masuda Toshio. Nikkatsu, 1964. 

 

Red Quay/ Left Hand of Jirō [赤い波止場] Masuda Toshio. Nikkatsu, 1958. 

 

Return of the Vagabond [渡り鳥いつまた帰る/ Wataridori i tsu mata kaeru] Saitō 

Buichi. Nikkatsu, 1960. 

 

Romance of the Forbidden City [深宮怨/ Shengong yuan] Wong Tin Lam. Cathay 

Organization, 1964. 

 

Rusty Knife [錆びたナイフ/ Sabi ta naifu] Masuda Toshio. Nikkatsu, 1958. 

 

Sayon no kane [サヨンの鐘/ Sayon no kane] Shimizu Hiroshi. Shōchiku and Manei, 

1943. 

 

Scandal [醜聞/ Sukyandaru] Kurosawa Akira. Shōchiku, 1950. 

 

Season of the Sun [太陽の季節/ Taiyō no kisetsu] Furukawa Takumi. Nikkatsu, 

1956. 
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Seishun jazu musume [青春ジャズ娘] Matsubayashi Shue. Shin Tōhō, 1953. 

 

Shane, George Stevens. Paramount Pictures, 1953. 

 

Song of the White Orchid [白蘭の歌/ Hakuran no uta] Watanabe Kunio. Manei and 

Tōhō, 1939.  

 

Star of Hong Kong [香港の星/ Honkon no hoshi] Chiba Yasuki. Tōhō and Cathay 

Organization, 1962. 

 

Spring Song [青春兒女/ Qingchun ernu] Evan Yang. Cathay Organization, 1959. 

 

Summer Heat [狂戀詩/ Kuanglianshi] Nakahira Kō. Shaw Brothers, 1968. 

 

Summon to Death [催命符/ Cuimingfu] Lo Weo. Shaw Brothers, 1967.  

 

Sunset [夕陽戀人/ Xiyang lianren] Inoue Umetsgu. Shaw Brothers, 1971.  

 

Susanna [珊珊/ Shanshan] Ho Meng Hua. Shaw Brothers, 1967.  

 

That Guy and I [あいつと私/ Aitsu to watashi] Nakahira Kō. Nikkatsu, 1961. 

 

That Wonderful Guy [素晴しき男性/ Subarashiki dansei] Inoue Umetsugu. 

Nikkatsu, 1958. 

 

The Black Gambler [黒い賭博師/ Kuroi tobaku shi] Nakahira Kō. Nikkatsu, 1965. 

 

The Blue and the Black [藍與黑/ Lanyuhei] Doe Chin. Shaw Brothers, 1966.  

 

The Champion [勝利者/ Shōri sha] Inoue Umetsugu. Nikkatsu, 1957. 

 

The Dancing Millionaires [萬花迎春/ Wanhua yingchun] Doe Chin. Shaw Brothers, 

1964.  

 

The Eagle and the Hawk [鷲と鷹/ Washi to taka] Inoue Umetsugu. Nikkatsu, 1957. 

 

The Five Billion Dollar Legacy [遺產伍億圓/ Yichan wuyiyuan] Inoue Umetsgu. 

Shaw Brothers, 1970.  
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The Hunter’s Diary [猟人日記/ Ryōjin nikki] Nakahira Kō. Nikkatsu, 1964. 

 

The Guitarist and the Rancher [口笛が流れる港町/ Kuchibue ga nagareru 

minatochō] Saitō Buichi. Nikkatsu, 1960. 

 

The Lady Professional [女殺手/ Nu shashou] Matsuo Akinori. Shaw Brothers, 1971. 

 

The Lark [小雲雀/ Xiaoyunque] Sit Kwan. Shaw Brothers, 1965.  

 

The Legend of the White Serpent [白夫人の妖恋/ Byakufujin no yōren] Toyoda 

Shirō. Tōhō and Shaw Brothers, 1956.  

 

The Love Eterne [梁山伯與祝英台/ Liangshanbo yu zhuyingtai] Li Han-Hsiang. 

Shaw Brothers, 1963.  

 

The Magic Lamp [寶蓮燈/ Baoliandeng] Wong Tin Lam. Cathay Organization, 1964.  

 

The Magnificent Concubine [楊貴妃/ Yangguifei] Li Han-Hsiang, Shaw Brothers, 

1962.  

 

The Millionaire Chase [釣金龜/ Diaojingui] Inoue Umetsgu. Shaw Brothers, 1969.  

 

The Night I Want to Dance [踊りたい夜/ Odori tai yoru] Inoue Umetsugu. Shochiku, 

1963. 

 

The Rambler in the Sunset [赤い夕陽の渡り鳥/ Akai yūhi no wataridori] Saitō 

Buichi. Nikkatsu, 1960. 

 

The Rambler Rides Again [大草原の渡り鳥/ Dai sōgen no wataridori] Saitō Buichi. 

Nikkatsu, 1960. 

 

The Rambler under the Southern Cross [波濤を越える渡り鳥/ Hatou o koeru 

wataridori] Saitō Buichi. Nikkatsu, 1961. 

 

The Rambler Goes North [渡り鳥北へ帰る/ Wataridori kita e kaeru] Saitō Buichi. 

Nikkatsu, 1962. 

 

The Rambling Guitarist [ギターを持った渡り鳥] Saitō Buichi. Nikkatsu, 1959. 
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The Rambler Returns Home [渡り鳥故郷へ帰る/ Wataridori kokyō e kaeru] 

Ushihara Yoichi. Nikkatsu, 1962. 

 

The Refugee [亡命記/ Bōmeiki] Nomura Yoshitarō, Shōchiku and Cathay 

Organization, 1955. 

 

The Searchers, John Ford. Warner Brothers, 1956. 

 

The Shepherd Girl [山歌戀/ Shangelian] Lo Chen. Shaw Brothers, 1964.  

 

The Singing Escort [青春萬歳/ Qingchun wansui] Inoue Umetsgu. Shaw Brothers, 

1969.  

 

The Singing Thief [大盜歌王/ Dadao gewang] Chang Cheh. Shaw Brothers, 1969.  

 

The Tragedy of Today [完全な遊戯/ Kanzen na yūgi] Masuda Toshio. Nikkatsu, 

1958. 

 

The Venus Tear Diamond [鑽石艷盜/ Zuanshi yandao] Inoue Umetsgu. Shaw 

Brothers, 1970.  

 

The Wild, Wild Rose [野玫瑰之戀/ Yemeigui zhilian] Wong Tin Lam. Cathay 

Organization, 1960. 

 

The Yellow Muffler [玉女嬉春 Yunu xichun] Inoue Umetsgu. Shaw Brothers, 1971. 

 

The Young, Bad and Terrific Ones [若くて、悪くて、凄いこいつら/ Wakaku te, 

waruku te, sugoi koitsu ra] Nakahira Kō. Nikkatsu, 1962. 

 

There's No Business Like Show Business. Walter Lang. 20th Century Fox, 1954. 

 

Three Gentlemen from Tokyo [社長洋行記/ Shachō yōkō ki] Sugie Toshio. Tōhō and 

Cathay Organization, 1962. 

 

Three Gentlemen Return from Hong Kong [続・社長洋行記/ Zoku. Shachō yōkō ki] 

Sugie Toshio. Tōhō and Cathay Organization, 1962. 

 

Till the End of Time [何日君再來/ Heri jun zailai] Chun Kim. Shaw Brothers, 1966.  

 

Tokyo Drifter [東京流れ者/ Tōkyō nagare sha] Suzuki Seijun. Nikkatsu, 1966. 
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Tomorrow is Another Day [明日は明日の風が吹く/ Ashita wa ashita no kaze ga 

fuku] Inoue Umetsugu. Nikkatsu, 1958. 

 

Tragic Melody [桃花淚/ Taohua lei] Lo Wei. Cathay Organization, 1960. 

 

Tropical Interlude [椰林春戀/ Yelin chunlian] Shima Kōji. Shaw Brothers, 1969. 

 

Ugetsu Monogatari [雨月物語/ Ugetsu Monogatari] Mizoguchi Kenji. Daiei, 1953. 

 

Ukikusa no yado [浮草の宿] Suzuki Seijun. Nikkatsu, 1957. 

 

Vow in the Desert [熱砂の誓ひ/ Nessa no chikaihi] Watanabe Kunio. Tōhō and 

Zhonghau [China] Film Company Limited, 1940. 

 

Watshi no uguisu [私の鶯/ Watshi no uguisu] Shimatsu Yasujirō. Tōhō and Manei, 

1943.  

 

When the Snows Fell [泥だらけの純情/ Doro darake no junjō] Nakahira Kō. 

Nikkatsu, 1963. 

 

We Love Millionaires [我愛金龜婿/ Woai jinguixu] Inoue Umetsgu. Shaw Brothers, 

1971.  

 

Whose Baby is in the Classroom [女校春色/ Nuxiao chunse] Inoue Umetsgu. Shaw 

Brothers, 1970.  

 

Young Lovers [青春戀/ Qingchunlian] Inoue Umetsgu. Shaw Brothers, 1970.  

 

Youth of the Beast [野獣の青春/ Yajū no seishun] Suzuki Seijun. Nikkatsu, 1963. 
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Appendix II 

 

Hong Kong Award-winning Films and Some of the Entries in the AFF  

 

Year  

1954 

(1st) 
Song of Romance [勾魂艷曲/ Gouhun yanqu] Wang Yin, Shaw & Sons, 

1953. (Special Award) 

 

Tradition [傳統/ Chuantong] Tang Huang, Asia Pictures, 1955. (Entry) 

 

1955 

(2nd) 
The Orphan Girl [梅姑/ Meigu] Yan Jun, Shaws & Sons, 1956. (Special 

Award for Best Artistic Value and Best Child Actress) 

 

1956 

(3rd) 
The Long Lane [長巷/ Changxiang] Bu Wancang, Asia Pictures, 1956. 

(Best Screen Play) 

 

1957 

(4th) 
Gloomy Sunday [春去也/ Chunquye] Evan Yang, MP&GI, 1956. (Entry) 

 

Golden Lotus [金蓮花/ Jinlianhua] Yue Feng, MP&GI, 1957. (Best 

Actress) 

 

1958 

(5th) 
Diau Charn [貂蟬/ Diaochan] Li Han-hsiang, Shaw & Sons, 1958. (Best 

Director, Best Screenplay, Best Editing, Best Music, and Best Actress) 

 

Our Sister Hedy [四千金/ Siqianjin] Doe Chin, MP&GI, 1957. (Best 

Picture) 

 

Regrets [歸來/ Guilai] Chung Yau, Central Motion Pictures Corporation, 

1958 (Entry) 

 

Scarlet Doll [紅娃/ Hongwa] Yue Feng, MP&GI, 1958. (Entry) 

 

The Shoeshine Boy [擦鞋童/ Caxietong] Bu Wancang, Asia Pictures, 

1958. (Entry) 

 

1959 

(6th) 
Calendar Girl [龍翔鳳舞/ Longxiang fengwu] Doe Chin, MP&GI, 1959. 

(Best Music) 

 

Darling Daughter [千金小姐/ Qianjin xiaojie] Doe Chin, Shaw Brothers, 

1959. (Best Photography) 
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Her Tender Heart [玉女私情/ Yunu siqing] Tang Huang, MP&GI, 1959. 

(Best Editing and Best Actress) 

 

The Kingdom and the Beauty [江山美人/ Jiangshan meiren] Li Han-

hsiang, Shaw Brothers, 1959. (Best Picture) 

 

The Long Voyage Home [風雨歸舟/ Fengyu guizhou] Yan Jun, MP&GI, 

1959. (Entry) 

 

1960 

(7th) 
All in the Family [家有喜事/ Jiayou xishi] Wong Tin Lam, MP&GI, 

1959. (Best Director, Best Screenplay and Best Actress) 

 

Back Door [後門/ Houmen] Li Han-Hsiang, Shaw Brothers, 1960. (Best 

Picture and Education Minister’s Special Award) 

 

Devotion [母與女/ Mu yu nu] Tang Huang, MP&GI, 1960. (Best 

Supporting Actress) 

 

Twilight Hours [曉風殘月/ Xiaofeng canyue] Doe Chin, Shaw Brothers, 

1960. (Entry) 

 

Desire [慾網/ Yuwang] Doe Chin, Shaw Brothers, 1960. (Entry) 

 

1961 

(8th) 
Les Belles [千嬌百媚/ Qianjiao baimei] Doe Chin, Shaw Brothers, 1961. 

(Best Editing, Best Recording, Best Music, Best Art Direction, and Best 

Actress) 

 

The Deformed [畸人艷婦/ Jiren Yanfu] Yue Feng, Shaw Brothers, 1960. 

(Best Screenplay and Best Photography) 

 

The Swallow Thief [燕子盜/ Yanzi Dao] Yue Feng, Shaw Brothers, 1961. 

(Entry) 

 

The Wild, Wild Rose [野玫瑰之戀/ Yemeigui zhi lian] Wong Tin Lam, 

MP&GI, 1960. (Entry) 

 

1962 

(9th) 

 

Her Sister’s Keeper [姊妹情仇/ Zimei qingchou] Lo Chen, Shaw 

Brothers, 1963. (Entry) 
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Love without End [不了情/ Bu liaoqing] Doe Chin, Shaw Brothers, 1961. 

(Best Actress and Special Award for Best Theme Song) 

 

Sun, Moon and Star [星星月亮太陽/ Xingxing yueliang taiyang] Evan 

Yang, MP&GI, 1961. (Entry) 

 

1963 

(10th) 
Love Parade [花團錦簇/ Huatuan jincu] Doe Chin, Shaw Brothers, 1963. 

(Special Award for Best Comedy) 

 

The Love Eterne [梁山伯與祝英台/ Liangshanbo yu zhuyingtai] Li Han-

hsiang, Shaw Brothers, 1963. (Best Color Photography, Best Recording, 

Best Music, Best Art Direction) 

 

 

* The discrepancies between the year of entry in the AFF and the year of film release 

is because the records are based on the official first day of a film’s release not 

counting previews. 
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Appendix III 

 

Glossary 
 

 Chinese/ Japanese words English meanings (if 

any) 

   

Akagi Keiichiro 

 
赤木圭一郎  

Baishō Chieko 

 
倍賞千恵子  

Chang Cheh 

 
張徹  

Changcheng 

 
長城  

Cheng Pei-Pei 

 
鄭佩佩  

Chiba Yasuki 

 
千葉泰樹  

Chin Ping 

 
秦萍  

Daiei 

 
大映  

Datsu-A-Ron 

 
脱亜論 Leaving Asia 

dōka 

 
同化 assimilation 

Eiga Kikai Tenjikai 映画機械展示会 Motion picture 

equipment exhibition 

Evan Yang 

 
易文  

Fang Yin 

 
方盈  

Federation of Motion Picture 

Producers in Southeast Asia 

 

東南アジア映画製作者

連盟 

 

Fenghuang 

 
鳯凰  

Fujimoto Sanezumi 

 
藤本真澄  

Fukuzawa Yukichi 

 
福沢諭吉  

Furukawa Takumi 

 
古川卓巳  

gaiatsu 

 
外圧 external pressure 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E9%84%AD
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E9%84%AD
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E4%BD%A9
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gairaigo 

 
外来語  

gassaku  

 
合作 co-operation 

giri  

 
義理 obligation 

Grace Chang 

 
葛蘭  

Greater East Asian Co-

Prosperity Sphere 

 

大東亜共栄圏  

Greater East Asian 

Filmmakers’ Convention 

 

大東亜映画人大会  

Hattori Ryūichi 

 
服部良一  

hezou 

 
合作 co-operation 

Hong Kong and Kowloon 

Free Filmmakers General 

Association 

 

港九電影戲劇自由總會  

Hong Kong Movie News 

 
香港影畫  

huangmeidiao 

 
黃梅調  

Ikeda Yoshinobu 

 
池田義信  

Inoue Umetsugu 

 
井上梅次  

International Screen 

 
國際電影  

Ishihara Shitarō 

 
石原慎太郎  

Ishihara Yūjirō 

 
石原裕次郎  

Japanese spirit, Western 

techniques 

 

和魂洋才  

Jenny Hu 

 
胡燕妮  

Jimmy Wang 

 
王羽  

kanji 漢字  

karada 体  
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Kenjūburaichō series 

 
拳銃無頼シリーズ The hoodlums with fists 

and guns series 

Kinjin Eiichi 

 
金指英一  

Kinugasa Teinosuke 

 
衣笠貞之助  

Kobayashi Akira 

 
小林旭  

Kurahara Koreyoshi 

 
蔵原惟繕  

Kyōiku eiga haikyūsha 

 
教育映画配給社 Educational film 

distribution company 

Li Han-hsiang 

 
李翰祥  

Lily Ho 

 
何莉莉  

Linda Lin 

 
林黛  

Ling Yun 

 
凌雲  

Lo Wei 

 
羅維  

Loke Wan Tho 

 
陸運濤  

Lucilla You Min 

 
尤敏  

Masuda Toshio 

 
舛田利雄  

Matsuo Akinori 

 
松尾昭典  

Mizutani Yaeko 

 
水谷八重子  

Miki Kiyoshi 

 
三木清  

Mori Iwao 

 
森岩雄  

mukokuseki 

 
無国籍  

Nagata Masaichi 

 
永田雅一  

Nakahira Kō 

 
中平康  

Nikkatsu 

 
日活  

nikutai 

 
肉体  
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ninjo 

 
人情 human compassion 

Nippon Katsudō Shashin  

 
日本活動写真 Japan Cinematography 

Nishikawa Katsumi 

 
西河克己  

Nishimoto Tadashi 

 
西本正  

Okakura Tenshin 

 
岡倉天心  

Ōtsuru Yasuhiro 

 
大鶴泰弘  

Peter Chen 

 
陳厚  

Ri Kōran 

 
李香蘭  

Runde Shaw 邵邨人 

 

 

Run Run Shaw 

 
邵逸夫  

Saito Buichi 

 
斉藤武市  

Screen Voice 

 
電影圈  

seiyō  

 
西洋 the West 

Shachō series, the 

 
社長洋行記  

Shinkō Kinema 

 
新興キネマ  

shintai 

 
身体  

Shintōhō 

 
新東宝  

Shirō Kido 

 
城戸 四郎  

Shōchiku 

 
松竹  

Shūkanshi 

 
週刊誌 a weekly magazine 

Southeast Asian Film Festival 

 
東南アジア映画祭  

Southern Screen 

 
南國電影  

Sugie Toshio 

 
杉江敏男  
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taiyozoku 

 
太陽族 Sun Tribe 

Takarada Akira 

 
宝田明  

Tang Huang 

 
唐煌  

teikei 

 
提携 co-operate 

tixie  

 
提攜 to guide 

Toei 

 
東映  

Tōhō 

 
東宝  

tōyō  

 
東洋 the East, the Oriental 

Tsukasa Yoko 

 
司葉子  

Wakasugi Mitsuo 

 
若杉光夫  

Wanibuchi Haruko 

 
鰐淵 晴子  

Wataridori Series, the 渡り鳥シリーズ The Wanderer Series 

Xinlian 

 
新聯  

Yang Fang 

 
楊凡  
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